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Úvod: 

Tento reader je podpůrným souborem textů pro výběrový kurz Multikulturní občanství a 

transformace. Jeho existence má usnadnit práci v tomto výběrovém kurzu studentům pomocí 

komentovaného přehledu literatury k tomuto semestrálnímu kurzu. 

Texty pro reader byly vybírány podle několika kritérií: 

1) Texty, které se přehledově vyjadřují ke třem klíčovým slovům probíraným v rámci kurzu – a 

totiž k termínům multikulturní, transformace a občanství. Vybrané texty se pokouší seznámit 

studenty s nejrůznějšími pohledy na tyto termíny. 

2) Vzhledem k tomu, že kurz je zaměřen také na výzkumnou práci, volila jsem i texty, které mají 

relevanci ve vztahu k plánování výzkumného designu a provedení kvalitativního výzkumu. 

3) Texty byly vybírány tak, aby celkové uspořádání readeru neporušilo autorský zákon. Články 

zahraničních autorů jsou tedy jen zmiňovány a v readeru je podán stručný komentář 

zdůvodňující jejich výběr. Jako ukázky textů pak byly přímo do readeru vybrány texty, jejichž 

přímé uvedení není v rozporu s autorským zákonem. 

Kurz Multikulturní občanství a transformace byl koncipován jako výzkumnický výlet do otázek 

týkajících se změn v naší společnosti a zároveň jejího multikulturního charakteru. Právě proto se 

budeme nejprve zabývat třemi klíčovými termíny, které tento výlet teoreticky ukotvují. Poté 

zaměříme svoji pozornost na to, jak lze souvislosti vyplývající z procesu transformace zachytit pomocí 

kvalitativního výzkumu. I vybrané texty jsou tedy rozděleny do těchto čtyř tematických bloků.  
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1) Význam termínu „multikulturní“ 

Termín multikulturní je ze své podstaty nejasný – lépe řečeno je používán v různých kontextech a ty 
je potřeba zkoumat odděleně. Termín multikulturní odkazuje ke skutečnosti setkání jednotlivců 
z různých kultur. Než se podíváme na to, jak jsou definovány různé kultury, musíme se nejprve 
vypořádat se slovem identita, které nám k tomu vytvoří patřičný základ. 
 

Identita: 

Termín identita prošel v posledních desetiletích velkým vývojem. Identita byla dlouho definována 
především na základě etnicity. Postupně však byla vedle etnicity vnímána i další závažná témata, jako 
např. náboženství, tender, generační perspektiva a další. Existuje celá řada literatury k danému 
tématu, pro účely tohoto kurzu jsem vybrala přehledový text, který zachycuje právě vývoj vnímání 
termínu identita.  
Howard J. A. (2000). Social Psychology of Identities. Annual Review of Sociology, 26, 367 – 393). Text 
je pro účely kurzu dostupný v informačním systému FHS UK. 
 
Z textu J. Howard vyplývá, že pro oblast identity je klíčové to, jak dotyčný vnímá sám sebe a jak se 
toto sebe-pojetí projevuje v běžném životě. Pro lepší pochopení tohoto fenoménu je důležité 
seznámit se s výsledky výzkumů, které představují tuto oblast tak, jak to udělal ve svém textu I. 
Dewan. 
Dewan, I. (2007).Mixed race women's perspectiveson identity: the interplay between 
postmodernism, essentiaIism and individualism. In Bhatti, G. et al. Social Justice and intercultural 
education: an open ended dialogue. 
Text je pro účely kurzu dostupný v informačním systému FHS UK. 
 
V České republice byl na základě tohoto pojetí identity vytvořen praktický portál pro zařazení 
multikulturní výchovy do škol www.czechkid.cz. Vzhledem k tomu, že v každé zemi je téma identity 
pojímáno specificky a jiné atributy vedou k případné stigmatizaci, je dobré seznámit se specifiky 
v každé zemi. K tomu nám poslouží právě dialog z výše zmíněného portálu a výkladový podpůrný text 
k tomuto dialogu. 

Ukázka z www.czechkid.cz 

Dialog A kdo jste vy?  

Ali:  Jsem tady byl včera večer a nějaký kluci na mě zase spustili anglicky……  

Dan:  Proč zrovna anglicky?  

Ali:  No dyť se na mě podívej. Mně se to stává docela často, že se lidi podívají, vidějí černocha a hned 
usoudí, že jsem cizinec. A rovnou bez dalšího přemýšlení na mě spustí anglicky..  

Dan: Hele, a vadí ti to?  

Ali:  No vlastně mě to docela štve, připadá mi to nefér. Narodil jsem se tady, žiju tady, čeština je moje 
jediná mateřština, už fakt nevím, jak víc bych měl bejt Čech, ale stejně nejsem, protože tak 
nevypadám. 
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Dan: No a co teda seš? 

Ali: Je to blbý, ale nejradši bych řekl - co já vím. Já Čech jsem, ale štve mě, že to ostatní neviděj. 

Dan: No jo, alespoň na tebe spustí anglicky, to je skoro jako poklona, na mě rovnou pokřikujou  
cikáne. A přitom je to stejný, taky jsem se tady narodil, mluvím odmalička česky i romsky, stejně je to 
jedno, na ulici jsem prostě cikán. 

Jami:  No a ty si myslíš, že jseš Čech? Já to mám jasný, já jsem prostě Iráčan a žiju v Čechách. Ale 
to, co vyprávíte vy dva, mi připadá dost brutální. Já když řeknu, že jsem azylant, tak mě alespoň 
občas někdo polituje. 

Ali:  To ti připadá jako lepší? Dyť je to taky hrozný. Tak proč se do nás pořád někdo naváží? Kdyby 
alespoň věděli, jaký guláš to člověku dělá v hlavě. 

Přichází Magda a Tim 

Magda:  Čau lidi, co tak nevesele naladění, nejdete se koupat? 

Ali:  Probíráme milé kolemjdoucí a nesmrtelnost černého chrousta. 

Magda:  Cože? Tak nevím, jestli se mám urazit nebo dál vyptávat, o co jde. 

Ali:  Můžeš zkusit to druhý, i když poradit nám asi nemůžete ani jeden vzhledem k vaší barvě pleti. 

Tim:  Co to kecáte? O co jde? 

Ali:  Zrovna jsme se společně naštvávali na to, že na nás lidi na ulici tak jako různě pokřikujou, mluví 
anglicky, ptají se, odkud to jsme a tak. No a to jen proto, že jsme hnědý až černý, dle aktuálního lomu 
světla a nálady kolemjdoucích. 

 

Jak byste zareagovali, kdybyste byli na místě Magdy a Tima? Co byste klukům řekli? 

 

Tim:  Hele, mě se ale lidi taky pořád vyptávají, odkud jsem – divný jméno, občas mě někdo slyší s 
tátou na ulici mluvit holandsky. 

Dan:  No jo, milej zlatej, jenže to na tobě není na první pohled vidět. Když máš pusu zavřenou, 
vypadáš jak blonďatej čecháček. 

Magda:  No to se mi snad zdá. Vy se budete dohadovat o tom, kdo je na tom hůř? Chudinky, to abych 
vás politovala všechny ,co? 

Dan, Tim, Ali se začnou překřikovat:: – tobě se to kecá – hezká, bílá, zelený voči, bez přízvuku...... 

Magda:  Sorry, já to nechci zlehčovat. A vlastně docela chápu, že to musí být hrozný, z kůže se člověk 
nesvlíkne a žijeme v tomhle divným světě. Ale skoro mi to připadá, že vás na tom štve ještě něco 
jinýho, než že na vás na ulici nějaký blbci pokřikujou. Proč vás to tak štve? Vždyť si můžete říct, že 
jsou prostě blbý a jít dál! 

Zkuste se vžít do role Dana, Aliho nebo Jamiho a zkuste odpovědět Magdě. 
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Ali:  Nejhorší na tom je, že pak nevím sám, co jsem zač. Když se mě Dan zeptá, jestli jsem Čech, tak 
mu skoro řeknu, že nevím. To je divný, ne? 

Tim:  No počkej, ale tak moc by ses rozhodit zas neměl nechat, ne? Prostě jsi obojí. Jsi i Čech, i 
tmavej, patříš sem, ale dědu a babi máš v Zimbabwe. To je přece ok, ne? 

Ali:  Tobě se řekne to je ok. Ale co pak mám říkat? 

Tim:  Noo, mě, když se někdo zeptá, tak řikám, že jsem Čech i Holanďan, a ještě se jich zeptám, jestli 
je na tom něco divnýho. Když je na tebe někdo hnusnej, tak mu musíš ukázat, že divnej je on, ne ty. 

Dan:  No jo, tobě se to řekne, ale co jsem potom já? 

Tim:  No, to samý, jsi Čech a Rom a je to ok. A když si někdo myslí, že není, tak je blbej on, a když 
nedá pokoj, tak na něj můžeš zavolat policajty. Můj strejda Cees se vždycky může zjevit, když mu 
vyprávím tyhle vaše historky z Čech. Vůbec to nechápe. Když má někdo český pas, tak je prostě Čech 
a nikdo se ho nemá co vyptávat. A když to dělá, jen tím ukazuje, jak je sám omezenej.  

Dan:  Mám jednoho kámoše, kterej je v pěstounský péči, taky Rom, vyrůstá v bílý rodině a někdy z 
toho má pěknej guláš. Tohle by se mu asi líbilo. Prostě je obojí a hotovo. 

Jami:  Podle mě je na tom nejhorší to, že člověk to může mít sám srovnaný, ale vždycky ho to znova 
naštve. Je to, jako kdyby ti říkali, že sem nepatříš, táhni, nebo něco takovýho. Vlastně nikdy nevím, 
jak mám na takový věci zareagovat. 

Tim:  Hele, víš, co mi řekl táta? Že když se mě někdo zeptá na něco takovýhleho, jako jestli jsem 
cizinec nebo tak, tak mám říct, … 

Co byste na místě Timova táty doporučili vy? Zkusíte větu dopovědět? 

Že jsem Tim. A hned se zeptat – a kdo jste vy? 

 

Kulturní identita 

• O co jde v dialogu " Jak se člov ěk stane Čechem? "  

Dialog naznačuje napětí mezi sebepojetím – tedy odpovědí na otázku, kým se cítím být – a obrazem, 
který o mně mají ostatní. Aliho rozčiluje, že ho ostatní vnímají jako cizince – dokonce na něj mluví 
anglicky – a on sám se přitom cítí být Čechem. Takové napětí je složité v jakémkoli věku, v době 
dospívání je však o to citlivější a i drobné narážky o to bolestnější. S identitou, která je „poskládaná“ 
z různých příslušností a různých částí rodinného a sociálního zázemí dotyčného, se člověk musí 
naučit zacházet. To se opět týká všech lidí, jen ti, kteří jsou na první pohled odlišní, to mají ve 
většinové společnosti obvykle složitější. Jedinou možností je učit se vlastní identitu reflektovat a 
otevřít se možnosti více-četné identity. A to platí jak pro příslušníky těch, kteří jsou odlišní, tak pro 
majoritní populaci. Dvojnásobně to pak platí ve stále více propojeném a globalizovaném světě, kde je 
tak jako tak třeba u jednotlivců rozvíjet schopnost identifikací na nejrůznějších úrovních (Banks, 2004; 
Howard, 2000).  

Co je...?  

Identita:   Je často chápána jako vědomí svébytné totožnosti, jako soulad projevů chování a jednání 
člověka s jeho totožností (tohle chování patří k tobě) nebo jako ztotožnění se s někým jiným, se 
skupinou, ideou (tyto názory, hodnoty, jednání jsou mi vlastní). Také je zároveň chápána jako lidská 
základní potřeba. Kdo identitu nemá, přirozeně ji hledá. Pocit identity dodává pocit bezpečí, 
seberealizace apod. 
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Kulturní a etnická identita:  Je často chápána jako mnohovrstevná identifikace jednotlivce s 
nejrůznějšími kulturními, etnickými, sociálními, profesními, zájmovými a jinými skupinami. To 
znamená, že se jeden člověk vymezuje vůči různým modelovým kulturám a skupinám. Může se s nimi 
ztotožňovat, ale také nemusí, v různé situaci a v různé míře. Kulturní identita jedince tvoří jen část 
jeho identity. Charakteristiky kultury nikdy nejsou totožné s charakterem osobnosti. 

Kultura:  Žádný lidský jedinec se nemůže přizpůsobit společnosti bez kontaktu s druhými lidmi. Každý 
jedinec musí reagovat na své okolí. Tím, že se s nimi stýká, vytváří se jeho kulturní identita, souhrn 
kulturních vlastností, které považuje za vlastní, známé, blízké. Kulturu můžeme do jisté míry chápat 
jako charakter skupin, do kterých se cítíme patřit, jako reakci určitého společenství na své konkrétní 
životní podmínky. Každá skupina se vyvíjí v odlišném životním prostředí (přírodním i společenském, 
historickém). Jestliže se životní podmínky liší, mohou na ně lidé reagovat odlišně, vytvářet jiné 
výrobky, hodnoty, náboženství apod. Pak se liší i jejich kultura. Jedinec je pak součástí mnoha skupin, 
a to vše vytváří jeho kulturu a zároveň kulturu skupin, do kterých patří a kterými je ovlivňován. Kulturu 
v širším slova smyslu můžeme chápat jako soubor artefaktů kultury, jakoby důsledků činnosti skupiny, 
sociokulturních regulativů kultury, jakoby způsobů fungování a jednání dané skupiny (normy, hodnoty, 
vzory chování ), a idejí kultury, jakoby názorů a postojů skupiny (předmět vzdělávání, ideologie, 
světový názor, filosofie, náboženství) sdílený a předávaný jejími členy. Kulturu nelze ztotožňovat s 
etnicitou nebo národností!  

Kulturní tradice:  Ustálené vzorce chování a jednání kultury tvoří smysluplné řešení vzniklé situace v 
daném životním prostředí v dané době. S postupem času, se změnou prostředí, ale i vnímáním 
skupiny se může ztratit či pozměnit smysl i způsob tradičního řešení daného problému. Tradice může 
zanikat, nebo měnit svůj význam, může se vytvářet nová tradice. (Dnes již např. jen málokdo 
komunikuje s vodníky a vílami. Z původních mýtů, které vysvětlovaly řád světa, vznikaly postupně 
pohádky pro děti. Daleko častěji se začíná slavit Valentýn, místo pohádek vysvětlujeme přírodní jevy 
vědeckými poznatky.)  

Téma 

Identita a kulturní identita zvlášť je citlivou záležitostí. Dává nám pocit bezpečí, sounáležitosti, pocit 
známého prostředí, které je nám blízké, srozumitelné, v kterém se orientujeme a se kterým se také 
ztotožňujeme. Zároveň však každý jedinec chápe svou identitu trochu jinak. Někdo cítí příslušnost 
spíše k národnímu státu, další se silně identifikuje např. s určitou specifickou kulturou (houbařů, 
zahrádkářů, fotbalistů, anarchistů….), jiný se cítí výrazně vázán k rodnému regionu. Kulturní a etnická 
identita každého se liší svou náplní, vztahuje se k jiným hodnotám.  

Vlastní identitu v běžném životě často příliš nevnímáme, nepřemýšlíme o ní, důležitá však začíná být 
vždy při setkání s něčím jiným, cizím. Toto jiné pak působí jako zrcadlo naší vlastní identity. A ona 
jinakost nás upozorní, že ten druhý „to má v životě jinak“. Právě to je i jeden z důvodů, proč setkání 
lidí z různých kultur přináší velké množství dilemat, zároveň může být ale také velkým přínosem.  

Identita se týká otázky „kdo jsem“ a to hned v několika smyslech – kým se cítím být a za koho se 
považuji, jak se toto vnímání v čase mění,  za koho mě považují ostatní a jak jsou všechny tyto 
aspekty vzájemně v souladu. Vidíme tedy, že identita funguje na dvou úrovních. Jednak naznačuje to, 
kým se já cítím být sám/sama o sobě. A jednak se v ní zrcadlí to, jak mě vnímají ti druzí, mé okolí. 
Obě tyto součásti identity budeme v textu zkoumat a to následujícím způsobem. Zaměříme se na čtyři 
aspekty identity – její mnohovrstevnatý charakter, dynamický charakter a konečně její změny a otázku 
labelingu, který má zásadní význam pro sociální inkluzi nebo exkluzi.  

Než se pustíme do samotného zkoumání vrstev identity, je potřeba zmínit ještě jednu základní 
charakteristiku. Právě proto, že je identita bytostně spojená s tím, kým se jednotlivec cítí být, je také 
její uchopování velmi křehkou záležitostí. Identita je důležitá pro sebepojetí člověka, a má proto velmi 
důležitou funkci. Vnější tlak na identitu je pak velmi citlivou (někdy dokonce nebezpečnou) záležitostí. 
Právě proto je nutné s ní v pedagogice pracovat  citlivě a s vědomím důsledků pro životy jednotlivců. 
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Mnohovrstevná identita 

Odpovědi na otázku „kým se cítím být“ zahrnují celou řadu možných variací a relativních 
charaktehristik, které mohou, ale nemusí zahrnovat např. role a očekávání spojená s určitým 
pohlavím, konstruktem etnicity (potažmo pociťované či připisované národnosti), kategorie věku, 
možnostmi sociálního statutu atd. Howardová (2000) poukazuje na to, že pokud bychom všechny tyto 
kategorie chtěli nějak uspořádat, vidíme, že se identita utváří jednak sociálně, jako členství v různých 
sociálních skupinách, a dále pak osobnostně – tedy podle atributů, které odlišují jednotlivce od sebe 
navzájem.  

Jak si tento proces představit? Zkusme si to vysvětlit na příkladu našich dětských hrdinů. Podívejme 
se blíže na příběh Aliho. Ali vyrůstal odmalička v českém prostředí, český jazyk je jeho mateřštinou, a 
tak by se mohlo zdát, že je jeho identita stejná jako identita všech ostatních dětí, které se narodily v 
České republice. Jenže Ali má zároveň tmavou barvu pleti, a tak je odmalička konfrontován s tím, že 
někdo tuto jeho českou identitu zpochybňuje. Jeho zkušenost tedy není stejná, jako je zkušenost 
bílého dítěte, které se narodí dvěma českým bílým rodičům. Ali se ztotožňuje nejen s kulturní 
skupinou Čechů, ale také se skupinou Čechů, kteří mají jinou barvu pleti, má zkušenost příslušnosti k 
nějaké marginalizované skupině. Kromě toho je ale např. součástí party dětí z Czechkid, chodí do 
skauta a trénuje s ostatními dětmi orientační běh. Ali tedy patří do mnoha skupin. Přestože je příběh 
Aliho zřetelně specifický, není zdaleka ojedinělý. Vždyť i mezi dětmi, které se narodily dvěma českým 
rodičům, jsou velké rozdíly, co se identity týče – dítě z velké rodiny z vesnice má zkrátka odlišnou 
zkušenost, a tedy i identifikaci/identifikace než dítě z malé rodiny (nebo dokonce z rozvedené rodiny) z 
velkého města.  

Důležitou otázkou v této mnohosti je to, kým se děti cítí být. A teprve zde – ve vztahu mezi tím, kým se 
cítím být a jak mně vnímají ostatní - začíná jít skutečně o identitu. Které z výše uvedených 
charakteristik jsou pro naše hrdiny v které situaci důležité?  
Jak Howardové (2000) analýza ukazuje, v sociálních vědách byla dříve identita často redukována na 
etnicitu a národnost. Jakoby tyto dvě kategorie měly větší význam než všechny ostatní. V posledních 
letech dochází ke kritice tohoto přístupu, na což má vliv především globalizace a měnící se 
uspořádání světa, které nastalo po roce 1990. Tendence v posledních dvaceti letech je vidět identitu 
právě jako mnohovrstevný fenomén, kde jednotlivé typy identifikací jsou rovnocenné a navíc situačně 
dané. V konkrétní situaci získávají určité vrstvy identity specifickou důležitost.  

Tato rekonstrukce pojmu identita a přiznání její mnohovrstevnatosti má velké důsledky pro celou 
oblast sociálních věd a pedagogiky, protože vede de facto k propojení pojetí identit s pojmem 
občanství (Bauman, 2004). Jak uvádí Howardová (2000 : 386), jedná se o „koncept identity založený 
na lidské zkušenosti z konkrétních komunit a kontextů. Identity se stávají otázkou občanství“. 
Občanství je v takovém spojení s identitou otázkou participace na životě určité sociální nebo politické 
komunity, jedná se tedy o jeho širší pojetí, než je otázka statutu ve smyslu být občanem jedné země. 

 

Dynamická identita  

Díky tomu, že na identitu působí celá řada vlivů, stává se identita proměnlivou v čase a v závislosti na 
kontextu, situaci. Identita tedy není něco vrozeného (žádná její část!), ale je to dynamický komplex 
měnící se v čase a v sociálních situacích, do kterých se jedinec dostává. K změnám identity může 
docházet pozitivně ve smyslu identifikace s určitou novou skupinou, rolí nebo také negativně – 
distancí od této skupiny nebo role (Howard, 2000). Pokud se opět podíváme na naše dětské hrdiny, 
vidíme to dobře na situaci Aliho. Ten se zásadně distancuje od přisuzované identity – být cizincem. 
Necítí se tak, naopak se o to víc identifikuje s českou částí svých kořenů. Naopak je pro něj zajímavé 
zjistit, že Dan se trápí podobnými věcmi, najednou se mohou společně identifikovat s těmi, kteří sdílejí 
zkušenost odlišné barvy pleti a hned se mohou společně snadněji vymezit proti Magdě – vy bílí nám 
nemůžete poradit, protože o tom nic nevíte. 
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Abychom však nezůstali chyceni v pasti etnického pohledu na identitu, můžeme např. vnímat to, že 
lidé se identifikují s místem, z kterého pocházejí (vesnice versus město), generací, do které patří, 
oborem, který studují nebo v jakém pracují atd. Všechny složky identity (nejen její etnický rozměr) pak 
procházejí zásadním vývojem právě v časové perspektivě a v perspektivě měnícího se kontextu.  

Změny identity  

V okamžiku, kdy se jednotlivec dostává do situací, kdy musí reagovat na nějakou změnu prostředí, 
dochází automaticky k posunům i v oblasti identity. Z prost ředí p řichází nové podn ěty, s n ěkterými 
z nich se jedinec identifikuje a p řijímá je za vlastní.  Při změně práce např. člověk může spolu 
s kolegy objevit nový druh sportu a právě toto nové prostředí ho přivede do nových situací. Ty se pro 
jedince postupem času stanou zcela samozřejmou součástí jeho existence. Při změně klimatu (tedy 
přestěhování do jiné země např.) dojde automaticky ke změně oblékání a to proto, že je potřeba 
reagovat právě na změněné podmínky. Postupem času může člověk tento nový způsob odívání 
zvnitřnit, zatímco jídelní návyky např. neupraví.  

Když se zamýšlíme nad změnami identity, musíme zahrnout do úvah další aspekt a to je hodnocení. 
Jednotlivé vrstvy identity nejsou jednotlivci vnímány jako rovnocenné. Jednodušeji se hlásíme k těm 
složkám své identity, které více odpovídají našemu obrazu o sobě sama a které jsou zároveň naším 
okolím pozitivně hodnoceny (Howard, 2000). Naopak obtížnější je vypořádat se s těmi složkami 
identity, které okolí vnímá negativně. Tady hrají roli např. i média – v okamžiku, kdy jsou členové 
určitých skupin obsazováni negativními konotacemi, je pro členy těchto skupin obtížnější vypořádat se 
s touto složkou své identity. Tak např., bude pro Dana pravděpodobně obtížné vypořádat se s tou 
složkou jeho identity, která souvisí s romstvím, zatímco Jami bude svou etnicitu řešit jinak a o něco 
méně – v dialogu to ostatně říká velmi přesně – mě alespoň občas někdo polituje, že jsem azylant. 

 

Připisování a labeling  

S tím souvisí naše poslední téma a to je tzv. připisování. Do této chvíle jsme se bavili o identitě, kterou 
si dotyčný sám volí. S identitou a jejími posuny však souvisí také situace, kdy je doty čnému 
připisována n ějaká vlastnost , v důsledku čehož dochází často také k faktické nebo vnímané exkluzi, 
neboli vyloučení. Právě na tento fenomén se zaměříme v poslední části textu.  

Myšlení v kategoriích je nedílnou součástí socializace (Brislin, 1981) a právě v procesu připisování a 
labelingu hraje tento způsob uvažování velkou roli. Myšlení v kategoriích pak zárove ň automaticky 
znamená ur čité zjednodušení reality, její redukci na onu vlast nost , která je pro doty čného 
člov ěka v danou chvíli d ůležitá, aktuální.  Uvedu to na příkladu ze školní praxe. Když učím jeden 
předmět v několika třídách, vnímám, že třídy jakožto kolektivy mají také určitou dynamiku a vlastnost. 
Některá třída je hloubavá, jiná zlobivá, ještě jiná méně schopná, aktivní atd. Tento druh p řipisování 
umožňuje n ějak uspo řádat soubor zkušeností spojených s výukou a má samo zřejmě důvody . 
Do zlobivé třídy se těším méně než do hodné atd. Z hlediska terminologie třídě připíšu vlastnost a 
třída dostane nálepku. Logické však je, že tuto vlastnost nemohu vztáhnout na každého jednoho 
žáka té třídy. Honzík ze zlobivé třídy může být stejně chytrý a milý jako Vojta z hloubavé, naopak 
konkrétní dítě z hodné třídy může být zlobivé, díky skupinové dynamice přítomnost jednoho silného 
žáka může strhnout charakter ostatních v danou chvíli výuky. Mimo třídu se žáci pak mohou 
projevovat zcela jinak atd.  

Problém nastává, když se na základě zmíněných zobecněných vlastností – kategorií (např. přesný, 
líný, houževnatý, …..) začne bez úvahy a reálného posouzení přisuzovat ke konkrétnímu jednotlivci 
(Ty jsi Němec, tak jsi …. Ty jsi Sparťan, tak jsi) …. V tom případě se jedná právě o labeling/etiketizaci, 
která v důsledku vede k exkluzi celých skupin. Právě tento způsob uvažování a exkludování vede 
k mnoha tenzím, které v dnešním světě vznikají. Jednou větou tak téměř zaručeně pobouříme 50 
členů skupiny Němců, či Sparťanů. Pokud vezmeme např. příklady etnických konfliktů z posledních 
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let, vidíme např., že Tutsiové a Hutuové  jsou od sebe z vnějšího pohledu k nerozeznání, přesto mezi 
sebou válčili právě na principu této exkluze, která v jejich případě vedla téměř k milionu obětí při 
genocidě ve Rwandě. Pro takové případy nemusíme však chodit příliš daleko – válka v bývalé 
Jugoslávii měla stejné kořeny. Pokud si na pomoc vezmeme příklady z České republiky, vidíme např. 
tendenci k exkluzi fyzicky viditelně odlišných jedinců, kteří jsou často asociováni s Romy apod. To vše 
jsou příklady tohoto typu uvažování, které můžeme velmi jasně vidět v jeho sociálních důsledcích. 
Samozřejmě je princip labellingu často zneužíván vůdci, kteří mají zcela jiné cíle (ekonomické, 
mocenské), než je etnická čistota.  

To je ostatně to, na co naráží v dialogu Dan - Na mě rovnou na ulici pokřikují cikáne a je to jasný. 
Všichni ode mě pryč, dejte si na mě pozor. 

Způsob vnímání identity jako reakce na historický a sp olečenský kontext 

Všechny tyto teoretické úvahy jsou vždy samozřejmě zasazené do společenského a dobového 
kontextu, kdy je potřeba reflektovat, že ve střední a východní Evropě se identita – potažmo etnická 
identita vyvíjela odlišně od našich sousedů. Česká republika prošla z hlediska utváření národnostní 
identity velmi bouřlivým vývojem. Mnohonárodnostní stát z roku 1918 (8 020 000 občanů národnosti 
československé, 3 218 000 občanů národnosti německé, 477 000 národnosti ruské, 762 000 
národnosti maďarské, 191 000 národnosti židovské, 110 000 národnosti polské a 35 000 jiných dle 
sčítání lidu z roku 1921) byl po bouřlivých událostech první republiky a později druhé světové války 
přeměněn na homogenní společnost, která po roce 1989 opět začala být různorodější. V důsledku 
zkušenosti dvou generací žijících v homogenní společnosti došlo i k výše zmíněnému setření odlišení 
významu občanství a národnosti. Podle výzkumu (Nedomová, 1997) se zdá, že koncept češství byl 
redukován na osoby, které se narodily dvěma českým rodičům s českou národností i českým 
občanstvím a mají český jazyk jako jediný mateřský jazyk. Co k tomu říkají jiné výzkumy? Např. 
výzkum Prudkého (2005) ukázal, že tři nejdůležitější důvody, které vedou k tomu, aby se člověk mohl 
považovat za Čecha, jsou: umět česky, cítit se Čechem a mít české občanství. Místo narození a 
náboženství jsou naproti tomu důležité jen velmi málo.  

Zajímavá je konfrontace tohoto pojetí s vnímáním v jiných zemích. Co dělá např. Holanďana 
Holanďanem? Nebo Němce Němcem? Zdá se, že v Holandsku jde o velmi důležitý aspekt osobního 
rozhodnutí. Holanďan se zkrátka rozhodne patřit právě k holandskému politickému systému (což 
vyjadřuje např. úctou ke královně) a je vnímán jako Holanďan, pokud má nizozemský pas.  

Identita v pedagogické praxi  

Z výše uvedené analýzy termínu identita vyplývají některé důležité poznatky pro pedagogickou praxi. 
S tématem identity se nelze vypořádat tím, že se o labellingu vůbec nebavíme, nebo že nebudeme 
používat žádné kategorie a skupinové pojmy. To není reálné, jednak proto, že se takové pojmy běžně 
v životě používají a jednak proto, že to nemá pedagogický efekt. Jak jsme viděli ve výše zmíněné 
analýze, pro práci s identitou je klíčové dosahovat inkluze a vyhýbat se situacím, které vedou 
k připisování či labelingu, respektive pokud se tématem zabývat, tak pomocí reflexe těchto jevů. 
Otázky identity nejsou natolik spojeny s probíranými tématy (identitu lze reflektovat de facto v rámci 
každého tématu z oblasti sociálních věd), jsou však velmi integrálně spojeny s metodami, které učitel 
volí, jak hned ukážeme. Důležitým didaktickým prvkem je naučit žáky rozlišovat mezi jednotlivcem a 
jeho individualitou a popisem kulturních resp. skupinových rysů. Dokázat rozlišovat mezi jednotlivcem, 
osobní a kulturní identitou a skupinou a kulturou. Popis kultury nikdy nemůže být konkrétní tak, aby 
odpovídal každému jedinci, kterého se kultura týká. Vždy je zjednodušením, které však v praxi také 
má svou váhu a funkci. Jen je třeba ho nezneužívat a používat ho citlivě na základě nabytých 
vědomostí. Jedině důraz na lidskost zaručí, že se nebude kulturní pojem zneužívat.  

Základními cíli pro práci s identitou je její (sebe)reflexe a dále pak vytváření prostoru pro respekt vůči 
odlišným životním zkušenostem. Pedagogické metody by měly směřovat k reflexi konkrétních vrstev 
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identit u jednotlivých žáků i studentů a měly by se zásadně vyhýbat jejímu skupinovému pojetí. To 
znamená – mohu např. reflektovat, kým se který žák cítí být (viz např. Moree & Bittl, 2007), nemohu 
však reflektovat, jaké je češství majoritních žáků nebo jací jsou Vietnamci, stejně jako nemohu 
reflektovat, jaké jsou ženy, muži či jací jsou chudí lidé. Reflektovat lze vždy jen osobní zkušenosti 
zasazené do sociálního kontextu dané osoby.  

Jednou ze základních pedagogických metod jsou pak příběhy a narace (Morvayová, 2008; Tappan & 
Packer 1991; Moree, 2008 a řada dalších). Jednotlivec může na základě své životní zkušenosti 
reflektovat části vykládané látky, je možno diskutovat a sdělovat příběhy jednotlivců, zkoumat 
konkrétní životní zkušenosti dětí ve třídě nebo organizovat interview s pamětníky (Hernandez, 1989). 
Všechny tyto metody vedou ke sdílení individuálních životních zkušeností v určitém dobovém a 
společenském kontextu. Velmi důležité je také žáky naučit pracovat s informacemi o skupinách, aby 
byli schopni analyzovat informace v médiích, z výzkumů. Aby dokázali zacházet s pojmy, které se 
kolem nich objevují. Aby nevztahovali vlastnosti popsané v jednom novinovém článku na konkrétního 
jednotlivce, kterého v životě potkají.  

Příběhy a p říklady  

Jsem Češka, abyste v ěděli  
Klára pracuje v informačním centru v jednom větším pohraničním městě. Jedná se o město, kde ještě 
v roce 1918 žilo z 12 500 obyvatel a z toho jen 107 Čechů, ostatní byli Němci. Většina současných 
turistů v kraji přichází samozřejmě z Německa – často z řad rodin, které byly odsunuty po roce 1945. 
Klára se tak s nimi v informačním centru velmi často potkává.  

Tatínek Kláry je Němec. A Klára mu dodnes vyčítá, že ji nenaučil německy. V době před rokem 1990 
nebylo úplně rozumné mluvit na ulici německy a tatínek se bál, že když s Klárou bude doma mluvit 
jeho mateřštinou, tak se Klára někde na ulici zapomene a budou z toho jen opletačky. Jenže Klára 
dnes němčinu hrozně moc potřebuje, a přestože má tatínka Němce, musí chodit do jazykového kurzu, 
aby mohla dělat svou práci v informačním centru, což ji samozřejmě hrozně rozčiluje.  

S Klárou se bavíme o místním regionu a situaci zde, přiznáváme se k tomu, že jsme také smíšený pár 
a bavíme se o identitě takovýchto lidí. Klára se najednou zarazí a povídá: „Abyste si ale nemysleli, já 
jsem opravdu Češka. Ne, abyste si mysleli, že jsem Němka jen proto, že mám tátu Němce!“  

Proč?  
Moje babička vždycky vyprávěla příběhy z historických románů o tom, jak Chodové strážili hranice, 
kdo tu vládl, jaké činy vykonali naši králové. Zpívala vždycky krásné písničky. ... Nikdy jsem příliš 
nepřemýšlel o tom, proč si říkám Čech, co to vlastně znamená. Jen tehdy, pokud jsem četl 
Masarykovy či Komenského úvahy o povaze českého národa v rámci svého studia( národ věčně 
rozdělený na dvě poloviny svářící se o budoucnost malého národa uprostřed soukolí Evropy-např. 
soukolí západního a východního křesťanství, protestantství a katolictví, Ruska a Německa, Ruska a 
Ameriky atd.)  

Jednou se mi naskytla příležitost odjet do jedné moc vzdálené země v Asii. Snad jen třikrát si tam ode 
mě lidé odsedli v restauraci, protože jsem byl běloch. Pomalu jsem však zjišťoval, že mé upřímné 
chování v této zemi může vypadat jako lež, že má zdravá sebedůvěra může být vysvětlena jako 
přezíravé chování. Stále jsem odpovídal na otázky, kde je Česká republika, jak tam žijeme, jaké 
máme zvyky, kolik mám příbuzných atd. Lidé v té zemi byli pyšní na to, odkud pocházejí, často 
vyslovovali slova jako rodiště, vlast. Žili vesnickým způsobem života. Starali se o mě jako o vlastního. 
Zažil jsem tam jedno z nejhezčích období svého života. Po návratu domů jsem začal chodit do 
souboru českých lidových tanců a písní ... hádejte, proč asi? </em> 

Poslední aktualizace 24.10.2011  
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Multikulturní: 

Pro práci s termínem multikulturní jsem vybrala tři texty, které představují jeho různé facety.J. A. 
Banks (2004) se zamýšlí nad tím, na jakých úrovních lze identitu (a tedy i multikulturalismus) vnímat a 
jak jsou tyto jednotlivé facety propojeny. 

M. Nussbaumová (1997) pak přináší příklady konkrétních situací, kdy se jednotlivec v životě s těmito 
úrověmi musí vypořádat. V textu také historický přehled, který umožňuje vnímat multikulturalismus 
v jeho historické perspektivě. Z textu vyplývá, že globální způsob uvažování není spojen až se situací 
21. Století, ale že provází lidstvo po celou dobu jeho existence. Fascinace odlišnostmi mezi 
jednotlivými skupinami lidí nestaré jako lidstvo samo. 

Banks, J., A. (2004). Diversity and Citizenship Education; Global Perspectives. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. 

Nussbaum, M. (1997). Cultivating Humanity. Cambridge,Massachusetts: Littlefield Publishers. 
(Kapitola Citizens of the World) 

Oba text jsou pro účely kurzu dostupné v informačním systému FHS UK. 
 
Multikulturní aspekt soužití je však přítomen také v mezi-generačním dialogu a to zvláště v zemi, která 
prošla velkými společenskými změnami za relativně krátkou dobu. Lepší pochopení témat spojených 
s multikulturalismem také napomáhá narativní způsob výkladu – tedy naslouchání konkrétním 
příběhům, které zachycují hlubší vrstvy reality. Právě proto je součástí readeru i text, který zachycuje 
právě tuto generační rozmanitost. Text je z knihy: Moree, D. (2008). How Teachers Cope with Social 

and Educational Transformation; Struggling with Multicultural Education in the Czech Classroom. 

Benešov: Eman. http://eman.evangnet.cz/index.php?deti 

Chapter 2 – Czech teachers from a generational pers pective 
 

 The vital difference between life stories and narratives and fully developed 
life histories is that the story or narrative is located in the historical context 
in which lives are embodied and embedded. The story lines and scripts by 
which we recount our lives are related to the conditions and possibilities 
current in particular historical periods. 

(Goodson, 2005: 6) 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The teachers in this research who are expected to implement multicultural education belong to 
different generations and have very different experiences with issues of diversity. However, their 
experiences are an important factor in how they will change their practice. Why is the teachers’ 
experience important for multicultural education? There are at least two theoretical positions which 
suggest its importance. Merryfield (2000) carried out qualitative research on teachers' lived experience 
and found that teachers' own experience is extremely important but is not enough. Experience must 
be also interrelated with questions of identity and power. For example, there is identity in terms of 
family background, which can be working class or middle class. The power aspect is then linked to the 
experience of coming from a socially privileged group or non-privileged background. In short we can 
say that not only the experience with diversity itself but an experience of being underprivileged might 
significantly influence the way of coping with diversity in the classroom. We can speak of situated 
experiences. Linking these three characteristics (identity, power, and social class) can give teachers 
some special sensitivity in how they cope with diversity in their classes.  
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Another useful concept is intercultural sensitivity theory (Hammer, Bennett and Wiseman, 2003). This 
states that the individual's own experience is extremely important for effectiveness in other cultures. 
But at the same time Hammer also mentions the importance of what he calls a cultural worldview. His 
argument is that if someone is socialised in a monocultural society he or she will “only have access to 
their own cultural worldview, so they are unable to construe the difference between their own 
perception and that of people who are culturally different” (Hammer et al., 2003: 423). 

Based on these theoretical concepts stressing the social context of experiences and the developing of 
intercultural sensitivity by experiences, I researched teachers’ narratives in order to find an answer to 
the question How can the societal context influence teachers' ability to give meaning to experiences? 
In doing this, I follow the methodological suggestions of Goodson (2005) and relate teachers' 
experiences to the conditions and possibilities in particular historic periods. 

The teachers in Czech education belong to several generations and at the same time they are now 
inhabitants of a post-totalitarian country in transition. The combination of these two factors creates a 
special kind of experience, which might be important for teachers’ application of multicultural topics 
into their teaching. The societal context of the Czech Republic and the transformations in its cultural 
composition were described in Chapter 1. In this chapter I use another methodology which will help us 
to demonstrate teachers’ different life experiences. The reason is that the Czech Republic is a country 
where people of extremely different life experiences live and work together – people with experiences 
of occupation, political oppression and life in double-truth live here together.  Moreover, they all work 
together with generations growing up in freedom and democracy. That is why I would like to use the 
theory of ‘generations based on major events’ (Becker, 1997; Becker, 2000) as a basic approach for 
analysing the experiences and interpretation of teachers. 

Becker (1997) uses the term “historical generations” for a sample of people who are influenced by 
certain important events in the so-called formative period (between the ages of 10 and 25). In this 
period many important decisions have to be made. People have to decide about their education, they 
have their first job, they look for a partner and they make their first political decisions (for example, 
participation in some political party) (Becker, 1997).  

This does not mean to say that people of a historical generation are identical. It is, however, to say 
that these people had to react to particular historical events and no matter how their reactions differ, 
they share the same experience. According to Becker this formative period has an important influence 
on the identity of individuals and will shape their future life strongly. 

 
In this chapter the current population of Czech teachers will be divided into several generations 
according to their formative period. These periods will be marked especially by political changes like 
the occupation in 1968 or the Velvet Revolution in 1989. I will describe the experience of each 
particular generation from three points of view. First, I will describe the more general political context 
which influenced particular generations of teachers. Second, I will describe the teachers’ possibility of 
interacting personally with different cultures and third, I will describe the situation in schools. 
I will use some historical materials and research but at the same time I will combine them with 
narratives of specific people. Most of the narratives were sampled during the interviews presented in 
chapters 5 (marked research I) and 7 (marked research II) of the thesis. Some of them were collected 
in some other contexts. In these cases they were noted during the field trips from taped discussions. 
For every narrative the source is noted below.  
There is one very important reason for using these narratives as an additional material in this chapter. 
The totalitarian context is very difficult to describe on a general level and in a foreign language having 
very often different connotations. Words very often had different meanings in other periods from how 
we use them today. Narratives can mediate also the context in which these words were used and 
make them more accessible in their multi-faceted meanings. However, such an approach is used not 
only in the context of writing about totalitarian systems. Narratives can simply help to understand more 
of the context. As Goodson (2005: 1) points out: “at the heart of so much of my research is a belief 
that we have to understand the personal and biographical if we are to understand the social and 
political”.   
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The first question is how to create the historical generations for our purposes. In 2004 when this 
research started the oldest participating teachers were about 60 and the youngest about 20. Therefore 
we can take these numbers as a starting point and create the following historical generations: 
 
1) Post-war generation               people who were 10 – 25 around 1959 (born 1934 - 1949) 
2) Prague Spring generation           people who were 10 – 25 around 1969 (born 1944 - 1959) 
3) Normalization generation           people who were 10 – 25 around 1979 (born 1954 - 1969) 
4) Velvet Revolution generation     people who were 10 – 25 around 1989 (born 1964 - 1979) 
5) Transformation generation        people who were 10 – 25 around 1999 (born 1974 - 1989) 

 
 
 
 

In the following section I give some indications about the formative life experiences of the particular 
generations who combine to create the present constellation of Czech teachers.   
 
 
PART 1. POST-WAR GENERATION 
People who were 15 – 25 around 1959 (born 1934 - 1949) 
 
People in this generation were born shortly before, during or just after the Second World War and 
experienced the hard-core communist regime. Their fifteenth birthday (around 1960) came in the 
period when the first reflections on the political oppression of the 1950s took place (Buchvaldek, 1986; 
London, 1968) and when the idea of socialism with a human face was born. To give an example of 
this period, we can take two organisations that played an important role in the lives of young people at 
that time. Membership of the Pioneer organisation and later on of ČSM1 (Communist Youth 
organisations) was a standard part of their school attendance. These memberships aimed to influence 
young people from their childhood on. Socialisation into socialist reality was highly ritualised by these 
two youth organisations. (Kubat, 1965: 418).  
These people had to make basic decisions about their attitudes towards the regime. They lived in a 
period when ideas of social equality were strongly supported by the majority of the population and 
some of them believed that communism would be a guarantee of that. 

 
Jan was born in 1944 in a family which was traditionally left-wing. Jan was a very talented 
student and wanted to become high school teacher. One of his friends suddenly disappeared in 
1962. Nobody knew what had happened; the state police were searching for him because his 
family was afraid he had been murdered. Jan was the first to receive a postcard from his friend 
who had emigrated to Austria. He went to inform the friend’s parents and they asked him to 
bring the card to the police, which Jan did. Jan had to go to the police station several times 
because of this event. Later the police offered him the chance to travel to an international 
conference. The real purpose of the trip was to meet the friend. Jan went to the conference, but 
his friend did not come to the appointment. 
Jan continued his studies and was relatively successful. As a matter of course he entered ČSM 
(the communist youth organization) and later the Communist party as well. In 1967 he received 
permission from the authorities to take up a scholarship for several months in Lyon. Before he 
left, he had to go through relatively difficult administrative procedures which included a written 
statement that he would report any anti-socialist expressions that he might witness. Several 
times during his stay he was interrogated by a member of staff of the Czechoslovak embassy in 
France.  
Jan remembers his stay in France with great pleasure. It was spring 1968, everybody was 
interested in what was going on in Czechoslovakia and Jan was very happy to report about 
socialism with a human face. The big surprise came in August 1968 when Czechoslovakia was 
occupied. Jan truly believed in reform socialism and could not agree with the occupation. He 
called his ‘officer’ and tried to convince him to protest against the occupation. 
In 1969 when the normalization started Jan was excluded from the faculty and the Communist 
Party because of his political attitude (disagreement with the so-called friendly help of the 
Warsaw Pact armies), and he had to work in unqualified positions till 1990.  

                                                           
1
  ČSM – Československý svaz mládeže 
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After the Velvet Revolution he was invited to be director of a secondary school in Prague, 
because he was a leading figure in the school collective during the revolution of 1989. 
Several years later he found out that he was registered in the files of the communist secret 
police as their collaborator. This became publicly known and as a consequence he has had to 
face a huge conflict at the school where he works because he is accused of co-operation with 
the communist regime.   (Notes from field research - Jan – aged 63, male teacher of social and 
cultural anthropology and social work in an academy for social pedagogy and theology in 
Prague) 
 

This story shows us several important moments in the life experience of the post-war generation. A 
significant part of its members joined the Communist Party in the years before 1968 out of an idealism 
or conviction that a reform socialist regime was the right political system. They knew of the political 
oppression of the 1950s, but believed that the system could be changed. Most of the basic decisions 
in their lives were made in the years leading up to 1968. 

 
The multicultural experience of this generation had several features. It was still very much influenced 
by the experience of the Second World War and the occupation by the Nazis which was necessarily 
linked with it. At the same time people of this generation lived in a society that had undergone large-
scale ethnic cleansing, which had two effects – the inland was much more homogeneous then the 
borderlands. Last but not least, they had very limited possibilities to travel abroad. The common 
denominator of all these factors was building up a new socialist identity based on “Czechness”.  
Some family members of that time could still speak other foreign languages than Russian, which was 
at that time obligatory in schools, but they did not have many opportunities to use them.  

 
When I tried to remember what Germany meant for me, then I remembered children playing 
guerillas and fascists. And everybody wanted to play guerilla and nobody wanted to play 
fascists. And so the weakest children had to play fascists. When I was small, we were always 
brought up in animosity against Germans. It was not meant as an animosity against Germans 
but more against fascists, but the words which were used were 'Germans fascists' or just 
'Germans'. The word 'German' was linked by us to a negative experience – what was German 
was bad at the same time.  
I come from a Czech-German family and I have my mother in front of my eyes. Her mother 
tongue was German, but she could also speak Czech. She spoke German at home and Czech 
with her grandma.  
I was born in Vrchlabi, which was earlier a more German town. After the war Germans had to 
move and Czechs from other regions came. Several Germans who had not been expelled were 
able to stay there and I can remember that my mother always associated with them in some 
dark place so that they could speak German without any witnesses. 
The whole education in school was very anti-German and we used to bring these opinions 
home. And whenever I started saying something against Germans, my mother did not say 
anything but I could see that she did not like it.   (The story was taped during an interview with 
Eva – aged 58, employee of the Deutsch-Tschechisches Zukunftsfond) 
 

If we ask representatives of this generation about multicultural relations, we usually get very vague 
answers. They simply do not have the experience and so their ideas about the topic are based more 
on ideas then on a sample of concrete encounters. 

 
I cannot remember that I would ever have anything against members of other racial groups or 
other skin colour – including the poor Roma. But when I started to travel abroad – you know, we 
could not travel that much in the old regime. And I was sorry that I did not have any opportunity 
to see how things run in other countries. So I am more a kind of idealist – without any direct 
experience. I've never been in a position that was problematic to be able to test my opinion”    ( 
60 year-old female teacher of Civics, research II) 
 

As for the school system in this period we have to mention that, as some of the archives show, (for 
example, the archive of the Protestant Theological Faculty, Charles University of Prague, fond J.L. 
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Hromadka2) students were very strictly chosen  when it came to studying  at high schools according to 
the political profile of their families. Those who opposed the regime hardly had any chance to study. 

Teachers from this generation, who studied in the old regime also usually started teaching before the 
changes in 1990 and so they experienced dilemmas caused by totalitarian influences in schools. 
These were usually experienced in small situations in which the teacher had to play a double-role (if 
he or she was not loyal to the regime). 

 

I can remember the visit of the School Inspection in February of some year before the revolution 
in the period of bigoted socialism. The director of the school was communist but at the same 
time she was a very good person – she would never trip somebody up. And so the Inspection 
came on 25th February and I had to teach Civics3 and the wise director came to see me during 
the break and asked me: “Do you have a paper4? You have to celebrate the February 
anniversary, the Inspection is coming.”  

“Of course”, I replied, and took my papers, went to my class and said: “Boys, we are going to 
celebrate the February anniversary; you will read this and you will read this, the Inspection is 
coming. If we don't do it, the director will have problems.”  

So, we had the lesson, read the papers, the inspector was satisfied, the director was relieved.     
(54 year-old female teacher of Civics5, research II) 

 
In this story we can see the phenomenon of what is called double-truth, which was typical for schools 
(and not only schools) during the period called normalization.6  People in this period  were not usually 
persuaded of the idea of communism but they wanted to survive under the regime. And so they 
usually distinguished between what they should say in public and what they may say among their 
good friends and family.  
School as a public space did not give much chance not to follow the official doctrine in ideological 
questions, as for example in Civics. The teachers had to cope with this double-truth aspect of their 
teaching.  

 
 

PART 2. PRAGUE SPRING GENERATION 
People who were 15 – 25 around 1969 (born 1944 - 1959). 
 
The Prague Spring and the occupation that followed in 1968 was undoubtedly the basic experience of 
this generation. The Prague Spring generation had to face tanks followed by a relatively quick change 
of the regime which caused a deep disillusion in the whole society.  
According to public opinion research presented by De Sola Pool (1970) only 2 percent of the 
Czechoslovak population could justify the fact of the occupation. In 1969 the majority of the population 
required not only the end of the occupation but also a rehabilitation of political prisoners. Although the 
                                                           
2
  J.L.Hromádka was a famous theologian of the Evangelical Church of the Czech Brethren of that time 

3
  25th February was the anniversary of the communist take-over in 1948, which always had to be 

celebrated in schools. Teaching Civics under the supervision of the school inspection could be a tricky issue for 
those who were not convinced pro-regime teachers. 
4
  A paper was a prepared handout on political topics, usually several pages about the importance of the 

anniversary for the triumph of communism over the capitalist imperialists. Its political tone was usually more 
important than its informative validity. 
5
   The word Civics is used in the thesis for a concrete subject, which is part of the curriculum. This 

subject is very much linked to the whole area of citizenship education and is in fact the “shop window” of what 
is understood under citizenship education.   
6
  Normalization was the period after the invasion of Warsaw Pact Troops. The word symbolises the 

political reaction to this event which consisted almost entirely in silent acceptance of the new circumstances. It  
dates from 1969 till 1989. 
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country seemed to be unified against the invasion of foreign troops, the period of ‘normalization’ 
started.  
One of the most famous representatives of this generation was the student Jan Palach, who set 
himself on fire in protest against the occupation and the beginning of the ‘normalization’ process in 
January 1969.  

 
Jana was 17 when the occupation started. She studied at grammar school and wanted to 
become a journalist. She was in Prague when the tanks came. She was deeply shocked when 
she went to do some shopping and witnessed Russian soldiers killing two young people 
standing in the same queue. As her private vengeance she refused to speak Russian, to read 
Russian literature and to listen to Russian music. She became one of the last students to pass 
the final exams in English in 1969.7   (Notes from field research – Jana -56 year-old doctor) 
 

It seems that the occupation was one of the strongest multicultural experiences of this generation. 
They lived in an ethnically homogeneous society and then foreign tanks came into the country.  
This experience caused various reactions: from the perspective of multicultural coexistence these 
usually ranged from a feeling of fear of being occupied again to a feeling that we must help others 
(foreigners), because many Czechs also had to emigrate after the occupation.   

 
“The way we deal with foreigners is unacceptable”, she said. “We were happy when other 
countries were a bit open for our generation when many people left after the Russian occupation 
in 1968. And now, when we have a bit more than the others, we do not share it with them”. 
Hana’s father fought in the British army during the Second World War. She was born in 1948, 
which was a difficult period for people like her father. The Communists put a lot of them in 
prison. Her father knew that the political situation was getting worse and he decided to leave the 
country 12 hours before they came to put him in prison. Hana had to stay with her family in 
Czechoslovakia. The first time she was allowed to leave the country came in 1967–1968. 
Unfortunately, it was half a year after her father died so she was never able to meet him. 
She was abroad when Czechoslovakia was occupied. She was not sure if she should come 
back or not, and many of her friends made a decision to emigrate. But in the meantime Hana 
had fallen in love with someone here and made the decision to come back. Now she thinks that 
she made a mistake.   (Notes from field research - Hana - 59 year-old state clerk in the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs) 
 

As a result of the occupation 130 000 Czechoslovaks emigrated, the consequence of which was a 
brain-drain. 500 000 communists were thrown out of the party and 2/3 of them had to find employment 
as manual workers (Ulc, 1978). People were forced to show loyalty to the new situation by expressing 
their public agreement with the occupation under the threat of losing their jobs.   
Borders were closed, travelling was almost impossible, Russian became the obligatory foreign 
language at school. Employment and potential career started to be necessarily linked to expressing 
conformist attitudes towards the regime.   
A ‘personal evaluation’ [kádrový posudek] accompanied everybody from  childhood. Positive personal 
evaluation was necessary for being permitted to study and obtain a good job. People who went 
regularly to church, or did not join the Pioneer organization or SSM,8 and those who refused to take 
part in the May Day celebrations, etc., were marked as unreliable. These ordinary decisions had a 
large influence on someone’s career and even on the salary they received. (Šiklová, 2004; Ulc, 1978).  

 
The regime influenced not only the content and methods of teaching in schools but also the selection 
of future teachers, especially in the period after 1968. Ulc (1978: 429) writes:  

 
‘The official term for these discriminatory practices is the ‘complex evaluation’ of the applicant’s 
‘talent, interest in the chosen field, class origin, civic and moral considerations, social and 
political activism of the parents, and the result of the admission examination’ (Mlada Fronta, 
April 29, 1971). Since the rules and procedures are secret they are beyond public scrutiny and 
appeal. However, some of the secret directives have reached the West. Thus, according to a 
1975 source, the admission procedure at the Law School in Prague was as follows: The 
candidates were ranked in five categories – 1. Party members; 2. Those with parents who are 

                                                           
7
  Russian became the only obligatory language in schools after 1969. 

8
  SSM – Socialistický svaz mládeže (earlier ČSM – Československý svaz mládeže) 
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Party members; 3. Children of important representatives of other (i.e. unimportant) parties; 4. 
Children of workers and farmers; 5. Others. The fifth category does not include children of 
former Party members. They are disqualified from admission (Listy, December, 1975; August, 
1976). According to the Directives of the Ministry of Education on Admission Procedures for the 
school year 1976/1977, a gymnasium graduate with a grade ‘1’ average (on a 1 – 5 scale) who 
does not meet the ‘class and political criteria’ will be bypassed for admission by an applicant 
with the average grade 2.7, who in addition failed the written admission test but who does meet 
the ‘class and political criteria’ (Listy, May, 1977).’  
 

 
PART 3. NORMALIZATION GENERATION 
People who were 15 – 25 around 1979 (born 1954 - 1969) 
 
People who were born in this generation had to make their important decisions in a situation that was 
not promising. Their eventual professional career was determined by their individual conformism. Ulc 
(1978) offers an overview of the value orientation of youth in the early 1970s. Good partnership and 
family life together with good health were ranked first, while political engagement or working for social 
organisations was relatively unpopular. 
 
According to Šiklová (1990) the population was divided into three basic groups.  The so-called 
‘socialist establishment’ consisted of people, who officially proclaimed their positive opinion about 
socialism and were involved in the regime structures. According to Šiklová (1990: 349) they were 
especially party and government officials, upper-level bureaucrats of the state police or the secret 
police, high-ranking military officers, ministers and their deputies, party secretaries, editors-in-chief, 
top executives of major enterprises, judges…. 
The other category proclaiming relatively openly their political opinions were dissidents (especially in 
the period after the proclamation of Charter 77.) There were several hundred of them and they were 
oppressed for their activities. They were forced to work in unqualified jobs and many of them were 
imprisoned for their political opinions. The consequence of the oppression was that these people were 
not allowed to study very often and so it happened that they were less educated than the majority 
population9 in 1989.  Less educated in this context means that they very often simply could not prove 
their education by formal certificates, because they were not allowed to study. In the case of this 
generation it does not necessarily mean lack of knowledge. 
 
The majority of the population could be placed into a category which is called ‘the grey zone’ (Šiklová, 
1990). All these people did was simply not express their political opinion; they tried not to become 
involved, just lived their lives and invested their energy into their family. They did not have big ideals 
and tried to escape to a kind of private world. These people were to be found across the whole social 
spectrum – from high schools to workers.  
The ‘datcha culture’ became another expression to describe the life style of the grey zone. People 
tried to build their small weekend houses (datcha) and spent their leisure time there (Holý, 1996).  
 
The question of cooperation of people from the grey zone with the state secret police (StB) has as yet 
been only partially resolved. The secret police had a lot of collaborators and almost everywhere. This 
collaboration seems to have been a very important factor which held the political system together.  
Spurný (2006) tries to distinguish between the communism of the 1950s and the communism of the 
1970s and the 1980s as follows:  

 
Victims of terror in the 1950s are clear: crowds of executed, imprisoned and dispossessed 
people who admit their fight against the regime. Victims of the 20 years- long normalization from 
1968 – 89 lack such clarity. There were not many imprisoned, instead of gallows and 
concentration camps, only backbones were broken by administrative procedures, characters 
were destroyed and people had to face humiliation and fear. (translated from Czech).  
 
Jaromír Nohavica is one of the most popular Czech folk music singers. The StB started to be 
interested in him in 1984 after a tip from his good friend.  

                                                           
9
  Majority in the context of grey zone theory means people who did not belong to the dissidents or the 

establishment, a kind of silent majority, as Siklova (1990) calls them. 
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The friend did not become a StB informant voluntarily. He made a choice for it when he was 
caught with marihuana in his pocket. He was threatened with imprisonment by the StB. The only 
thing which could save him was to sign an agreement for collaboration, which he did.  
In this way the StB also learned about Nohavica. And so they knew that Nohavica read 
samizdat10 literature and was not enthusiastic about life under socialism. The StB opened a so 
called ‘signal file’, which gave them the right to follow him.  
Nohavica remembers his feelings related to the occasion when he was officially invited for the 
first interrogation. He was afraid to say ‘no’ to the offer of collaboration and so he signed to be 
an informer. The StB was a powerful organisation in his eyes. And moreover he was almost sure 
that he would be able to outfox them, because that was his experience from special party 
commissions where he was questioned about songs he wrote and concerts he organised.   
(Based on Spurný, J. (2006). Tajemství Jaromíra Nohavici; zpěvákova nalezená zpráva pro StB 
oživila upadlou debatu [Secrecy of Jaromír Nohavica; Discovery of Singer's Report for StB 
revives forgotten debate]. Respekt 22, 5.)  
 

Multicultural experiences were not part of the ordinary life of the normalization generation. Travelling 
into other than the Soviet-bloc countries was almost impossible, money and special documents 
controlled by the state were necessary even for travelling into communist countries. And there were 
almost no foreigners in Czechoslovakia. This generation had to learn Russian at schools, whilst 
possibilities to learn other languages were very limited.  
People very often made their choices about professional orientation according to realistic estimations 
concerning the effects of their political profile. And so it happened very often that these people tried to 
find another job after the changes in 1989. 

 
I passed a school leaving exam in a technical branch but I did not like technology very much. So 
first I started to work as an economist in one of the state companies and I did not like it. Then 
the political changes came and so I was able to start travelling and went to Britain, where I 
encountered a totally different world which was much more free. Here we had everything linked 
from the beginning till the end. You have to do this and that, first military service and then 
marriage, children – everything was clear, no way to change it. People got their freedom but not 
the inner freedom.  
And so I learned what I dislike and when I was 30 I made a decision to start doing what I liked, 
which was history and I looked for something to combine it with and the logical option was Civics 
and philosophy. I was also thinking about studying theology and going to teach religion in 
schools but then I found it to be too one-sided.   (42 year-old male teacher of Civics, research 
II). 
 

 
PART 4. VELVET REVOLUTION GENERATION 
People who were 15 – 25 around 1989 (born 1964 - 1979) 
 
Children who were born in this generation had very similar life circumstances to people from the 
normalization generation at the beginning of their lives - not much hope and crooked backbones. The 
basic difference between this and the previous generation was that the Velvet Revolution generation 
did not experience the oppression and conformism in its hard-core form. They probably had to join the 
Pioneer organisation and they were used to living in a kind of ‘double truth’, but they did not have to 
make big life decisions in the totalitarian situation.  
This generation experienced the success of the Velvet Revolution instead of oppression. Some years 
after the revolution they usually started to research something from the past in their families and the 
whole country. For some of them this was also a motivation to make choices for their professional 
orientation, as in the following story: 

 
Have you ever heard about “Akce Skaut” (Action Scout)? It was a kind of big political 
provocation from the side of the state police (StB). Major Král was an ex-member of Democratic 
Socialist Party and then he converted to StB and started to found groups. My grandfather was a 
member of one of them. Then 16 of them were accused of anti-socialist activities in 50s, three of 
them were sentenced to death, some of them got life sentences and other long imprisonments. 
My grandfather died before 1968, shortly after his release.  

                                                           
10

  Underground literature published by dissident groups during communism.   
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And then my father died before 1989 and so it happened that I was the first in the family who got 
the archive materials about their cases. Reading it was really horrible and then also looking for 
connections with what I knew from our family. It was for me the main reason to become a history 
teacher. I try to be engaged in these issues and I try to influence young people.   (33 year-old 
male teacher of history, research II). 
 

Most decisions which this generation made concerning their studies and professional life were made 
in a free country. Their experience is influenced more by a post-totalitarian situation than by real 
oppression.  
New disciplines at high schools as well as secondary schools were offered (for example, social work, 
management…..). They could immediately start to study foreign languages (English and German 
preferably). Comparing this generation with the previous ones, they experienced freedom. Comparing 
them with their peers from Western Europe, they experienced relatively big differences in living 
standards and the starting position in their education and professional knowledge. 
As a consequence of the quick development this generation became a real ‘pioneer’ generation. They 
were always and everywhere the first – the first students of new disciplines, the first directors of NGOs 
(while their colleagues from Western Europe were about 10 – 15 years older).   
For the Velvet Revolution generation the ‘double truth’ went through a metamorphosis to what I would 
call the ‘double worlds’. These people were born into a closed world with limited possibilities, and the 
world suddenly opened. They got unimaginable opportunities but at the same time they were not 
prepared and had to work very hard to keep pace with their western peers.  
 
Nevertheless, this generation was the first which could learn about other cultures outside the country. 
Travelling became possible as well as studying foreign languages. The borders were open and 
contact with ‘the others’ slowly became a regular part of the individual life experience. This generation 
was the first one in almost 40 years that could experience meeting other people as a natural part of 
their lives. They were those who could simply make a decision and go abroad. 

 
I spoke to my students about the fact that my point of view is very different from theirs, because 
I started meeting people of different nationalities much later then they do and it was totally 
different experience for me. But they can simply meet people of different skin colour on 
Wenceslas Square in Prague. And not only this – I have, for example, a very different 
experience with Slovakia, because I cannot speak Slovak but I can understand it and I know that 
today’s children have troubles to understand it. So I explained to them that when I was a young 
girl we watched fairy tales in Slovak and my students are surprised because some of them do 
not know anything about this from their parents. 
I grew up in a smaller town and when I was 18 I went to London and it was really a shock to 
meet these different nationalities there. I met my first dark skinned person when I was 18!   (32 
year-old female teacher of English Language and Civics, research II) 
  
 

PART 5. TRANSFORMATION GENERATION 
People who were 15 – 25 around 1999 (born 1974 - 1989) 
 
These people do not remember much from communism and from the first years of the transformation. 
Their formative experience and big life decisions were made in a situation very similar to the situation 
of their peers from other European countries. Travelling and studying abroad is a very common 
experience, they can study several foreign languages, read international literature. The most important 
difference between these people and their older colleagues is that they were allowed to make these 
decisions without any political pressure. Learning foreign languages as well as travelling became a 
decision belonging to private life. 
At the same time, this generation still experiences relatively large changes in society, but changes that 
were really different than before; for example, a religious revival, new social structuring of the society 
and the family, etc. (Mitter, 2003). 
Their multicultural experience is twofold. On the one hand they explore different cultures outside the 
Czech Republic, they travel a lot and they also perceive positively the opening of the Czech Republic 
to the European Union. It means that they experience the positive part of multiculturalism. They 
evaluate people more according to their lifestyle and value system than according to ethnic or cultural 
differences (Sak & Saková, 2004). But at the same time even this generation is relatively negative 
about the Roma minority but also about immigrants from Eastern Europe (Sak & Saková, 2004). It 
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means that the way they perceive multiculturalism in its descriptive form differs. They appreciate one 
side of it, namely, travelling abroad, but at the same time they are not very positive about the 
consequences of living together with other cultures in their own country, so, the negative perception of 
some minority groups. 

 
Štěpánka was born in a small village and she does not remember much of socialism. She can 
only remember that she climbed a hill in the borderlands together with her father, who showed 
her another hill across the border in Western Germany.  She can also remember the moment 
when they climbed the ‘German’ hill after the opening of the borders.  
While climbing, they met a German who started to talk to them. He said that he had a daughter 
of about the same age as Štěpánka and that the girls might get on well. And so the first Czech-
German experience started for Štěpánka when she was about 12. Her German friend came to 
see her for a couple of days during the holidays and then Štěpánka went to Germany. 
Contacts not only with German but also other foreigners became very natural to her. Today she 
studies in Germany and is also engaged in some projects in Russia. Getting her on the phone is 
almost impossible. The phone is answered by her father, who always says: “She's always 
gadding off somewhere”.” [Ona furt někde lítá].   (The story was taped during an interview with 
Štěpánka – 29-year-old female student and NGO activist) 

 
 
 
 
PART 6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
How can the societal context influence teachers’ experiences? As we saw, the various generations of 
Czech inhabitants differ significantly in many aspects of their life experiences. In this part I would like 
to summarize especially the differences among particular generations from the three perspectives I 
have taken in the previous analysis – the perspective of the general political context, the perspective 
of experience with different cultures and the perspective of the situation in schools. 
As for the general political context, we can see that the generations differ significantly in several 
aspects. The first one is the aspect of outside endangering of freedom given by the fact of occupation. 
There were several generations experiencing occupation or the situation right after the occupation, 
alongside generations who experienced only political freedom.  
In addition to the outside aggressor there were also differences concerning their own political system. 
Older generations were very much influenced by the dilemma of the relationship towards the 
communist regime. And solving this dilemma very much influenced the living conditions and 
possibilities of these people. Younger generations do not know this conflict. They did not experience 
having to make decisions between their own life chances and their convictions. 
 
The experience with different cultural groups is also multi-faceted. We can see two different influences 
across the generations.  The one is the relation towards the outside world in terms of other countries. 
There were several generations of people who were not allowed to travel and had limited possibilities 
to meet people from other countries. Alongside them there are at least two generations for whom 
travelling is a common part of their ordinary life.  
The relation towards other cultures in the Czech Republic is also very diverse across generations. The 
older generations lived after ethnic cleansing and the minimalisation of natural contacts with culturally 
different people in their daily lives. Alongside them there are generations who have had the possibility 
to meet cultural differences within their own country too. But the way of coping with these differences 
seems to be very similar across generations. Seeing Roma community or Germans as those who are 
potential enemies was visible during communism as well as in the present.  
 
The situation in schools was the last aspect investigated. We find two main distinctions in this category 
as well. The possibility to study was one important factor in which particular generations differ from 
each other. For the older three generations especially the possibility to study was very much linked to 
political profile and conformism.  
The quality of education was another factor. If we only take the perspective of the possibility of 
studying foreign languages, we can see again deep differences among particular generations. 
 
Why are all of these experiences important? The main reason is that personal experience can 
influence very much the way in which teachers cope with multicultural education. The basic question is 
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how can such a rainbow of different kinds of experiences influence Czech teachers coping with 
multicultural education? To answer this question, we have to return to the theoretical concepts of 
Merryfield and Hammer. Hammer et al. (2003) argue that reflected multicultural experience is very 
important for intercultural sensitivity, which is necessary for coping with a situation of intercultural 
encounter. From the very beginning it was clear that not all Czech teachers had the chance in their 
lives to deal with enough situations of intercultural encounters. Merryfield (2000) suggests that 
experience of marginalisation or in other words experience of being different than the mainstream in a 
given societal context can help teachers to cope with diversity in their classrooms. Taking these two 
concepts can help us to see our generations in a new perspective again. 
The older generations – from the post-war towards the normalization – had many opportunities to 
make decisions about their attitude towards the regime and its power relations, which significantly 
influenced their social background. As we know from Šiklová (1990), the majority made a choice for 
conformism. At the same time these generations did not have many multicultural experiences or 
experiences with cultural otherness. That was not their decision but it was simply the historical 
situation they had accepted. 
The younger generations have a very different experience in their lives. They have many possibilities 
to create a multicultural experience but at the same time they hardly experience the dilemmas related 
to the political regime. They are allowed to make their own choices in a free world. That is not to say 
that they cannot experience being marginalised, but they have better possibilities of operating on a 
level playing field than their parents had. 

 
The theoretical concepts of Merryfield and Hammer presented in the first part of this chapter show that 
sensitivity towards diversity in classes and multicultural education can be supported by teachers’ 
personal experience of being underprivileged or direct reflected experience of intercultural encounter. 
Based on the findings of this chapter we can conclude that we can find at least one of these two 
aspects in every generation of teachers. The older ones were able to experience it during communism 
if they did not want to play along with the regime. The younger ones had a chance to experience 
intercultural encounter.  
 
Becker (1997) argues that influences coming between the ages of 10 and 25 are the most important 
and formative in the deep sense of the word. This influence can be very important and even crucial in 
the case of Czech teachers coping with multicultural education. It means, for example, that these 
influences could give teachers some reasons for being suspicious about multicultural issues in the 
formative period and they might have difficulties with current efforts at multicultural education 
implementation.  
As we know from Becker (1997), the generational aspect is important for giving meaning to a major 
event, but more accurately, it is individuals who provide meaning for concrete events. 
An interesting research question is, then, which experiences teachers mention as a motivating factor 
for implementing multicultural education? And what role according to them do the differences between 
generations play? These two questions will be researched among teachers and results will be 
presented in more detail in chapter 7. 
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Občanství 

Stejně jako termín multikulturní, má i slovo občanství mnoho významů. Při práci s tímto termínem je 
nejprve potřeba podrobit termín samotný analýze tak, aby byly zřetelné všechny jeho významy a 
výklady. 

Pro práci v kurzu jsem vybrala tři základní texty, které se termínem občanství zabývají. Kymlicka 
(2001) ve svém textu zkoumá především významy slova občanství a zkoumá termín v jeho hloubce. 
Připomíná nejen minimalistické pojetí slova, které v něm vidí hlavně právní status jednotlivce, ale také 
jeho hlubší facety, které směřují k určité kvalitě života ve společnosti. 

Na studium tohoto textu pak dobře navazuje Westheimer (2007), který postuluje fakt, že být slušným 
člověkem pro rozvoj občanství a demokracie nestačí. Slušný člověk se také musí angažovat, aktivně 
participovat na životě společnosti, musí ji utvářet a aktivně se stavit událostem ve svém okolí. 
Westheimer také předkládá určitou klasifikaci, jak se různí jednotlivci angažují. 

Kymlicka W. (2001). Politics in Vernacular; Nationalism, Multiculturalism and Citizenship. Oxford 
University Press.  

Westheimer, J. (2007). On the relationship between political and moral engagement.  In: Oser, F., K. & 
Veugelers, W. (eds). Getting Involved; Global Citizenship Development and Sources of Moral Values. 
Sense Publisher: Rotterdam.  

Oba text jsou pro účely kurzu dostupné v informačním systému FHS UK. 
 

Otázkou samozřejmě zůstává, jak jsou propojeny termíny občanství a multikulturní. Polde všeho je 
svorníkem právě identita – podle toho, jak se jednotlivec definuje a angažuje ve světě okolo může 
tento svět také utvářet. A naopak, čím otevřenější a tolerantnější daná společnost je, tím větší 
pravděpodobnost je, že aktivní jednotlivci ji budou moci dále dotvářet. Propojení mezi identitou, 
multikulturním a občanstvím nabízí text z www.czechkid.cz, který je navíc propojen s terénním 
výzkumem mezi imigranty do České republiky. 

Občanství a multikulturní výchova 

O co jde v dialogu…… 

V dialogu je propojena perspektiva dětí s perspektivou jejich rodičů, kterých jsme se zeptali, co oni si 
myslí o občanství, jaké mají s tímto pojmem osobní zkušenosti a jaké obrazy se jim v souvislosti s 
tímto slovem vybaví.  Děti v dialogu pak reagují na to, jak domácí úkoly „vypracovali“ jejich rodiče.  

Co je…? 

Občanství  je termín, který má mnoho významů a zabývá se sítí vztahů mezi státem a občanem. 
Vyjadřuje tedy vztah mezi autonomií jednotlivce a jeho přizpůsobení životu ve společnosti (Klaassen & 
Huwae, 2006). Diskuze o tomto pojmu je vedena vždy dvěma základními aspekty, které v sobě slovo 
zahrnuje – podle Hyuna ( 2006) je to jednak právní status vyjadřující přináležitost k danému státu, 
z kterého vyplývají práva a povinnosti. Dále je to občanství jako určitá identita, z které vyplývá ochota 
k aktivitě ve prospěch daného společenství.  

Multikulturní/globální ob čanství:  tyto termíny označují ten aspekt občanství, který se týká pocitu 
sounáležitosti jednotlivce s celkem. V posledních letech s nárůstem globalizace se ve vzdělávání čím 
dále tím více prosazuje trend, v kterém by měl být jednotlivec pevně zakotven ve vlastním kulturním 
kontextu, zároveň by se však měl cítit součástí celého regionu/země, ale také planety. Stimulace 
pocitu sounáležitosti na všech těchto úrovních se stává důležitým pedagogickým cílem.  
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Dvojí ob čanství  - některé země umožňují status tzv. dvojího občanství, kdy např. děti ze smíšených 
manželství nebo lidé, kteří dlouhodobě kombinují život ve dvou státech. Velká řada států však tuto 
možnost nedává a získání občanství jedné země pak znamená ztrátu občanství země druhé.  

Občanskost nebo také ob čanská slušnost (civility – Kimlicka) – je termín, který se v politologické a 
sociologické literatuře prosadil jako označení určitého vstřícného nebo přátelského chování, které 
nemůže být garantováno státem, ale přeci zásadně ovlivňuje předivo vztahů mezi lidmi.  

Téma 

Jaký je vztah mezi občanstvím a multikulturní výchovou? Má vůbec smysl hledat mezi těmito dvěma 
slovy souvislost, a pokud ano, tak jakou?  Jaké občany máme vychovávat? To jsou samozřejmě 
základní pedagogické otázky, které je nutné si klást. Díky tomu, že termín občanství má mnoho 
interpretací, není vždy snadné na tyto otázky najít odpovědi. Při přípravě tohoto textu jsme se pokusili 
základní debatu na téma občanství nebo multikulturní občanství shrnout do několika otázek, které 
reprezentují odborné debaty na téma občanství. Zároveň jsme se tyto otázky pokusili předložit 
v podobě malých dotazníků rodičům „dětí z Czechkid“ – tedy konkrétním osobám, které se na základě 
své osobní zkušenosti mohli snadno identifikovat s jednotlivými dětmi a jejich rodiči.  Rodičům jsme 
tedy položili tyto otázky: 

Co pro vás slovo občanství znamená?  Jaké významové konotace pro vás má? 

Kdy ve vašem životě pro vás bylo občanství důležité? 

Je pro vás občanství spojeno spíše s určitým státem nebo spíše společenstvím lidí? 

Jaké chování je důležité pro to, aby byl člověk dobrým občanem ve vašem pojetí tohoto slova? 
Můžete uvést konkrétní příklad ze svého života? 

Jaká práva a povinnosti máte jako občan? Která jsou pro vás důležitá?  

Jakých území/regionů/států se cítíte být občanem a jaké to má důsledky pro váš život? 

Jaké občanství máte – snažíte se něco ohledně vašeho občanství změnit?  Budete usilovat o 
občanství v ČR? Proč ano a proč ne? 

Odpovědi jednotlivých rodičů velmi přesně korespondují s odbornou debatou na téma občanství a 
jeho multikulturní rozměr, kterou bychom rádi shrnuli v následujícím textu. 

 

Co je ob čanství 

Slovo občanství má podle Hyuna (2006) dva základní významy, přičemž oběma je v kontextu 
multikulturní výchovy vhodné se zabývat.  

Občanství jako právní status  vlastně znamená právní formu vyjadřující členství daného jednotlivce 
ve společenství dalších občanů daného státu. Z faktu, že je někdo občanem, vyplývají základní práva 
a povinnosti dané právním rámce dané země. Každá země určuje svá pravidla, kdy a za jakých 
okolností se může jednotlivec stát občanem dané země. V České republice je v platnosti zákon o 
Nabývání a pozbývání občanství České republiky 40/1993 Sb. Co se udělování občanství cizincům 
žijícím na území republiky týče, je tento akt umožněn cizinci po pěti letech trvalého pobytu a za 
předpokladu, že dotyčný splní některá další kritéria (znalost jazyka, kterou prokáže pohovorem, čistý 
trestní rejstřík, a další) a vzdá se svého původního občanství. Důležité je však podotknout, že žádosti 
o udělení občanství nemusí být vyhověno ani po splnění těchto kritérií, občanství tedy není nárokové, 
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rozhodnutí spadá do gesce Ministerstva vnitra. Jednotlivé kroky této procedury lze najít např. na 
portálu veřejné správy http://portal.gov.cz.  

Zajímavé je, že velká část oslovených „rodičů dětí z Czechkid“ vnímá pod slovem občanství právě tuto 
jeho legální složku, která usnadňuje celou řadu praktických kroků, jako např. přístup k sociálním 
dávkám, možnost zažádat o hypotéku apod.  Na druhou stranu je zároveň vzdaluje od jejich země 
původu, příbuzných a komplikuje jim návštěvy v podobě vízové povinnosti apod., jak to vidíme např. 
v odpovědích maminky Olgy.  

Občanství jako identita a z ní vyplývající aktivní par ticipace na život ě celku  je pak druhý rozměr 
občanství, který je v pedagogické literatuře zmiňován podstatně častěji, zdá se dokonce, že v kontextu 
multikulturní výchovy jde právě o tento typ občanství. V tomto textu se podíváme na oba aspekty – 
jednak na identitu a jednak na aktivní participaci. 

Občanství jako určitá identita prodělává v posledních dvou desetiletích základní významové posuny. 
Jde vlastně o otázku, s jakými společenstvími lidí se člověk identifikuje a jakou roli v této identifikaci 
hraje stát, jehož je člověk legálně občanem.  

Zlomem v diskuzi ohledně občanství je známý text od Marthy Nussbaumové ( 1997) Citizens of the 
World. Nussbaumová zde upomíná na výrok Diogéna, která na otázku odkud pochází, odpovídá: 
„jsem občanem světa“. Nussbaumová rozvíjí tuto tezi jednak z filosofického hlediska, zároveň však 
hledá jeho dnešní aplikaci pro oblast vzdělání. Přináší příběh Anny, která se za prací přestěhovala do 
Číny na pozici manažerky a klade otázku, co za znalosti si taková Anna musí odnést ze školy, aby na 
novém postu obstála? Jak ji má škola připravit na stěhování a práci ve zcela odlišném kulturním 
prostředí, kdy její podřízení budou v mnoha ohledech odlišní? Jenže Nussbaumová jde ještě dále. 
Vypráví příběh úspěšné manažerky, která citlivě zvládla svůj nový post a po několika letech v novém 
prostředí se jí narodí dítě. Pro pomoc s jeho výchovou má čínskou chůvu a zde narazí na hranice své 
dosud osvědčované kulturní citlivosti – jak řešit to, že chůvě Anna připadá jako špatná matka, když 
dítě nechá voně ležet, permanentně ho zásobuje podněty, podstrkuje mu hračky…. Naopak chůva na 
Annu působí jako necitlivá dáma, které dítě balí pevně do zavinovačky a naopak ho vystavuje z jejího 
pohledu bezpodnětnému prostředí. Jak má škola připravit Annu na zvládnutí takovéto situace? 
Zvědavost samozřejmě velí dozvědět se, jak to s Annou a jejím dítětem dopadlo. Nussbaumová 
k tomu přináší dovětek o tom, jak rodina i s chůvou vyjednávala tak dlouho, až společně našli model, 
se kterým byli spokojeni. Nicméně otázka, jak mají dnešní školy připravit své absolventy na život 
v globalizovaném světě, ta tu zůstává. 

Co se otázky identity týče, přináší jednu z možných odpovědí J. Banks (2004), který přichází 
s konkrétním názorem, že dnešní žáci a studenti by měli být vedeni k identifikacím hned na několika 
úrovních – lokální úrovni, národní úrovni a globální úrovni. Různou měrou leč ve vzájemném vztahu 
by se žáci a studenti měli cítit občany nejen svého města a země, ale také celého světa.  Právě to lze 
stimulovat při výuce v nejrůznějších předmětech – občanskou výchovou počínaje a zeměpisem konče. 
Cíl takového vzdělání vystihuje velmi hezky ve svém textu Ho (2009), který říká, že zkušenost ze 
Singapuru se zaváděním tzv. globálního multikulturního občanství lze shrnout do dvou základních 
myšlenek, a totiž: „Being rooted and living global“ neboli být zakotven a žít globálně. Ho ve svém 
článku představuje způsob, jak tyto trendy byly zakomponovány do školské reformy v Singapuru a 
přináší i některé konkrétní tematické okruhy v sociálních vědách, které jsou po reformě rozděleny do 
šesti okruhů:  

Singapur jako jedna ze zemí světa 

Rozumět správě/vládnutí 

Konflikt a harmonie v multietnické společnosti 

Řízení mezinárodních vztahů 
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Udržitelný ekonomický rozvoj 

Zabývat se výzvami a změnou 

 

Pokud se vrátíme do České republiky, je vidět rozdíl mezi legálním pojetím občanství a identitou a 
participací na životě společnosti např. na odpovědi maminky Aliho. Ta se drží právní interpretace až 
do okamžiku, kdy si povzdechne, že složité je právě to, že sice ona i její děti jsou občany České 
republiky, často ale děti odněkud přinesou nálepku cizinců jen proto, že mají tmavou barvu pleti. V tu 
chvíli je fakt, že mají občanství ČR, zastíněn pocitem vyloučení ze společenství lidí, mezi které se cítí 
patřit. Z pohledu multikulturního občanství by právě k takovým situacím docházet nemělo – veřejný 
prostor by měl vykazovat stejnou míru přátelskosti všem, kteří se v něm vyskytují bez ohledu na barvu 
jejich pleti, sexuální orientaci nebo sociální status.  

Právě pocit sounáležitosti se skupinou lidí by pak měl ústit v aktivní participaci na životě tohoto 
společenství. Měl by se tedy projevovat také určitým chováním. 

Minimalistické a maximalistické ob čanství 

Samozřejmě předchozí debata o občanství jako legálním statusu a identitě má své odrazy v životech 
každého jednotlivce, kde se prolínají oba významy a jde spíše o způsob, jak jednotlivec participuje na 
životě společnosti jako celku. Podle McLoughin (1992) totiž existuje minimalistické pojetí občanství, 
které je spojováno se základním pasivním dodržováním pravidel daného společenství, respektive 
státu.  Maximalistické pojetí pak znamená aktivní a širokou participaci.  

Samozřejmě jednotlivci se liší v tom, jaké pojetí je pro ně důležité – jsou lidé, kteří svůj život spojují 
více s rodinou nebo konkrétní prací a jiní, kteří se aktivně účastní na životě společnosti i v politickém 
smyslu slova. Spolky, spolková činnost, participace v zájmových sdruženích, dobrovolnictví – to vše 
jsou aktivity, které pomáhají učit se aktivní účasti na životě společnosti a přebírat odpovědnost za 
některé její oblasti. 

Jsou zde však dva aspekty, které je v tomto kontextu třeba zmínit. Aby společenství lidí sdružených 
na území jednoho státu mohlo žít spokojeně a mohlo pociťovat určitou sounáležitost, je potřeba 
rozvíjet ještě určitou subtilnější dovednost, která umožňuje prožívat přátelské prostředí a vytvářet tak 
dětem pocit, že země je přátelské místo pro život. Pro minimalisty i maximalisty platí, že jejich pojetí 
občanství by jim mělo pomoci v soužití s lidmi, kteří stojí mimo okruh jejich nejbližší rodiny i přátel  - 
jde o to, jak se vůči sobě navzájem chováme v obchodě, dopravních prostředcích, u lékaře….zkrátka 
v anonymizovaném veřejném prostoru (Kymlicka, 2001). A pro tyto účely zmiňuje Kymlicka termín 
civility neboli občanskost nebo také občanská slušnost. Právě v ní jde totiž o to, co běžně nazýváme 
rovné šance, nediskriminace apod. Jde o to, aby bylo v tomto veřejném prostoru se všemi občany 
zacházeno stejně – a to v každodenním kontaktu a nejen v těch typech situací, které nějakým 
způsobem souvisí s aktivitami státu (Kymlicka, 2001).  Člověk tmavé barvy pleti musí mít v obchodě 
pocit, že je stejně vítaný jako bílý. Rom v restauraci by měl být stejně vítán jako ne-Rom, s ženou 
s malým dítětem by mělo být v autobuse zacházeno stejně, jako s mužem vracejícím se z práce apod.  
Toto jemné předivo vztahů pak nelze diktovat zákonem, je potřeba ho cvičit, učit děti. Jde o respekt a 
důstojnost, které mají v konkrétním životě hlubší a subtilnější podobu a často se vyjadřují jen 
zdvořilostí, tónem hlasu nebo úsměvem.  

Kde a jak učit občanskosti? Kymlicka (2001) podotýká, že ideálním prostorem pro nácvik těchto 
dovedností může být právě občanská společnost. Na druhou stranu i v ní se vyskytují proudy a 
uskupení, které neučí právě toleranci a citlivému přístupu ke spoluobčanům. Co tedy zbývá? A právě 
zde se dostáváme ke vzdělávání.   

Občanství, ob čanskost a vzd ělávání 
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Will Kymlicka (2001) a další autoři uvádí zásadní souvislost mezi vzdělávacím systémem a 
občanstvím. „Existuje totiž mnoho oblastí, ve kterých je veřejná politika závislá na osobních životních 
rozhodnutích jednotlivců.  Stát nebude schopný poskytovat adekvátní zdravotní péči, pokud nebudou 
občané jednat zodpovědně, s ohledem na své zdraví, podporovat zdravý jídelníček, cvičit, a omezovat 
konzumaci tabáku a alkoholu. Stát se nebude schopen postarat o děti, staré lidi nebo handicapované, 
pokud se jednotlivci nebudou schopni starat o své příbuzné“ (Galston, 1991: 220).  

Vzdělávací systém je právě tím prostředím, které by mělo produkovat, vychovávat občany daného 
státu a předávat pocit zodpovědností a ochotu k participaci občanů na životě celku. Školy by měly být 
prostorem, kde se žáci naučí občanskosti a kde ji budou zároveň zakoušet.  

Jak na to? Na tuto základní otázku neexistuje jednoznačná odpověď, existuje spíše celý proud 
akademiků a pedagogů, kteří se snaží najít alespoň částečně fungující odpovědi na tuto otázku.  
Kymlicka (2001 : 296) předkládá čtyři důležité aspekty rozvíjení občanství, které je možno ve školách 
učit a to jsou: 

- Zájem o veřejné problémy, veřejná angažovanost (public spiritedness) a to ve smyslu 
schopnosti hodnotit vládnutí a ochotu participovat ve veřejné diskuzi. 

- Smysl pro právo a schopnost rozlišovat a respektovat právo druhých a podle toho i mírnit 
vlastní nároky. 

- Občanskost a tolerance 

- Sdílený smysl pro solidaritu a loajalitu 

Tyto obecné principy lze samozřejmě naplňovat v různých předmětech, důležité je však to, že tyto 
dovednosti nelze naučit pouze pozitivistickým přístupem a předáváním informací. Tento přístup 
zaměřený na rozvoj občanství je třeba integrovat do celého prostředí školy. Rada pro vzdělávání 
v Nizozemí např. zmiňuje aplikaci občanských principů na: 

- Mikro-úrovni – tady jde především o kvalitu vztahů mezi žáky a mezi žáky a pedagogy a 
dalším personálem. Jde o to, aby byla tato rovina vnímána jako jeden z pedagogických cílů. 
Jde o jakési „školní občanství“, které by mělo být systematicky rozvíjeno. 

- Meso-úroveň, kde jde především o participaci na úrovni lokální. Žák se učí participovat na 
životě lokálního společenství mimo školu, je vnímán jako budoucí občan a osvojuje si dobré 
chování vůči dalším spoluobčanům v daném místě. 

-  Makro-úroveń – kde jde především o podporu ochoty participovat na politických strukturách 
státu a jde o rozvíjení respektu k právnímu státu.  

Pokud bychom chtěli přidat i úroveň multikulturní nebo globální, jde o to učit žáky aktivity, které na 
lokální úrovni znamenají i vyjádření a podporu jakési globální, světové zodpovědnosti vůči lidem za 
hranicemi dané země. V kontextu multikulturní výchovy můžeme hovořit o tréninku interkulturní 
senzitivity (Hammer, Bennett & Wiseman, 2003). Ta vychází z toho, že při rozvíjení určité citlivosti na 
kulturní odlišnosti nestačí jen kontakt s někým, kdo je odlišný, ale je potřeba tento kontakt také 
reflektovat. Interkulturní senzitivita je pak schopnost vnímat svět okolo sebe nejen prizmatem 
vlastního přesvědčení o tom, jak by se druhý měl chovat (pokud je tedy v některých kulturách zvykem 
nevysávat při rýmě hleny z nosu a v jiných je naopak zvykem používat odsávačku, je vhodné vidět 
oba způsoby zvládání rýmy u dítěte jako sobě rovnocenné a nehodnotit používání či nepoužívání 
odsávačky jako jedinou správnou strategii pro boj s rýmou).  

 Příběhy a p říklady 

Příběhy o právním statusu – např. příběh otce Jamiho nebo Joža publikované v dialogu. 
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Příběhy o identitě – např. příběh maminky Aliho publikovaný v dialogu. 
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Transformace 

Proces transformace zažívá celá řada zemí a společností. Transformace ve střední a východní Evropě 
po roce1989 však má určitá specifika, která je potřeba v sociálních vědách zkoumat. K tomuto výletu 
do procesu transformace nám pomohou dvě publikace. Silova (2005) popisuje vliv mezinárodního 
společenství na proces transformace. Zkoumá především propojení zahraničních vlivů na změny 
v konkrétních zemích. 

Transformaci v České republice a její dopady na učitele základních škol pak představíme pomocí 
prezentace Transformace kultury školy.  

Silova, I. (2005). Travelling Policies: hijacked in Central Asia. European Educatinal Research Journal, 
4, 50 – 59. 

Moree, D. (2010). Prezentace Transformace kultury školy v post-totalitní společnosti. Prezentace byla 
přednesena na mezinárodní konferenci European Educational Research Association v září 2010 
v Berlíně. 

Oba podklady jsou pro účely kurzu dostupné v informačním systému FHS UK. 
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Výzkum 

Všechny výše uvedené jevy se týkají každodenního života občanů v každé společnosti. Pro jejich 
zkoumání je nejvhodnější používat metody kvalitativního výzkumu. Ty jsou blíže popsány 
v nejrůznějších metodických materiálech. Přesto je dobré, aby studenti před zahájením vlastního 
výzkumu měli k dispozici konkrétní příklad výzkumu, který se zabýval obdobnými tématy. Právě proto 
uvádím úryvek z knihy Moree (2008), který dává nahlédnout do konkrétních výzkumných technik – od 
formulování výzkumné otázky přes definování vzorku, popisu výzkumného prostředí až po 
vyhodnocení výzkumu. Text slouží jako podklad pro samostatný výzkum, který budou studenti v rámci 
kurzu provádět. 

Text je z knihy: Moree, D. (2008). How Teachers Cope with Social and Educational Transformation; 

Struggling with Multicultural Education in the Czech Classroom. Benešov: Eman. 

http://eman.evangnet.cz/index.php?deti 

Chapter 7 - How teachers cope with multicultural ed ucation: Qualitative research in five Czech 
schools  

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter I describe the aims, method and results of qualitative research among Czech teachers. 

The structure of this chapter is as follows: 

PART 1. Aims and method of the research 

PART 2. Results 

PART 3. Summary and conclusions 

 

PART 1. AIMS AND METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 

The central question of this thesis is to answer the question how Czech teachers try to cope with 
multicultural education. We have elaborated this general question into five research questions: 

1. What are the opinions of the teachers in this research study about the role of education in present 
Czech society? 

2. What do the Czech teachers in this research study understand by multicultural education? 

3. What characteristics of the school culture are important for the implementation and presentation of 
multicultural education in present Czech schools? 

4. What are teachers’ subjective educational ideas associated with multicultural education? 

5. What are the characteristics of classroom practice of multicultural education? 

 

These questions are researched by way of a qualitative research approach consisting of three phases; 

Phase 1. an interview study with 20 teachers 

Phase 2. an observation study in classrooms 
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Phase 3. a second interview study with the same teachers 

Two types of schools were selected to participate in this research: three grammar schools and two 
secondary vocational schools. All of the schools are located in the city of Prague. The grammar 
schools are an exclusive sort of school and they are already working with the school reform 
documents mentioned previously. The secondary vocational school is something between a grammar 
school and vocational schools. Students finish their studies with graduation as in the grammar school 
but at the same time they have much more practical vocational training during their school attendance. 
So the students of these vocational schools who are of the same age as the students of the other 
schools do not have an academic background. 

Below we present some characteristics of the teachers and schools under investigation. For data 
protection reasons and freedom in the interpretation I have chosen to use names of Czech rivers for 
the grammar schools and hills for the secondary vocational school. There were 16 teachers from the 
grammar schools participating in the research and four teachers from the secondary vocational 
schools. For a better overview I present a table showing the structure of the sample from the 
perspective of age, subjects, schools, participation in research I (presented in chapter 5) and 
participation in the present qualitative research (in the table indicated as research II). 

The following table shows some information concerning the characteristics of the teachers in this 
research: 

 

School Cod
e 

Age Gen
der 

Subjects Research I Research 
II – 

Interview 
1 

Research 
II  

Observati
on 

Research II 
– Interview 

2 

LABE L1 32 F English 
Languag

e 

- x x x 

 L2 32 F Civics x x x x 

 L3 42 F Literature
, Civics 

- x - x 

 L4 44 F Literature x x - - 

 L5 54 F Civics - x - - 

 L6 54 F Civics, 
Czech   

x x - - 

SAZAVA S1 27 F Civics - x x x 

 S2 27 F Civics, 
English 

Languag
e 

- x x x 

 S3 27 F English 
Languag

e 

- x x x 
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 S4 32 F Civics, 
English 

Languag
e  

x x - - 

 S5 55 F English 
Languag

e 

- x - - 

VLTAVA V1 26 M Geograp
hy 

- x - x 

 V2 27 M History, 
Czech   

x x - - 

 V3 31 M Geograp
hy 

- x x x 

 V4 31 F English 
Languag

e 

- x - - 

 V5 42 M Civics x x x x 

 

School Co
de 

Age Ge
nde

r 

Subject
s 

Research I Research II 
– Interview 

1 

Research II 
– 

Observatio
n 

Research II – 
Interview 2 

BOUŘŇÁ
K 

B1 53 F Civics - x - - 

VŘESNÍK Vr1 49 F Czech  - x - - 

 Vr2 42 F Civics - x - - 

 Vr3 25 F Psycho
logy 

- x - - 

 

Below information is presented about the different Prague schools which participated in my qualitative 
research: 

Vltava  school  is a grammar school, founded in 1994. The school programme used to run for  four 
years (students from 15 till 19), but since the academic year 2007/2008 it has moved to eight years 
(students from 11 till 19).  It is a school of the city of Prague.  

Vltava school announces on its web pages that it has the reputation of being an ambitious school. 
About 90 % of its graduates enter high schools. As for international contacts, the school participates in 
an annual exchange programme with a partner school in Germany and besides this they also organise 
excursions to Great Britain, Germany and Austria. 

The annual report for 2005/2006 gives the following descriptions of the school: 
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Number of teachers: 32 

Average age of teachers: 42, 3 

Number of students: 298 

The structure of foreign students attending the school:  

Albania 1 

Yugoslavia 4 

Slovakia 1 

Ukraine 3 

Uzbekistan 1 

Vietnam 4 

Total: 14 (4.7 %) 

 

Sázava school  is a grammar school which was founded about 30 years ago. The school programme 
is divided into two forms. The four-year programme has a general academic profile (students from 15 
till 19), whilst the eight-year programme has a natural sciences profile (students from 11 till 19). It is a 
school of the city of Prague.  

Sázava school announces on its web pages that 78 % of its graduates enter high schools. It reports 
international contacts and projects; in 2006 the school became a sponsor of four children in Kenya.  

Number of teachers: 60 

Average age of teachers: 46 

Number of students: 597 

The structure of foreign students attending the school:  

Armenia 1 

Belarus 1 

Croatia 3 

Cuba 1 

Russia 5 

Poland 1 

Ukraine 3 

Vietnam 7 

Total:  22 (3.6 %) 
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Labe school  is a grammar school, with a programme running over four years (students from 15 till 
19); the programme specialises in the field of technical subjects. Labe school announces on its web 
pages that almost 90 % of the graduates enter high schools. It is a school of the city of Prague. 

Number of teachers: 56 

Average age of teachers: 43 

Number of students: 635 

The structure of foreign students attending the school:  

Hungary 1 

Mongolia 1 

Moldavia 1 

Ukraine 3 

Bulgaria 1 

Poland 1 

Slovenia 1 

Russia 3 

Italian 1 

Kyrgyzstan 1 

Vietnam 1 

Total:  15 (2.3 % ) 

 

Bou řňák school  is a secondary vocational school with two sorts of study programme. There is a 
three-year apprenticeship programme in the field of commerce or a four-year long programme with 
graduation in the same field. 

There are 1047 students in all of the study programmes together and 70 teachers, whose average age 
is 56. There are only 11 foreign students in the school, coming from these countries: 

Kyrgyzstan 1 

Slovenia 2 

Ukraine 6 

Vietnam 2 

Total 11 (1.05 %) 

 

Vřesník school  is a secondary vocational school with one study programme, which is tourism. There 
are 569 students in the programme and 60 teachers. As for foreign students, the annual report of 
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2005/2006 indicates that there are 4 of them and that there were not any problems with them. On the 
contrary they were noted as ambitious students with plans for further studies.  

 

As we have indicated before it is possible to divide the planning of this qualitative research into three 
different phases:  

Phase 1 – teachers start using Czechkid in their classes and the first interview is done. 

Phase 2 – observation in classes where the teacher uses Czechkid 

Phase 3 – several weeks after the observation the second interview with the teacher is performed. 
Questions in the interview 2 are the same as those in interview 1. However, the results of observations 
are present to speak more about the practice. 

As for the participation of the teachers in the various phases of the research, it is of relevance to note 
that not all the schools which participated in the research presented in chapter five did so in the 
qualitative research under discussion now. 

 

In the table below a presentation is given of the more specific questions which will be researched in 
the different phases of the research: 

 

Research question Interview 1 Observation Interview  2 

What are the opinions 
of the teachers in this 
research study about 
the role of education in 
present Czech society? 

 

How would you 
describe the tasks of 
education in the 
context of living in 
present society? 
Changes over time? 
Which changes? 

 

 

  

What do the Czech 
teachers in this 
research study  
understand by 
multicultural 
education? 

 

What is the role of 
multicultural education 
in the context of living 
in present Czech 
society? 

 

What motivated you 
/led you to use 
multicultural 
education/Czechkid in 
your classes? 
 

  
 
 
 
 
What motivated you /led 
you to use multicultural 
education/Czechkid in 
your classes? 
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What characteristics of 
the school culture are 
important for the 
implementation and 
presentation of 
multicultural education 
in present Czech 
schools? 

 

What do you 
like/dislike in your 
school (environment, 
population, school 
policy, specific goals)? 

 

If you want to bring 
some new initiative to 
school e.g. Czechkid – 
how do you do it? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

If you want to bring some 
new initiative to school 
e.g. Czechkid – how do 
you do it? 

 

What are teachers’ 
subjective educational 
ideas associated with 
multicultural 
education? 

 

What are your personal 
goals as a teacher? 
What do you want to 
achieve? 

 

Which of your life 
experiences make 
bringing multicultural 
education/Czechkid 
into your teaching 
easier or more difficult? 

 

  

What are the 
characteristics of 
classroom practice of 
multicultural 
education? 

 

Which pedagogical 
goals did you have 
when you used 
particular parts of 
Czechkid? 

 

Which strategies did 
you use to reach your 
aims? 

 

What turned out well 
while using 
multicultural 
education/Czechkid 
and what did you see 
as obstacles? 

 

Do teachers introduce 
goals at the beginning 
of the lesson? 

 

 
Which pedagogical 
methods do teachers 
use? 

 

Do they present their 
own ideas? Which 
ideas? 

 

Which perspective do 
teachers offer? Do they 
stimulate students for 
various perspectives? 
How? 

Which pedagogical goals 
did you have when you 
used particular parts of 
Czechkid? 

 

Which strategies did you 
use to reach your aims? 

 

What turned out well 
while using multicultural 
education/Czechkid and 
what did you see as 
obstacles? 

 

What did students learn 
about multicultural 
education/Czechkid? 
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What did students 
learn about 
multicultural 
education/Czechkid? 

 

How could you create 
dialogues with students 
and between students?  

 

Were you able to show 
different perspectives? 

 

Were you able to 
present your own ideas 
and how did students 
react to them? 

 

Were there points of 
view of students you 
didn’t like? How did 
you react to them?    

 

 

Do they stimulate 
dialogue among 
students? How? 

 

Do they stimulate 
dialogue between 
students and teacher? 
How? 

 

Do they ask about 
students’ experience? 

 

How do teachers react 
on students’ 
questions? 

 

 

 

How could you create 
dialogues with students 
and between students?  

 

Were you able to show 
different perspectives? 

 

Were you able to present 
your own ideas and how 
did students react to 
them? 

 

Were there points of 
view of students you 
didn’t like? How did you 
react to them?    

 

 

There were 20 teachers, who took part in interview 1, 7 of whom let the researcher come for the 
observation and 9 teachers participated in interview 2. 

With regard to the collection of data in the different phases of this qualitative research the following 
circumstances are worth mentioning. 

The first round of interviews with teachers was in general one hour, ranging from 45 minutes to one 
and a half hours. Questions were usually asked according to the structure presented in the table. 
When teachers started to talk about something else, I did not stop them. The questions on the role of 
education seemed to be difficult for the teachers. They said that they did not feel competent to talk 
about it and their answers were usually very short and general. The same happened with the question 
on education change. Personal pedagogical goals was another question which was not positively 
accepted. With the question on teachers’ multicultural experience many teachers showed deep 
uncertainty about what they should say and so I started to help them, using an example from my own 
pedagogical life.11 Then most of them remembered some concrete situation or situations. I had to use 

                                                           
11

  When I started teaching I was responsible for international projects and one of them was a Czech-
German project on intercultural pedagogy. At that time I did not know anything about Czech-German 
relationships and the number of books was also limited – it was only a few years after the political changes. To 
get some basic orientation I took the available historical books and a big sheet of paper and started to write on 
one side what Czechs had been doing to Germans and on the other side what Germans had been doing to 
Czechs. In this way I discovered, for example, about the mass expulsion of Germans after the Second World 
War, which was a big shock for me. Till then I had  never heard about it because it was a kind of taboo. My 
conclusion was that one of my aims was to discover these taboos, because I saw them as unacceptable.   
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my own example especially with those who obviously had less experience. Then most of them 
remembered some concrete situation or situations.  

The second phase of the qualitative research consisted of the observation of classroom practices. 
This was a part of the research which was not always very much appreciated by the Czech teachers 
selected in this study. The breaking point for further participation in the research always came when I 
tried to make an appointment for the observation at the end of interview I. It seemed to me that 
teachers did not want to participate any longer because of the observation and that they felt that they 
would be being checked. I always had to explain that the observation had nothing to do with any form 
of control and that I was interested in how Czechkid worked, how students reacted to it, etc. Still my 
perception is that at least for some teachers the mere fact that the methodology contained an element 
of observation was a reason to refuse further participation in the research. Fear of control seemed to 
be too difficult for many of them, especially the six older ones in grammar schools and 3 teachers in 
the secondary vocational schools, for whom, however, this statement cannot be linked to their age. 
The oldest teacher who let me come for the observation and interview II was 44 years old. All of the 
older ones refused it.  

The group of participating teachers always split into two groups in every school - those who 
participated in the whole research and others who participated only in the first interview. The exception 
was in the secondary vocational schools where nobody wanted to participate in the whole research. 

Teachers who agreed to observation invited me or some of my students to take part in one lesson 
where they used Czechkid. Each of the researchers going to school had a protocol with questions to 
keep an eye on. The filled protocols are one part of the research results which are elaborated in this 
chapter. 

At the beginning of the observation period there was a group meeting with all of the students involved 
and guidelines for the observation were carefully explained. There were three students and me going 
regularly to schools. 

The data of the interviews were taped and transcribed. Qualitative categorisation was used as the 
main analysis method (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994). Answers to the particular questions of the 
research guide presented in the above table with research and specific questions were put into a table 
together with citations from the interviews. Then the common denominators of similar answers were 
used as a title for the category. Some teachers talked very implicitly and some were more explicit, 
using concrete examples. I have tried always to use more concrete citations to give a deeper picture 
of the themes at hand. 

 

There were three types of data in the research - data from interview I, from the observation and from 
interview II. As a starting point I took  the answers from interview I and where I had in addition two 
other sources of data I put them into the table as well and also in the  form of  conclusions. In the case 
of some dissonance between interview data and observation data I always wrote it down into the 
results part and discussed the dissonance.   

In the next paragraph I will give an extensive overview of the results of this qualitative research along 
the lines of the research questions presented above. But first I will pay attention to a typology of the 
teachers investigated in this qualitative research, which can be helpful as an analytical framework to 
categorise and interpret the various results of this project. 

PART 2. RESULTS 

During the different phases of my research I saw that the teachers who were investigated differed from 
each other with respect to their commitment to the aims and practices of multicultural education. 
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During the research period I have on the basis of this observation constructed a typology of different 
categories of teachers who have a different degree of commitment to multicultural education. I will use 
this categorisation of three types of teachers as a frame of reference to present and discuss the 
results found in this research. The typology was inspired especially by the typology of Fenstermacher 
and Soltis (1986: 1), who speak about the Gardener, Potter, Midwife and Provisioner.  

Based on what I saw in schools, there were two criteria which led me to categorise teachers. The main 
criterion was the frequency they used multicultural education/Czechkid and the other one was their 
identification with multicultural education goals. Let me explain what I mean. By frequency I refer 
especially to how often teachers use something from multicultural education or to what extent they 
actively look for opportunities to implement multicultural education within their teaching (open an extra 
seminar, for example). In practical teaching it means, for example, if teachers actively try to implement 
something from multicultural education and if they try to do such activities regularly (for example once 
a week, once every two weeks, etc.) or if they simply stress some multicultural aspects in their normal 
teaching without adding anything extra (for example critical thinking linked to their subject but without 
any direct link to multicultural topics).  

By identification I mean especially the extent to which they identify themselves with what they 
understand under multicultural education. That is to say, I did not research their identification with 
what I or someone else understands under multicultural education, but the extent to which teachers 
work on what they understand under this approach.  

Dividing teachers into three categories happened after the whole research – this means that teachers' 
reactions in all three research stages (interview 1, observation, interview 2) played a role. 

The typology I would like to introduce is as follows: 

Multicultural missionaries  are teachers who fully identify themselves with the goals of multicultural 
education. They use Czechkid or some other multicultural education tool regularly, approximately once 
a week or once a fortnight. They actively look for new teaching strategies and they want to improve 
themselves in terms of multicultural education.  

Multicultural servicemen  are open to multicultural education but they do not create special 
conditions for its implementation. When they have time and possibilities, they do it with pleasure, but 
they do not always and fully identify themselves with multicultural education. They had used Czechkid 
or some other multicultural education tool several times before the first interview (usually three or four 
times) but then they had a feeling that they did not have any more time and they withdrew from the 
observation and interview II part of the research. Multicultural education does not motivate them 
enough to adapt their teaching to it very much or they do not know exactly how to do so. They usually 
co-operate closely with multicultural missionaries and take them as good examples.  

Multicultural officers  do not have their own opinion about or experience with multicultural education. 
They tried to use Czechkid especially before the first interview (once or twice) and then they withdrew 
from the remaining research phases. They say that they try to implement principles of multicultural 
education in their teaching from time to time, but they feel that multicultural education somehow does 
not suit to their subjects. They are quite satisfied when other colleagues implement it. If there were not 
any outside pressure to deal with it, they would not probably do it.  

 

In figure 16 I have shown the differences between teacher types in terms of the criteria of goals and 
practices: 
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Figure 16, Criterion of teachers’ typology 

 

 Goals 

 

Practice 

Multicultural missionaries 

 

x x 

Multicultural servicemen 

 

x - 

Multicultural officers 

 

- - 

 

In the next figure I will give an overview of the distribution of teacher types within the schools under 
investigation. I use colours for distinguishing teachers’ types. As we can see, teachers’ typology is 
surprisingly congruent with teachers’ generations. While younger teachers belong to the multicultural 
missionaries and servicemen, multicultural officers usually belong to older generations. 

Figure 17 introduces the teacher-types distribution in grammar schools and secondary vocational 
schools. We can see that one significant difference is especially in the appearance of missionaries, 
who are simply missing in vocational schools. Another characteristic of missionaries is that they were 
all open to participation in all three stages of the research.  

Multicultural missionariesMulticultural servicemenMulticultural officers
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School 

 

Code Age Gender Subjects Research I Research II – 
Interview 1 

Research II – 
Observation 

Research II – 
Interview 2 

LABE L1 32 F English 
Language 

- x x x 

 L2 32 F Civics X x x x 

 L3 42 F Literature, 
Civics 

- x - x 

 L4 44 F Literature X x - - 

 L5 54 F Civics - x - - 

 L6 54 F Civics, Czech   X x - - 

SAZAVA S1 27 F Civics - x x x 

 S2 27 F Civics, 
English 

Language 

- x x x 

 S3 27 F English 
Language 

- x x x 

 S4 32 F Civics, 
English 

Language  

X x - - 

 S5 55 F English 
Language 

- x - - 

VLTAVA V1 26 M Geography - x - x 
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 V2 27 M History, 
Czech   

X x - - 

 V3 31 M Geography - x x x 

 V4 31 F English 
Language 

- x - - 

 V5 42 M Civics X x x x 

BOUŘNÁK 

 

P1 53 F Civics - x - - 

VŘESNÍK Vr1 49 F Czech  - x - - 

 

 

Vr2 42 F Civics - x - - 

 

 

Vr3 25 F Psychology - x - - 



 

 

In the rest of this paragraph I will now present the results of our qualitative research under four main 
headings or sub-paragraphs. The first sub-paragraph will report on the societal context in teachers’ 
eyes, the second sub-paragraph will go into the role of multicultural education in Czech society. The 
third sub-paragraph will give a picture of some of the characteristics of the culture of the schools under 
study and the last sub-paragraph will provide information as to how teachers work with multicultural 
education in their class practice.  

The first two sub-paragraphs will give a picture of the teachers investigated without using the typology 
because of lack of differentiation between teacher types in these respects. In the two following sub-
paragraphs the results will be structured according to the typology.  

 

Teachers' opinions about the role of education in t he Czech Republic today  

In this part I will concentrate especially on three questions from the interviews, which were directed at 
the role of education and its changes. Concretely the questions were formulated as follows: 

How would you describe the tasks of education in the context of living in present society?  

Have there been any changes over time?  

Which changes? 

Tasks of education 

When we ask teachers about the tasks of education  in the present society, we can see that teachers 
stay somewhere between the two orientations towards education goals which we described in chapter 
3 – between orientation towards qualification and schooling and orientation towards personal and 
moral development. But both of these dimensions have some specific features, which have some link 
to the process of transformation. 

The majority of teachers say that they perceive the aspect of qualification preparation as crucial but at 
the same time they feel a need to explain what they mean by this. Teachers always try to explain that 
information is very important because one of the main tasks of the secondary school is to prepare 
students for entering tertiary education. But at the same time they add that earlier students only had to 
memorize large amounts of data without deeper understanding but today they have to learn how to 
work with this information. Working with information is perceived by teachers as more important then 
possessing it.  

Older teachers still remember periods in their lives when students only had to repeat information they 
learned without any critical working with it. Teachers very often mention that this is what they do not 
want their students to do anymore. 

Qualification preparation is more associated with critical thinking, analysing, working with  information, 
etc. The reason why students need these skills is due to the fact that the present world is perceived as 
very difficult with many influences, different views and media pressure.  

Children have to adopt a position in their lives, in order not to get lost. Because there is such a 
huge amount of impulses…..and we give them many of these impulses and definitions, too. 
They can keep many of them in their minds but they cannot keep everything. But the aim is the 
person who is oriented, who knows where to find information.   (27-year-old female teacher of 
Civics, Sázava) 

In the discussions a kind of tension between both having information and working with it was also 
visible. Teachers mention relatively often that in order to be able to work with information, one also 



 

 

needs to have it. We could also argue that teachers think that memorizing and critical thinking are 
important. They see that one is impossible without the other. However, it is clear that they look for a 
balance between both approaches.  

When I asked them this question I always had the feeling that they know what they are not allowed to 
say. Saying that students should know something (in the sense of learning some concrete information) 
is associated very much with schools before 1989. It seemed to me that teachers feel an outside 
pressure to give an impression that they want to change the communist way of teaching for the new 
one. Especially in this context my impression was that in fact teachers are much more open to giving 
information and letting students repeat it than to discuss with them and  encourage them to participate 
actively. It seems that they do not know how to fulfill the requirements of their own perception of 
pedagogical goals and the requirements they feel from outside world. 

 

This tension can be seen more clearly with teachers who suggested that personal and moral 
development are important. One teacher even asked herself what was important for becoming a good 
citizen: 

What is important for becoming a citizen? Is it free thinking or a broad vision? Or should 
students know the number of paragraphs in the constitution? 

Because the quantification, the law – it is what we can impose on somebody, it is what we can 
measure and evaluate and show. But if the person becomes a better human being during these 
four years in the grammar school, that is what we cannot measure.   (44-year-old female teacher 
of Literature, Labe) 

 

Teachers say that they have a feeling that they influence the whole society and its future by forming 
the next generation. Teachers would like to influence the attitudes of their students and help them to 
become good personalities. They agree that education should help students to gain some basic value 
orientation and it should lead them towards active citizenship. 

Answering the question as to how to do this in their concrete teaching seems more difficult. Teachers 
have some vision but imagining the steps leading towards this aim is rather difficult. It seems that they 
look for an ideal balance between qualification preparation and personal and moral development. 
These two dimensions have some extra undercurrents: how much students should really know (in the 
sense of being able to give concrete data) and to what extent they should be able to work with 
information they find somewhere on the internet or in books. Teachers do not differ that much in these 
uncertainties. It is clear that they all ask these questions and only the ways in which they cope with 
them differ. It is interesting that this is a point on which all generations of teachers could agree. 

 

Changes in the educational system 

This debate continued when we went deeper in the interview and I asked them about the changes  
which they perceive. There is no doubt that the time perception in schools as well as in the whole 
Czech society is divided in the perspective of before and after 1989. How does the difference appear? 
Younger teachers often say that the whole society as well as the school is more open. They say, for 
example, that it is easier for children to meet someone from a different cultural background.  

The school technical equipment is also much better which gives teachers and students better 
possibilities for making education more interesting. In contrast with the positive perception of the 
period after 1989 some – especially older teachers – mention some negative aspects of these 



 

 

changes. There is not so much time for friendships in general and in schools particularly, because 
everybody has to be in a hurry, everyone has too many possibilities and less time for friends, the 
distances people travel to work are bigger because everyone wants to live outside big cities.  

Another aspect of difficult relationships is the loss of orientation of who is who. It takes much longer 
until people can distinguish the real quality of the personality behind all the tinsel which people usually 
see on the first contact.  

There is one more interesting aspect concerning the perspective before and after 1989. Especially 
older teachers display a tendency to defend how schools were before 1989. They mention that they 
hear very often that schools were bad, which is a simplification in their opinion. If teachers wanted to 
do a good job and teach well, they were allowed to do and indeed did so. According to them it 
depended on teachers and not so much on the system.  

The sense of defending the school system prevails also when it comes to the question about 
educational change. Some teachers understand such a question as an implicit allegation that there is 
something wrong in schools.  

 

I am fed up with the comments in the society and media. There you always hear rumours about 
memorising huge amounts of useless data in schools. I think that people saying that should 
simply come and see – I am not sure that they should come to any school – but definitely to 
ours. When I compare the school curriculum in other schools and in Prague, I have a feeling that 
so many things have changed, that the school has changed.   (32-year-old female teacher of 
English Language, Labe) 

Someone tried to introduce the school reform to us saying that we should imagine the whole 
country as well as the education system as a broken car. But I do not think that the education 
system is like a broken car. It works. It is a car that drives, it needs some small repairs, but it is 
not broken. And some of them present it like this - that the school system is wrong and now we 
will have the reform and everything will be all right – that is nonsense, of course.   (32-year-old 
female teacher of Civics and English Language, Sazava) 

Teachers say that they hear very often that the school system is wrong and at the same time they 
have a feeling that it is not true, because they fight for changing many aspects of teaching. This is 
what younger as well as older teachers agree about. 

When young teachers talk about changes, they also point to tensions between themselves and their 
older colleagues. They say that there has been no real change until now and they can only hope for it 
without much chance that it will really come. They see several causes. 

Many younger teachers see that their students are very much influenced by the family, which is not 
surprising. Some teachers are surprised that they are confronted with a kind of thinking from their 
students which belongs in their perception to the period of normalization. They cannot imagine how it 
is possible that this is also a way of thinking for the students’ generation. One teacher describes it as 
follows:  

We are a post-communist country and we should have everything behind us, but the students 
have the same values……for example, their view on money, power, it is all about thinking first 
about yourself. During communism the family was in the first place and only then society. So, 
the consequence was that it did not matter if I stole, because it was for the family. Or when I lied 
– I lied to authorities, so it did not matter as long as I did not lie to friends and family. 



 

 

And they (students) have these ideas from their families till now and sometimes I think that even 
the school system passes it on to them – you must make up something, no matter the quality, 
mainly that the authorities are satisfied – and I think it is not possible that they would have it 
from communism, but they do, because their parents imprint it on them.   (31-year-old female 
teacher of English Language, Vltava) 

Other teachers agree that children are less prepared from the family; they do not have a sufficiently 
broad outlook as they did before 1990. One of the reasons is that parents do not have enough time for 
their children.  

The school environment is another issue waiting for a change. Younger teachers say that the whole 
principle of teaching should change. In this context the interdisciplinary approach and 
interconnectedness of particular educational divisions would be very important.  

Last but not least younger teachers expect change only with the shift in teachers’ generations. The 
younger respondents did not say that the older ones should go away. They only see that it is not 
possible to expect fundamental changes in their old teaching styles.  

Apart from teaching here I teach also at the faculty of natural sciences, in the department of 
geography. Besides teaching ordinary students, we also offer lifelong learning courses, where 
the most progressive older teachers participate. And even in these courses it is enormously 
difficult to change what they got used to before 1990. And I know that our participants are just 
5% of the most progressive older teachers. And they do not have any idea about how to teach 
modern geography and not just expound upon what is where… 

These people are not the problem, the problem is what they taught them, it is not about the 
thinking style, it is that they simply cannot manage. And it is a generational issue…95% of old 
teachers teach in the same way all the time, they just add the European Union or something like 
that, but the core, the structure of the lectures is all the same.   (26-year-old male teacher of 
Geography, Vltava) 

In this example we can see what I often heard from the young teachers. On the one hand they can 
understand why the older generations of teachers work as they do. And they have an experience that 
even when the older ones are open for learning and discussing, they still live and work in two different 
worlds. This is not due to unwillingness on the part of older teachers but to very different life and 
professional experiences.  

On the other hand younger teachers say that they try to do things in a different way, which means that 
they have to look for new strategies, because they also had limited chances to learn it from their 
teachers.  

 

Teachers who are 40 – 50 years old – not all of them, but most of them – will always insist on 
literary history in the sense of history. And the aspect of literature is far away, because they 
teach in fact biographies of writers. And as for their novels they just teach students to enumerate 
them, they do not care about the text. 

And then there is some point of rupture. I can see it only from my individual perspective – but 
then the younger ones start to be more concentrated on the text.   (27-year-old male teacher of 
History and Czech, Vltava) 

 

School reform as a part of changes 



 

 

In the context of perception of change the school reform appears to be a negative symbol of any 
system change. Teachers talked to me about the school reform for several reasons. One of them was 
the fact that I presented Czechkid as a potential tool that might be useful in its context. The second 
reason was that most schools started the process of real preparation for the reform in the spring of 
2007 when I was in intensive contact with them. 

Last but not least I asked them directly when we talked about change, because I was interested if they 
see any potential for change in the reform. 

The results are more than pessimistic from the perspective of most teachers. They talk about 
increasing administrative pressure from the side of the Ministry of Education, the consequence of 
which is a lack of time for its real practical preparation. Instead of preparing new teaching methods 
and contents, teachers feel pressure to fulfil administrative requirements as a by-product of the reform. 

I would say that it is good to give schools more freedom, but on the other hand the schools have 
already been liberated and they use this advantage. But what shall we do about the school 
education programme itself – write it all down into these 150 pages- long document, control the 
processes, adjust all procedures – it grows into an enormous administrative elaboration. And I 
only see how I am stressed – I have to do the curriculum plan, add this and that, classify 
students – and where is teaching? Because then I will not be able to think about which project I 
could do with my students in the afternoon, I will not have the capacity and freedom to do it - or 
at least not during the next 2, 3 or 4 years.   (32-year-old female teacher of English Language, 
Labe) 

Teachers’ reaction to this situation is very similar in all of the schools researched. Teachers fulfill the 
formal and administrative requirements and are not able to concentrate on the content anymore. And 
so the biggest danger of the reform is its formalism. Many teachers use an old Czech saying for 
describing the way the reform is implemented – so as to steer the middle course.12 [aby se vlk nažral a 
koza zůstala celá].  

What are the reasons? If we consider the power hierarchy in society, teachers suggest possible 
reasons on many levels. Some of them have a feeling that decisions at the level of the Ministry of 
Education are made by people who have not been in schools for a very long time and so they do not 
know the view from the classroom.  

Others say that the outcomes of the education system and reform are not clear. An example is 
graduation, which should be unified for all secondary schools (academic as well as vocational) during 
the reform. It has far-reaching consequences on teaching and learning processes in present schools: 

So, now we have examples of graduation for English Language and students from the fourth 
grade (out of 8, meaning 15-years-old) are able to fulfill its requirements. So, what we should 
test at the end, when students in the fourth grade out of eight are able to do them. What is the 
meaning of it? It is pointless. How can I motivate students when it is set up so that they will learn 
what they need for graduation by half-way through their studies? (27-year-old female teacher of 
Civics and English Language, Sazava) 

Last but not least teachers mention that they are not qualified for cross-curricular themes and for 
preparing school reform. And so if the Ministry of Education wants them to prepare it, they must first 
teach teachers how. Otherwise teachers feel that even state officials do not know how to do it: 

They (School Inspectorate) are more helpless than teachers: what should they check? They will 
come to see us, they will have a look at students’ exercise books and they will leave again. How 

                                                           
12

  ‘De kool en de geit sparen‘ in Dutch. I use this saying because there were so many teachers describing 
the reform by this that it seems to be the best description of how they perceive it.  



 

 

could they check the social skills of students? They do not know how they should do it.   (27-
year-old female teacher of Civics, Sazava) 

An important aspect of discussions about the reform is that most of these critical voices belong to 
young innovative teachers belonging to the category of ‘multicultural missionaries’. In fact they do not 
argue much with reform in the sense of real change in schools. They are pessimistic about the 
contrast between its formal requirements and real change in their daily work. This means that these 
people are of a very high qualitative level and they are potential motors of any changes in the school 
system. Unfortunately, they do not see the potential for the change in preparing school educational 
programmes, which is expected from them at least in this stage of the reform. 

They usually say that the process of preparing it does not raise a discussion in their school but on the 
contrary is reduced to an administrative fulfilment of the requirements from the top. 

 

Alongside these pessimistic voices we can also find more optimistic ones. Some teachers agree that 
reform might be good, if its implementation was better. Other teachers oppose it, saying that teachers 
should be innovative in principle, because it is an integral part of the teaching profession. And they 
feel they have enough space for innovative approaches even without the reform. 

We can conclude that the aspect of change is a very complex issue in the researched schools. 
Although teachers can agree about outcomes and the role of the education system, they are not able 
to agree about when and how change could come and even if it is necessary.  

 

Teachers from secondary vocational schools compared  with teachers from grammar schools    

There are not many differences between teachers from secondary vocational schools and those from 
grammar schools. Ideas about the tasks of education oscillate between the same poles – working with 
information over against passing information on to students: the aspect of formation is also perceived 
as very important. 

Larger differences are to be found in the field of changes. Also here 1989 is perceived as a breaking 
point, but I found two more radical interpretations of what it means. Both these teachers experienced 
teaching before 1989 and their reflection is very different: 

I have a feeling that the big change came in the 90s owing to the fact that parents have less 
time for their children and so education does not have any priority. And from that time I see how 
the quality decreases and decreases. It is certainly also caused by the endless bowing to 
American methods.   (49-year-old female teacher of Czech, Vřesník) 

 

 At present we really experience a democratisation of the education system. I often give this 
example to my students: many topics were taboo before 1989 and even if the teacher knew that 
his or her presentation was wrong and did their best to say so as well as possible, it was not 
possible to answer many questions. I can remember that I had to avoid answers to questions 
concerning the Berlin Wall, because you could never know who was sitting in your class and 
then make a difference between what you said at home and what was the content you had to 
pass in schools. (42-year-old female teacher of Civics, Vřesník) 

We can see that although both teachers see a big change coming after 1989, they differ in their 
interpretation of what the change brought. For one it is a chance for democratization, for the other one 
it is only a duty to adopt. 



 

 

Teachers in secondary vocational schools express the same opinion about the school reform as 
teachers from grammar schools. In their case graduation seems to be a big topic now and in fact this 
is the first thing that they really feel as a change linked directly to the school reform. The reason is that 
secondary vocational schools still do not have a duty to adapt their school education programme 
because the reform documents for this kind of school are not ready yet. However, the graduation 
exams are ready and they see the same problem as teachers from grammar schools, only from the 
different side. Just as teachers in grammar schools they see that same requirements for graduation in 
these two types of school are difficult or even impossible to achieve. Teachers in secondary vocational 
schools talk about their feeling that they are not able to prepare students to the same quality as in 
grammar schools due to the fact that their students have to go for practical training for many hours a 
week and so the logical consequence is that they do not have the same amount of time, especially in 
humanities. On the contrary we saw that grammar school teachers see that the level of requirements 
goes down simply because they must be unified for both types of schools. Both schools complain 
about the requirement of the same outcomes, but for one type of school it means that the quality goes 
down and for the other one the requirements seem to be out of reach. 

 

Teachers understanding of multicultural education 

 

During the interviews teachers usually did not want to talk about the role of multicultural education in 
Czech society. In almost all cases they gave a very general answer about the need to be tolerant. 
They were able to say more about it when I asked them about the motivation to use Czechkid in their 
teaching.  

 

What is the role of multicultural education in the context of living in present Czech society? 

 

What motivated you /led you to use multicultural education/Czechkid in your classes? 
 

When we turn our attention to teachers’ perception of multicultural education , we can see several 
tendencies. Teachers express first something that could be called  'agreement about general 
tolerance' which consists in saying that we should all be tolerant and naturally multicultural education 
is here to help us to be so. Besides this ‘agreement about general tolerance’ teachers speculate about 
how tolerant contemporary Czech society is. Some of them say that the society in general seems to be 
tolerant, but people are not able to behave tolerantly in concrete situations. 

Teachers talk very often about the strong influence of the mass media, especially during the ‘Čunek 
affair’ (see more in chapter 1) which took place during this stage of the research and they also feel that 
students mirror the dominant opinion, especially concerning the Roma minority.  

Some teachers also mention that school should be more multicultural, because otherwise it is very 
difficult to implement multicultural education into teaching. 

Taking the perspective of concrete teachers' practice in their classes and their approach towards the 
Czechkid project, we get a much more variegated picture about what teachers think about multicultural 
education. 



 

 

The first question in this context is if multicultural education has a role in the Czech society and school 
system at all. To give the full picture I would like to start with a representation of the negative opinions 
and then present more positive voices. 

Seven teachers out of sixteen researched find that there are some reasons why multicultural 
education should not have any special place in Czech society or at least not in secondary schools (by 
which they mean  “in my teaching”). 

Three of them say that multicultural education should start much earlier – in the kindergarten or in 
primary schools. Trying to implement it in the secondary school is simply too late and that is why they 
have no reason to do it seriously. 

Two teachers add that tolerance belongs to human relationships in general and so there is no reason 
to extract multicultural tolerance as a special topic in the teaching. They say that we are all human 
beings and we all have to respect each other. That is why some of these teachers are not prepared to 
introduce multicultural education in their subjects because such a process would be too unnatural.  

I do not know how we should solve multicultural education. It is simply naturally given to human 
existence that I take people as they are and I will not make any differences or barriers among 
people, nations, race, and people from different cultural backgrounds. We have not even seen 
such a situation in our school that there would be barriers between children, even if we have 
many foreigners. But it is true that we do not have Roma here.   (54-year-old female teacher of 
Civics, Labe) 

Teachers’ motivation for implementing multicultural education is very diverse; still there are some fixed 
points in it. Most teachers who use some multicultural education regularly say that multicultural topics 
naturally belong to the school curriculum and it is only a question of method, how they do it. They 
found that the Czechkid project offered them some interesting teaching strategy. The basic motivation 
for using it was curiosity, how it would operate in their classes.  

It is true that it is a new kind of approach and I gathered that it could become a part of some 
wider concept of what I teach. Some topics are in accordance with what I already teach in 
different classes. And I was also curious about how Czechkid would work.   (31-year-old male 
teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Another motivation is a general feeling that it is necessary to direct students towards mutual 
understanding, which is very important in a society which is not that open-minded: 

I probably would not start using Czechkid without the concrete offer I got. But on the other hand 
I feel that it is becoming increasingly important in today's world. It is true that, for example, 
children from Prague have more experiences with other ethnic groups then children outside 
Prague. And so it might be a problem that we implement it here and not outside Prague where it 
could be even more important.  

It is true that Czechs are afraid of foreigners; maybe we could even say that they are 
xenophobic or maybe they just have doubts about foreigners. So I think that it is important to 
lead them towards understanding, because there were two or three generations who did not 
have any other experience than with Czechs. And we are really closed, so it is necessary to lead 
people to understanding. And where else should we do that than in the schools?   (26-year-old 
male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Many teachers agree that multicultural education should be implemented not in a forcible way in their 
classes; on the contrary, it should be done in a very sensitive way, as naturally as possible. Teachers 
say very often that it should be a kind of natural part of their teaching. They do not want to come to 
their class and say – and today we are going to train tolerance.  



 

 

Teachers from secondary vocational schools say approximately the same as their colleagues from 
grammar schools. Their answers were merely shorter and they also expressed an ‘agreement about 
general tolerance’, though they were less able to talk about what it means for their concrete teaching.   

An interesting aspect was their motivation for using Czechkid in their schools. In all cases they talked 
more about the school leadership having recommended it than about their own curiosity to try it. It 
seems that their personal motivation was weaker than for the grammar schools teachers, who simply 
did not try it if they did not want.  

 

Characteristics of the culture of the schools under  study 

 

As I mentioned earlier, concrete school environment is one of crucial factors influencing multicultural 
education implementation. In this part I will introduce three pilot schools through the eyes of their 
teachers. I will concentrate especially on what teachers see as a specific feature in their school. 

Another aspect I will introduce is the aspect of teachers’ co-operation. Although there are some local 
differences, in general we can conclude that teachers do not co-operate very much and some of them 
do not even miss it. 

The final aspect presented in this chapter will be multicultural education implementation, which can 
show a lot about the life of a particular school. Also in this point I have to state that multicultural 
education is usually perceived as a marginal issue, which is elaborated by some individuals or groups 
of enthusiastic missionaries.  

Concrete answers elaborated in this part respond to the questions: 

 

What do you like/dislike in your school (environment, population, school policy, specific goals)? 

 

If you want to bring some new initiative to school e.g. Czechkid – how do you do it? 

 

Labe 

Labe school is a concrete panel school built in the 1970s with large corridors and big classrooms. It 
gives the impression of being a spacious school. It is nicely decorated with much taste and wit. 

Teachers in the Labe school seem to be very satisfied with their school environment. They mention 
that the school has a long tradition and good reputation. As for general specific features they 
appreciate especially its openness and innovative environment, open to new topics and teaching 
methods. Teachers also perceive the teacher–student relationship as exceptionally good. Not all 
teachers are equally enthusiastic about the school – one of them mentioned, for example, that the 
school lacks any specific self-identity.  

In the last few years teachers see a tendency to bureaucratisation which is caused by the coincidence 
of requirements coming from the side of the government and the preparedness of the school 
management to accept them. This influences not only the degree of administration but also the 
atmosphere of the school. One teacher even suggests that the school is slowly turning into a 
company: 



 

 

Till recently the school was a kind of intimate environment where people could meet each other 
behind closed doors. And it should stay like this. But I have a feeling that we organise school 
more and more like a company. A prosperous, functional BMW and people behave accordingly.  
And outsiders come and say – and what is it here? And I have a feeling that I should show them 
that students know something. And this is a kind of attempt to be transparent – everyone can 
come and see – but I think that we cannot compare the environment in a school with the 
environment in a company or other institution. It violates the environment.   (44-year-old female 
teacher of Literature) 

As for the specific features, the school has three branches – humanities, sciences and programming. 
In the last years the school started something that teachers appreciate and call expert days. Teachers 
have the freedom to offer some special programme to their students, like various excursions, special 
activities like theatre or some seminars. Teachers seem to be very enthusiastic about this opportunity. 

Teachers mention also other traditional programmes, which are specific in the school, like inviting 
guests on 17th November13 or a garden party: 

We have nice traditions in our school – we invite some big names on 17th November such as 
various writers or artists and we organise meetings with them. Originally we wanted to link this 
always with 17th November 1989 but then we widened the topics and everyone who has 
achieved something important can be invited and show students what they have achieved and 
show his or her results including film makers, because we have a lot of children from artistic 
families here.  

Or we organise an annual garden party at the end of the academic year and a book serves as a 
ticket for this occasion. We have a list of books in the library, which we would like to buy and 
then students can buy them and bring them. So they bring books instead of tickets and then we 
have the garden party and students’ music groups come and play here.    (42-year-old female 
teacher of Literature and Civics) 

If teachers want to implement some new approach, they have the free choice to do so if it fits the 
curriculum. For larger changes special branch commissions are established, which prepare the 
curriculum for particular branch subjects. 

The school reform implementation is formalised. There is a co-ordinator for each part of the reform. He 
or she is responsible for preparing the particular part of the reform.  

As for multicultural education implementation the teachers give the impression that multicultural 
education is naturally implemented in most subjects, although teachers do not make anything special 
of it, which they perceive as a positive thing. On the other hand, there are only two relatively isolated 
multicultural missionaries in the school. One is separated in terms of having the function of vice-
director. The second missionary is an exception among others. For her, multicultural education is more 
an issue of career profiling than an issue of identification. 

The other research participants can be placed among the multicultural officers and they do not have 
much contact between themselves. As an example, multicultural education as a cross-curricular topic 
also has a formal co-ordinator in the school, but nobody knew who he or she was. 

For a better idea about the co-operation among research participants I offer a diagram. This is to show 
how particular participants refer to each other and what is the link between their relations, the subjects 
they teach and the intensity of multicultural education implementation: 
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Figure 18, Participants  in Labe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L1 – English language 

L2 – Civics 

L3 – Literature, Civics 

L4 – Literature 

L5 – Civics 

L6 – Civics, Czech  

 

We can see that there is not much co-operation in this school. Teachers do not refer to their 
colleagues in the discussion very much. L2 is perceived by L4 as a multicultural leader in the school 
but at the same time L1 did not mention her at all.  

L2 and L3 say the same about Czechkid – it is most useful for small children, it is too simple for our 
students. L2 uses materials from the People in Need Foundation Varianty, which was introduced in 
chapter 3, instead of Czechkid.  

L5 and L3 do not refer to any colleague during the interviews and L5 does not even know who is co-
ordinator of multicultural education as a cross-curricular topic in the school. L4 had an interesting role 
in the research because she was a kind of door-opener but then she took a step back. My 
interpretation is that she was able to feel sympathy with the researcher but not with the topic. L4 is 
moderator of the Civics branch commission of which L6 and L2 are members. It was also the structure 
where Czechkid was introduced for the first time in Labe. L4 was an initiator of a meeting with other 
colleagues at the beginning of 2007, the consequence of which was that they agreed to participation. 

Sazava 

Sázava school is located in a Prague suburb and it seems that the school is looking for its own style. 
Its specialisation was originally in natural sciences, but now there are some new branches like 
computer programming and sport. 

L1 

L2 L3 

L4 

L6 L5 



 

 

The new management is doing its best to attract attention and it has different strategies for doing so. 
One of the last was the act by which teachers had to sign a contract supplement with a declaration 
that they will use new teaching methods: 

(Laughing) recently we had to sign a paper saying that we will use new methods to be allowed 
to stay teaching here. But otherwise everyone teaches what he or she wants. 

I hope you will not use it against me but I find it really strange because it should be a 
responsibility of every teacher. It should be automatic on the one side but on the other – what 
are these methods? I just stared at it and asked myself what should I do now? Do they talk 
about these warming ups or cooling downs or what – I really had a strange feeling about it.   (27-
year-old female teacher of English language) 

Formal changes in general as well as school reform in particular are ensured by branch commissions. 
If someone wants to bring some innovation, he or she has this freedom and innovations are welcome 
in general. The small changes are an issue of individual decision and the larger ones are discussed in 
the commission. 

There are also teachers who wanted to implement some more general innovation which would also 
impact their colleagues and this was not accepted by them: 

I made an attempt to change something here – I wanted to implement a sort of evaluation from 
the side of students at the end of the school year. I prepared a questionnaire but my colleagues 
were against it. I can understand them because they experience that someone criticises them all 
the time and now they would allow students to do the same. And some of them say that they do 
it on their own, that they have some evaluation.   (27-year-old female teacher of Civics) 

It seems that the teachers' team does not have any general cohesion; it is divided into separate 
groups. Teacher colleagues in these groups get on well with each other but they do not seek contacts 
with the others. Some teachers describe it as an environment with two rival groups – the older and the 
younger ones. Another distinction is between teachers of technical and science subjects and 
humanities, who feel that they do not have enough teaching hours for their subjects compared with 
their technical colleagues.  

This situation is very much interconnected to the multicultural education implementation. From the 
point of view of the whole school it is a kind of marginal issue and nobody cares. On the other hand 
the concentration of multicultural missionaries is relatively high and they all stay together in the 
language and civics office. Teachers say that they get on very well, they have a very open atmosphere 
in these offices but it is separated from the rest of the school.  

Multicultural education is a marginal issue restricted to several missionaries not only from the 
perspective of structures but also of contents. One of teachers remembers in this context the following 
situation: 

About two years ago we had a big teachers' meeting and every class teacher could say what 
troubles he or she has in class. And one of my colleagues said that she has a new student in 
her class who does not talk and does not study and wears a scarf like Arabs and her name is 
Rebeka Schwarz and she is probably a Jew. And the director just let it be. And I was angry and 
went to tell her after the meeting that I am also a Jew and have never had bad marks in 
Geography. And you want this school to implement multicultural education?   (55-year-old 
female teacher of English Language) 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 19, Participants in Sazava 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S1 – Civics 

S2 – Civics, English language 

S3 – English language 

S4 – Civics, English language 

S5 – English language 

 

There are two strong groups co-operating very closely with each other. S1 was a door-opener in this 
school and she was also the one who asked other teachers to co-operate. S1 and S4 are sitting in one 
teachers’ room; S1 also has an official function as vice-director. S2, S3 and S5 also sit together in 
another teachers’ room. Both groups refer very much to each other, they create a kind of younger and 
progressive front and they like their co-operation. The atmosphere in both groups is very warm and 
relaxed.  

All of the participating teachers stated this good and supportive working atmosphere in their offices 
and they referred to a kind of generational tensions between these clubs and other teachers in the 
school. 

Vltava 

Vltava school is the youngest of the pilot schools; it was founded after the revolution of 1989 and still 
has features of an institution growing up in the first transformation years.  

Its building is situated in Prague city centre, which also particularly influences the composition of its 
students, who come usually from right-wing families, according to what teachers say.  

The school environment suggests a positive atmosphere. Teachers say that the relation between 
students and teachers is very friendly; most conflicts are solved by consensus. The school’s main 
feature seems to be openness; the school is open to international activities like exchanges or travelling 
to Croatia. Specialised seminars are offered and the school management is open to accepting foreign 
students. They try to give them a chance even if they did not pass the entrance exams.  

S1 

S4 S2 S3 

S5 



 

 

The price for this openness seems to be a great deal of chaos, something mentioned in the first 
reactions of all interviewed teachers. Due to the fact that the school is open for many seminar and 
special activities, I experienced several times during the research that teachers were confused about 
what was going on because they suddenly  had  no students in their class until they found out that 
they were somewhere outside school for some humanitarian activity. Improvisation is the main feature. 

Teachers have a free hand if they want to do something new. Vltava school was the only one where 
management support for this was very strong. On the other hand, teachers complain of lack of co-
operation in some cases.  

Well, if I want to implement something new and talk for example about the Czechkid project then 
I can say that there is some kind of co-operation from the very beginning. I have co-operation 
with you and with the leadership so I can feel social support for it. But at the same time I have 
one seminar here, which was supported by JPD314 and it is my individual project. I thought it up 
and nobody wants to have anything to do with it. Or rather one colleague, as a guarantor for the 
programme, is interested but he also does not care about the content of the seminar, who the 
guests are, this is all my personal responsibility. Nobody pokes their noses into it, but at the 
same time I feel that this is my responsibility alone. Nobody wants to intervene in what I do. On 
the one hand I like it but on the other I feel alone.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography) 

This also raises questions about what is better – whether a formalised structure would work better 
than casual contact between a few enthusiastic people. There are formal branch commissions in the 
school; on the other hand there is also some kind of informal parallel structure, which some staff 
members feel is one reason why they are exhausted: 

I have been teaching for four years and I can see that the interdisciplinary dialogue runs on a 
very personal level instead of branch commissions. And it is not the same and it is a problem 
from the perspective of education. I can, for example, have a dialogue with my colleague 
Sobotka, it is a bit more difficult with Ms. Pepřková and it is even more difficult with Mr. Darda. I 
do not think that we do not like each other but nobody organises it from the top.  And I would 
prefer if it went from the top because otherwise it will remain hard work for those of us who are 
interested and we will quickly burn out. If it were organised from the top, people who are 
teaching would be enlisted and not only the enthusiasts.   (27 years old male teacher of Czech 
Language and History) 

As I said before, the school is very open for new things including multicultural education. At the same 
time, multicultural education seems to be a very special, marginalised issue, led by one local expert, 
who is well known for his pedagogical skills and has an enjoyable group supporting him. Other 
colleagues do not care that much.  

Figure 20, Participants in Vltava 
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  JPD3 is a programme under the auspices of the European Structural Funds. 
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V1 – Geography 

V2 – History, Czech language 

V3 – Geography 

V4 – English language 

V5 – Civics 

 

The door-opener in this school was a vice-director, who is marked by the empty sign in the figure. She 
supported the whole project but decided that such an issue was especially for younger colleagues and 
she asked V3, who liked the idea very much. V3, V1 and V2 have a space together in the library and 
they are a kind of ‘creative anarchist group’ in the school. Students like them very much, they all have 
some university experience and they are all unsure if they want to stay in grammar school or if they 
would not like rather to become university teachers. Even if there is only one missionary, he is very 
much supported at least on the level of content ideas by V1, V2 and V4. 

V5 is separated and his role might be described as local oddity. He is not taken very seriously by his 
colleagues (especially V2). 

One interesting feature is that multicultural education in the implementation structure of this school is 
more in the hands of geography then civics. It seems that in the case of this school the personal 
motivation of geography teachers played a very strong role. 

 

Bou řňák 

Bouřńák is a secondary vocational school for business and shop assistants. In the end there was only 
one teacher participating in the research and so it is difficult to give a picture of the school from her 
interview. There are only a few things which we can conclude. The contact at the beginning of the 
research went through the school leadership, who gave me a contact to the interviewed teacher. She 
tried to contact two more colleagues to take part in the research but was not successful – one of them 
was ill for a long time and I was not able to find out why the other did not want to participate. 

What the interviewed teacher said was that she had a feeling of having total freedom if she wanted to 
start something new. But at the same time she is the only teacher teaching civics as a main subject in 
school. The others are doing it only partially – one or two lessons a week. That is according to her also 
the reason why they do not look for any innovations.  

 

Vřesník 

Vřesník is secondary vocation school for hotels and gastronomy. The school environment is clean but 
cold, and there are not many decorations on the corridors, just a lot of showcases with prizes students 
have won in competitions. The first contact was through the vice-director of the school, who promised 
to talk with her colleagues about potential participation in the research. I got information that 
colleagues agreed with it and I started to make the first appointments with them. 



 

 

In contrast with the presentation of vice-director about voluntary participation in the project, all the 
teachers said that they were simply asked by the school leadership to try Czechkid, so they did. 
Although our concrete co-operation was strongly motivated by the wish of the school leadership, 
teachers say that they have a free hand if they want to try some innovations. 

They also say that except for some pressure they feel due to the graduation, they have to solve one 
extra problem which is connected to the specific features of this school. Students have to spend many 
lessons outside school and very often they have some extra competition or other activities outside the 
school building. The consequence is that they miss many lessons and teachers of non-vocational 
subjects have only a limited possibility to gain enough time for their subjects. That is one of the 
reasons why they are not strongly motivated for innovations.  

 

Teachers and their coping with multicultural educat ion in the classroom practice 

In this part I will concentrate on teachers' multicultural education practice in the context of teachers' 
personal experiences. As we know from previous research already mentioned in chapter 2 of this 
thesis (Hammer et al., 2003; Merryfield, 2000), the teacher's own life experience is very important for 
multicultural education. Teachers who have experienced being underprivileged or having some other 
life experience touching on the area of intercultural sensitivity are usually more sensitive also in 
working with heterogeneous classes and are also usually more open to multicultural education. 

That is why we will look first at two aspects of teachers’ own biographies – their personal goals as 
teachers and multicultural experiences which have influenced the way they implement multicultural 
education today. 

Concretely I will elaborate answers to these two interview questions from the first interview: 

 

What are your personal goals as a teacher? What do you want to achieve? 

 

Which of your life experiences make bringing multicultural education/Czechkid into your teaching 
easier or more difficult? 

 

Then we will look at the level of classroom practice with multicultural education. We will concentrate 
especially on the aspect of goals, instructions, and interaction. In this part, two research methods were 
combined – the interview with observation.  

Concretely I will elaborate answers to these interview questions: 

 

Which pedagogical goals did you have when you used particular parts of Czechkid? 

 

Which strategies did you use to reach your aims? 
 
What turned out well while using multicultural education/Czechkid and what did you see as obstacles? 
 
What did students learn about multicultural education/Czechkid 



 

 

 
How could you create dialogues with students and between students?  
 

Were you able to show different perspectives? 

 

Were you able to present your own ideas and how did students react to them? 

 

Were there point of views of students you didn’t like? How did you react to them?    

 

Interview questions will be amended by observation. The structure of observation was given by the 
following questions: 

 

Do teachers introduce goals at the beginning of the lesson? 
 
What pedagogical methods do teachers use? 
 
Do they present their own ideas? Which ideas? 
 
What perspective do teachers offer? Do they stimulate students for various perspectives? How? 
 
Do they stimulate dialogue among students? How? 
 
Do they stimulate dialogue between students and teacher? How? 
 
Do they ask about students’ experience? 
 
How do teachers react to students’ questions? 
 

I will structure this chapter according to the teachers’ typology. The reason is that it seems that there 
are deep similarities among teachers within these categories and large differences in personal 
biographies as well as classroom practice of teachers belonging to different categories. 

Teachers from secondary vocational schools will be considered separately at the end of this chapter. 
The reason is that the situation in these two schools was so significantly different that it is 
incomparable with the research results from the grammar schools. Still, the results from the secondary 
vocational schools offer some new outcomes and that is why they will be noted as well. 

 

Multicultural missionaries 

As for the age structure, multicultural missionaries belong to the youngest teaching generation – aged 
from 27 to 32.  

Answers on the questions concerning personal goals  are very short; teachers did not want to talk 
about them very much. The multicultural missionaries’ main goal is to influence the critical thinking of 
their students. They say that they would like to motivate students to look for information and be careful 



 

 

in judgements. This is what they would like to do in a friendly atmosphere, where they can be more 
students’ partners then coaches.  

One teacher mentioned the motivation for this approach as the opposite to what he had experienced 
during his schooldays: 

We had to memorise and repeat facts without any context. And I regretted it when I was older, 
because I did not see that issues have some reasons and consequences. And it was what I 
experienced from the primary school, just memorised topics and lack of any overview. I can 
remember that we accepted it – ok, school is to learn something, to repeat it, to get a good mark 
and leave. That’s it.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Missionaries would like to have good relationships with their students and they say that it is also 
important for them personally. They prefer being partners with their students than controllers.   

Multicultural missionaries had had some concrete multicultural experience  from their lives, and it 
seemed to me that they liked talking about it. Their answers were usually very concrete and in 
comparison with previous questions also relatively long. 

In their case (except one) it goes much deeper then just meeting a foreigner somewhere and we could 
say that intercultural encounter was for them a kind of existential experience, changing their life 
perspective – as they describe it very often. They experienced questioning of their own life stories and 
relativisation of their points of view in very concrete situations.  

To give you an example, I am keen on the Caucasus region and when you see people with 
facing problems of survival and all the same they can act openly to foreigners, they accept them 
with openness so you have to think about yourself when you see a foreigner at home then. And 
it means that I would relate to them in a different way if I had not experienced it on my own. So 
this is one concrete example.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

This could happen in Caucasus, but also in London. For example, one teacher remembers that she 
had never seen someone with black skin until she came to London as an au-pair when she was 18. It 
evoked a real change of perspective; she understood that what she had been accustomed to was not 
anything universal but very particular. 

For others, it happened when they were children: 

 

I was a small girl when I saw a black man for the first time and I liked him very much and I came 
home and said that I was going to marry him – and the reaction was that it was impossible. And 
it was strange to me. And from that time I had a feeling that I have to show that blacks are not 
bad.   (27-year-old female teacher of English Language) 

Or later as adults: 

I wrote my thesis about refugees and I was working in a refugee camp for two years. This 
experience influenced me a lot. That's clear. But I do not have any other experience; with Roma 
or something like that…I understood how difficult the situation of refugees is in our country and 
in the world. Before you go to see the refugee camp, you are biased, because you hear only 
strange information in media and you cannot meet these people. And a refugee camp is really a 
big experience. And I wrote about children so I had to interview children and this was really 
touching, to listen to all their stories. It was one of the best experiences I have ever had.   (27-
year-old female teacher of English Language and Civics, Sazava) 



 

 

The common denominator of all these experiences is the change in perspective in the direction of 
relativisation. This follows in accordance with intercultural sensitivity theory, which suggests this 
perspective change as a crucial moment for open-mindedness. 

There is one exception in the group. It was a teacher who is very much involved in multicultural 
education activities and from this perspective she is also a multicultural missionary. As for her 
personal motivation, she is a type who links these issues more to her professional profile than to some 
existential experience.  

I conclude that all teachers who systematically use multicultural education are people who have 
internalised the topic not because of any outside pressure but because they have experienced a 
change in their own world views.  

This finding is interesting from one more perspective. The teachers’ typology was developed according 
to structural factors – how often teachers used Czechkid or something else from multicultural 
education. But it seems that it is precisely teachers using it often who have experienced a change of 
perspectives in their own lives. And moreover they all belong to the same generation – from the 
perspective of generation theory introduced in chapter 1 they all belong to the transformation 
generation. 

When we ask missionaries about pedagogical goals , the first reaction is usually of two sorts. They 
usually say: oh yes, I know that all of those pedagogical theories say we should prepare the lesson 
according to our goals, but – I cannot do it really. They admit that working with all of humanities is a 
kind of improvisation and they have their reasons: 

I think that I improvise relatively a lot in my lessons. When I prepare something perfectly, then it 
fails. Maybe it is because I am just a beginner so I'm still learning how to do it.   (27 years old 
female teacher of Civics, Sazava) 

They say it with a feeling of being guilty that they are not able to talk about them directly and clearly. 
Some of them react promptly and they start talking about goals as if it was very natural to them. In 
both cases I always had a feeling that it is something that pertains to what they imagine under modern 
pedagogy in the Czech context. At the same time I had a feeling that they did not internalise talking 
about their pedagogical activities in terms of goals. 

They always try to put their general ideas into some sort of explanation about how they do it. Then 
they usually mention two main strategies. Some teachers unite topics and goals. Then they say that 
the main aim is that students can understand the topic and get some information about it: 

It means offering information about groups of foreigners who are here and about problems with 
them, prejudices or media education and which perspective the media take.   (32-year-old 
female teacher of Civics, Labe) 

The situation becomes a bit more complicated if they want to achieve something else than informing 
students. Then they usually want to make their students to reflect on the topics and it seems even 
more difficult to verbalise it in the form of pedagogical goals: 

I am not very sure about the goals. When I like a concrete topic, I go to the lesson and I try it 
and usually I am not sure what it will raise. But I do not say to myself – I will do exactly this or 
that.   (27-year-old female teacher of Civics, Sazava) 

However, the majority of teachers also associate multicultural education with some forming of 
students' attitudes. Forming means the ability to combine critical thinking with social skills: 

I try to lead them to critical thinking but I’d rather it didn't just sound like an empty phrase when I 
say it. It is very difficult to define it. But I would like it if they are able not to be influenced only by 



 

 

the behaviour of the majority. I would like them to have also different points of views and think 
by themselves in spite of the pressure from outside. And talking about multicultural education – 
they usually did not have that many opportunities to see multiculturalism in their environment, 
because it is still very homogeneous. And I cannot substitute it. They have some schoolmates in 
their classrooms who are foreigners and they do not note it or they do not find it to be important. 
I would like to raise their interest and show them that diversity is not wrong.   (31-year-old male 
teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Teachers sometimes talk directly about critical thinking as their aim (as in the above mentioned 
example) but usually they do not explicitly say it and they give some example of what they tried to 
achieve with their students: 

We chose a dialogue about McDonalds (dialogue “We are hungry”, see on 
http://czechkid.eu/l06c.html) and I asked them if they would allow their children to go there. The 
majority of students answered that they would not. So I told them: you have to imagine that your 
child goes to school, their schoolmates have some party and it is very important for your child to 
go there and you would not allow them to go, only because of your different opinion? We all 
know that a McDonald’s meal is not healthy. But many students learned that it is not that easy, 
that we cannot have one solution for every situation – one rule, one opinion, which is stable in all 
situations. So, I want them to understand that it always changed in every concrete situation and 
that they might have different views and maybe also different solutions.   (27-year-old female 
teacher of English Language, Sazava) 

As a consequence of the fact that teachers are not that clear about their goals, the discussion in the 
classrooms usually does not lead to any clear conclusion. Or rather, teachers leave multicultural topics 
open, try to allow students to experience a variety of perspectives but at the same time they 
purposefully do not bring the discussion to any conclusions: 

I always know what I want to talk about with them. But I always leave the end of the discussion 
to them. If we end up with the freedom of speech – it happened to me with one class and not 
with another one – I simply leave it to them, depending on what they want to solve. If you push it 
one direction – I have ideas and I could achieve some of them and not others but I want to leave 
it free. I do not say we have to do this or that.  

(27-year-old female teacher of English Language, Sazava) 

 

The main fear behind this behaviour seems to be that of dogmatisation. The younger generation of 
teachers do not want their students to experience what they experienced in schools, which means 
that, for them, passing a dogma in the form of conclusions after a discussion would be manipulative. 
Their main aim is then to show different perspectives and not to come to a conclusion. The concrete 
behaviour behind their perception of goals is how they work with it in their classes. Most teachers do 
not mention any goal of the lesson at the beginning or in the end. They usually start working with the 
topic but they do not mention where they would like to go with their students.  

Teacher missionaries use a variety of pedagogical methods  and it seems that they somehow see it 
as a very important factor of multicultural education. Multicultural education is something more than 
passing information on to their students and they want to motivate students to learn through own 
experience and activity. That is why they combine traditional frontal teaching with brainstorming or 
mind mapping. They also utilise different compositions of the classes – from individual work through 
working in pairs to small groups. Teachers usually combine a variety of methods during one lesson: 

Well, methods. I start with frontal teaching, then discussion, guided discussion, dialogues in 
pairs or in small groups, which means comparison, group work. Methods like brainstorming, 



 

 

mind-maps, it always goes hand in hand with a discussion, sometimes I use also a role play – I 
wanted to try it and it was relatively interesting. 

(27-year-old female teacher of Civics and English Language, Sazava) 

 When they work with Czechkid, they usually also try role-playing or at least reading the dialogues 
divided into the roles of Czechkid characters. Teachers also show a lot of creativity in combining active 
learning methods with making students to keep in mind what they were doing: 

The group were to go through the text and I let them take notes. And then I took the texts from 
them and they had to change members in particular groups so that there would be always 
someone from each of these previous small groups and they had to present their text so that a 
kind of mosaic grew up in the new group. And they could keep in their minds always two or three 
important things thanks to the fact I took the text. And they really could keep it in their minds 
because they could tell it to someone. And everybody had to say something so they all were 
leaders for a while and I forced all of them to say something.   (27-year-old female teacher of 
Civics, Sazava) 

Teachers in this category say that they like discussing with students. They use something like guided 
discussion. In such a discussion, the teacher is the main moderator and he or she asks questions, 
some students react to them and the teacher reacts to the answer changing it into some new question 
and asking again in the class. Teachers in this way of discussing do not lose their dominant role but at 
the same time they try to provoke students to bring some more ideas. Sometimes they are not very 
satisfied with this approach and they also look for some other ways of leading discussions.  

Interactions within multicultural education in this teacher’s category are very interesting. As I have 
already noted, teachers often mention that they try to activate students and they also try to be involved 
in the whole debate. In the centre there is one important appeal – do not manipulate the students! And 
they look for means in which they can stay authentic and at the same time do not misuse their unique 
position in the class. This can be seen in responses to the question about giving their own opinions. 
Some teachers are very clear about the fact that they should not give their opinion; others are on the 
contrary persuaded of the necessity to do so: 

I try not to state my opinion. It is very false. I am aware of my position as a teacher who is there 
with my authority and who should pass on knowledge and they are not able to distinguish 
knowledge from opinions very often. So I try not to do it, which goes for all social issues, 
whether we talk about elections or multiculturalism. Of course sometimes it follows from my 
voice and then they can discover my opinion but I try not to give it.   (31-year-old male teacher of 
Geography, Vltava) 

As this example indicates, some teachers are more inclined not to give their opinion so as not to 
manipulate, while others solve the same dilemma by giving their opinion with the guilty feeling that 
they should not: 

I know it is said that the teacher should not be biased but I think that authenticity is more 
important. He or she must be clear, should show what he or she thinks. I spoke about this, for 
example, when we discussed our immigration policy and they know what my opinion is, but at 
the same time I always try to give them some framework. And I also give my opinion after some 
time, because if I gave it at the beginning, then 80 % of students would identify themselves with 
my opinion, especially the younger ones.   (27-year-old female teacher of Civics, Sazava) 

Teachers say that the most important thing in the discussion is to show many perspectives and 
sometimes their opinion can also serve this aim: 



 

 

Maybe I should not, but I do. I give it and I add that this is what I think. And I stress that with 
these topics there is not just one solution. And it is already tolerance that there are more 
perspectives on many problems. So, I give my opinion, definitely.   (27-year-old female teacher 
of Civics, English Language, Sazava) 

I conclude that the question is very important and not easy for missionaries from one experience. One 
teacher was very sure about not giving his opinion in the class during the first interview, but then he 
gave it in the lesson when observation took place. I asked him about it during our second interview 
and the answer was: 

I personally think that the lesson was not very good. But still I insist on what I said the last time. 
But although you do your best not to formulate your opinion, it can happen. It is just normal that 
you make a mistake. But then I find it important not to inflict my opinions on them. When we talk 
about things which are moot points, it is important that my opinion is not the prevailing one.   
(31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

This example shows me that the critical approach is the one that is important to teachers in this 
category. Some of them cope with it practically by not giving their opinion from the fear that it would be 
too dominant, others do give it from the fear that otherwise they would not be authentic. In both cases 
it demonstrates a search for the optimal balance between a critical approach and authenticity. And at 
the same time it shows that this generation of teachers looks for the optimal way to cope with both. 

Teachers also try to motivate students to express their opinion and they praise students for doing so, 
no matter what it is. If they do not agree with students’ opinion, they use it for further discussion but 
they try to help students stay authentic: 

When someone is really opinionated, I ask them if they have any personal experience. They 
usually answer that they don't. It is possible to work with it; it is a bigger problem with the older 
ones than with the younger ones. We were doing, for example, the topic about Roma and the 
way the media present it and they learned many things.   (27-year-old female teacher of Civics, 
English Language, Sazava) 

Teachers have reasons to praise students for their opinions, because some of them have the 
experience that students do not get to offer them much and they see it also as a consequence of the 
way the education system functions: 

One of the worst issues in the current education system is that students do not like to present 
their ideas, they do not like discussing things and I cannot estimate how important a role shame 
plays and to what extent they simply do not want to express their ideas in front of  others or if it 
means that they do not have any ideas.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

And their family background also has an impact: 

I will give you an example. The students are in the fourth grade and they do not know that their 
country cottage is in Vysocina. They know that it is near a lake but they do not know where the 
lake is. They are separated from reality. Their parents take them somewhere, they are there and 
then the parents take them home again. So their experiences are weak, they are only in the 
process of creating them. I try to motivate them to be attentive. For example, when we were 
dealing with migration, I explained to them that even travelling to school is a kind of migration. 
And I try to make them understand why it might be important to notice the movement of people 
travelling to work. And I try to create some link with what they experience - stench, smog, 
overcrowded buses. They have these experiences somewhere deep in their minds, it is possible 
to dig them out.  (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 



 

 

Most teachers talk about situations when students openly use stereotypes about foreigners or people 
from another cultural background. They perceive it as a consequence of media influence. But it 
sometimes causes teachers difficult moments. 

I think that they mentioned that many aspects of what they say about Roma comes from their 
parents and mass media – I mean the information against them – Roma are wrong, they do not 
go to school, it is not possible to educate them and now the Cunek affair and the expulsion of 
Roma, they talk about it all the time - the view of Vsetin town hall – that is what I remember from 
the last two lessons.   (27-year-old female teacher of Civics, English Language, Sazava) 

The minority group which is most affected by these stereotypes, according to teachers, is the Roma. 
Teachers usually try to react to these situations in a non-confrontational way. They ask students about 
their personal experience with Roma and they also try to make them distinguish between their opinion, 
their experience and facts. 

As for multiculturalism, we can see it when it comes to the topic of the Roma community. 
Although many of them do not have any experience of their own, they have a clear idea 
because the majority says it and so it is true. Some students even have experiences of their 
own, but if, for example, they have Roma neighbours then it might be even worse and their 
opinions are even stronger. Then it is an issue of discussing. I try to keep it free. I say, there are 
some troubles, but I try to give them some more general framework so as not to mix individual 
experience with the principle of collective guilt.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, 
Vltava) 

Teachers sometimes doubt what students really learn. They feel that due to the fact that we also 
speak about attitudes and actions, it will show in the course of time and it is too early to evaluate the 
influence of multicultural education/Czechkid after several months of using it. 

I cannot judge if the people learn it only for the exams or if they really absorbed it. When I ask 
them in a year what is the difference between a national minority and a foreigner and they can 
explain it, then I can say that Czechkid was successful. But two months, it is a bit too short a 
period.   (31-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Most missionaries except one were accustomed to work with Czechkid as the main multicultural 
education tool during the research. What teachers agree on is the fact that using Czechkid very often 
causes a kind of Ah-ha! experience with students. They suddenly see reality from another perspective 
(or the perspective of the others), which teachers like very much when working with it, as they 
mention.  

Multicultural missionaries are teachers who link their personal experience to teaching. In their own life 
the experience of adopting a different perspective was one of the most important for their present 
understanding of multicultural education. It seems that in their case there is a link between this 
personal experience and the pedagogical goals they would like to achieve, among which especially is 
critical thinking. Critical unbiased thinking is very important for them personally and it is also very 
important in their teaching. Their fear of dogmatism is mirrored in the discussion about giving their 
opinions and the ways in which they react to students’ prejudices. They always prefer discussing than 
giving answers. 

Although they prefer discussing very much, they use especially guided discussion, where teachers 
stay in a dominant position. Some of them justify it because of insubordination on the side of students; 
some of them say that they do not know how to do it better. It seems that they look for ideal methods 
and they would like to learn how to use active-learning better. They do not argue with it on the 
theoretical level but they talk more about practicing it.  



 

 

We can say that despite the fact that multicultural missionaries are uncertain concerning working with 
pedagogical goals, they are very open to using a variety of teaching methods. Their main implicit goal 
is to show many perspectives, they are in active dialogue with their students, they take their students' 
opinions very seriously and they fight against their stereotypes and prejudices in a very open way. 
They know perfectly well from their own experience that reflection is a crucial skill for becoming open-
minded and that is what they train with their students. 

They have a very big potential especially when there are more missionaries in one school. Then they 
can support each other. Single missionaries have a somewhat more difficult situation but they are also 
trying their best to instil critical thinking ability in their students. 

The potential in this group is enormous. They are not afraid to implement new things and multicultural 
education is for them a possibility to do it.  

Multicultural servicemen 

Multicultural servicemen also belong to the younger age category – the youngest is 26 and the oldest 
32 (the situation in the secondary vocational schools differs, the youngest there is 25 and the oldest 
53), which means again mostly transformation generation. This group is much more heterogeneous in 
every observed aspect of teachers’ lives and practice. 

Personal goals  differ for every person in this category but also these teachers do not like talking 
about them very much. Answers are short and limited. They say that they would like students to 
remember the information, pass a value system on to them and pique their interest. 

One teacher admits that she would like to influence students’ value system also because of her 
Christian conviction: 

My longing is that students get an opportunity to be influenced by people who achieved 
something important and those who come from a foreign country – for example the USA. So 
they can banish prejudices.   (31-year-old female teacher of English Language, Vltava) 

Also the answers on multicultural experience  were relatively diverse compared with missionaries. 
There were in fact three types of answers. Two teachers admitted that they do not have any personal 
experience but the topic attracts them from the perspective of their professional growth – they are 
interested in the topic or in new methods which they can learn through it. 

Three teachers mentioned their own experience of living in a different country or experience with 
people coming from different cultural backgrounds, which surprised them and often also led to 
changes in their perspective: 

I lived in a college dormitory with some students from Africa and I was gripped by one of them 
who experienced war there and once he interpreted the position of the West and developing 
countries in a very different way than I was used to. He told me, for example, that nobody knew 
that their war was the second biggest since the Second World War and that 4 million people had 
died there.   (26-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Last but not least we find a teacher, who experienced being marginalised as a Christian in Czech 
society. He also has a positive personal experience with the Roma minority – which is rather 
exceptional in the context of the whole research: 

I moved to a new flat in Kladno last year and when we came to see it for the first time I saw 
some Roma there. Now we live there and I noticed of course that there are more than some. 
There are at least 20, which mean approximately three families. Two of them are my neighbours 
and I can say that so far we have had no troubles with them. There is not much contact among 



 

 

people living in housing estates and it is the same in our house. But if there is some contact, 
then I have it with them.   (27-year-old male teacher of Czech Language and History, Vltava) 

In general we can say that in this group of teachers we find many personal differences and in fact it is 
difficult to find any common denominator. They see multicultural education as a possible part of their 
teaching but it is rather a marginal issue in their lives. Still they see multicultural education as an 
important issue, which is to some extent related to their idea about good teaching.  

They are not prepared to change their way of teaching but at the same time they follow the basic 
principles of multicultural education, which means also some personal preparedness to be confronted 
with different points of view.  

Teachers in this category see multicultural education as a kind of superstructure above obligatory 
curricular topics. That is why they associate especially opening eyes or experiencing different 
perspectives with it on the level of pedagogical goals : 

What I like about Czechkid is that they can see the problems through different eyes and that 
they could empathise with other children. I did not implement multicultural education so much 
but I taught religion and we touched the topics as well. With Czechkid I like the fact that they do 
not absorb only information, but they would also feel problems of children from the other side. 
They can imagine their situation much better and it would not be that easy to judge someone. I 
could also read them some stories but it would be more complex with Czechkid.   (32-year-old 
female teacher of Civics and English Language, Sazava) 

 

They perceive the existing curriculum more in terms of its information-passing character and they 
would like to implement multicultural education also as a formation tool: 

Up to now it was aimed at knowledge only and we want to make them think about social and 
economical processes as well. They should gain an orientation, they should know that they live 
in a global world and they should be aware of the complexity of these processes. So they do not 
operate from one single principle, for example, that terrorism is a consequence of being Muslim. 
They should be aware of the complexity of processes in particular countries.   (26-year-old male 
teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

At the same time they say very often that they do not have enough time to do so. The informing aspect 
of their subjects is for them more important than developing skills or influencing students’ 
personalities, which would be welcome but too time-consuming. 

As for pedagogical methods , we find much less variety in this category. They all use especially 
frontal teaching technique combined with some other more interactive ones. They say that they know it 
is not what they should do and they are not very happy about it. On the other hand they have a feeling 
that they do not have time to use interactive methods, because they are more time-consuming: 

Unfortunately I experience a lot of time pressure and I slip down to frontal teaching. Or I expect 
some reaction in the end but I give a lecture, in fact. My feeling of time pressure is the only 
reason. It is not good, probably, the consequence is that it is a kind of brainwashing then. I feel 
sorry about it but on the other hand I want to go through all the topics and I would like to give 
information to the interested half or two thirds of the class. I know that it is not good and I wish 
they could learn it actively and explore themselves. But based on the time pressure and number 
of children in the class I am not able to do it like this.   (26-year-old male teacher of Geography, 
Vltava) 



 

 

We can see again the struggle between an informing and forming approach. Although forming is very 
important, informing leads towards the pedagogical goals more directly, as they say. That is why they 
chose informing in their dilemma situation and they hope that information also has the power to form 
students. 

Frontal teaching is often combined with a guided discussion, where students receive some tasks from 
their teachers and try to react, look for solutions and then discuss them: 

 

They get a text and read it and I examine others in between. They get some tasks for reading 
the text; some tips as to what they should try to notice. And then they try to fulfil the tasks and 
we try to interpret the text together. I give them sometimes also biographical information but if 
it’s not important, it's put to one side.   (27-year-old male teacher of Czech Language and 
History, Vltava) 

When they use Czechkid, they work with a critical perspective and they usually use dialogues at the 
beginning of the lessons for demonstrating the topic they are going to present: 

I printed out the dialogues for them and I divided them into small groups, they read the dialogue 
and we stopped it at a certain point and we used questions in Czechkid to talk about it and I 
added my own questions as well. And then we had a deeper discussion. So we spent about half 
the lesson with one dialogue - about 20–25 minutes.   (26-year-old male teacher of Geography, 
Vltava) 

It is also important to mention that some teachers in this category do not use Czechkid but other 
methods they include under multicultural education. One example is a teacher who uses guests for her 
English lessons. She tries to motivate students to discuss with these guests and take different 
perspectives concerning the topics they are discussing. 

As for interactions  in the classroom, teachers again show their uncertainty concerning their opinion. 
Some of them are persuaded that they should express it to students, others are sure that it would be 
wrong. 

I try not to give my opinion even if they ask me, so I try not to say it to them. I try to make them 
summarise their opinions but of course I keep my opinion out of it.   (26-year-old male teacher of 
Geography, Vltava) 

Almost all the teachers remembered situations when students presented xenophobic or even racist 
opinions and they had to react to them. Just as missionaries, so also servicemen think that students 
come up with ideas they hear at home or in media, but it does not make the situation easier for 
teachers: 

I experienced a bit of racism when I had a class of younger students and we were doing human 
rights issues. They were supposed to come up with some solutions. And one girl proposed that 
expelling the Roma to Germany would be a good solution. I discussed it with her and we tried to 
think if it was really the right solution. In the end I persuaded her to change the picture a little bit 
but it was rather difficult to convince her that her solution was not ideal. I do not even know if we 
moved the discussion to the right point. We discussed that probably Germans would not like us 
to expel Roma to Germany. I tried to ask her if it would be right to expel her if she was a Roma 
girl. She thought about it and then she said”If I was a Roma girl, I would deserve to be expelled 
because my parents would teach me to steal and then it would be better if they expelled me to 
Germany”. It was really a very difficult discussion because she had many prejudices from the 
family. She was persuaded that she had come up with the best possible solution.   (32-year-old 
female teacher of Civics and English Language, Sazava) 



 

 

Servicemen usually react in the same way as teachers in the previous category – they try to discuss, 
offer a different opinion and link it with students’ personal experience. 

Sometimes I have to react when they bring simplistic opinions which are almost racist or 
xenophobic. They say, for example, that Roma do not work or other stereotypes, which exist in 
the Czech society. And what is my reaction? First of all I ask the others to react to it and if no 
other reaction comes up I try to offer some different point of view or show them another 
example.   (26-year-old male teacher of Geography, Vltava) 

Teachers are not uniform in their perception of students. Some of them say that students are not afraid 
to give their opinions; others have a feeling that students are ashamed to express themselves officially 
in front of their classmates: 

When they talk among themselves or somewhere in the pub, then they express their opinion but 
it is difficult to express their opinion in public. I will tell it to my friend around the corner, but I do 
not say it in public even if it is a good opinion or if they only should say I agree or disagree with 
you. I found out that it is much easier when we have a guest, because he or she comes from 
outside.   (31-year-old female teacher of English Language, Vltava) 

Multicultural servicemen struggle especially with time pressure. They can identify themselves with 
multicultural education goals and contents but they significantly differ from missionaries in the methods 
they use. Their experience is that active learning methods are more time-consuming and that is why 
they cannot afford to use them as often as they would wish. 

Their strategy for coping with this dilemma is to try to show a different perspective in topics they have 
to do with their students (like literature) and they sometimes use a method which can support critical 
thinking more strongly, like Czechkid. 

They have very similar experiences and dilemmas to multicultural missionaries, especially concerning 
the dilemma about expressing their own opinion and students' reaction. Their way of reacting to 
students’ prejudices is also very similar. They perceive reflection of their life experiences in 
combination with a different perspective as the best possible reaction. 

 

Multicultural officers 

Multicultural officers belong to the older category – the youngest is 42 and the oldest 55, which means 
the normalization generation.  

Multicultural officers prove no exception compared with other teacher-type groups concerning personal 
aims. They also did not give long answers; they usually stayed on a very general level. Goals  in this 
group of teachers are very diverse; in fact every teacher gave a somewhat different answer. One of 
them stressed the aspect of critical thinking and two would like to see that students like the subject: 
they would like the teaching to inspire students.  

My aim is to inspire my students to be active and critically perceive what they read. I would like 
to teach them not to say only I read this or that. They should be able to say what they liked and 
what they disliked, they should be able to see both perspectives and have a dialogue about it. 
They should know how important critical thinking is.  

(42-year-old male teacher of Civics, Vltava) 

One teacher even totally refused to answer the questions by sticking to the  subject she taught, which 
was English in her case. She just repeated that language is a means of communication and that was 
for her a reason to teach the language. 



 

 

When we talk about multicultural experience , in comparison with the two previous categories, we 
can see some development in the direction from very personal experience towards general ideas and 
convictions. Except for one teacher, who was born in a multicultural family with several mother 
tongues, other teachers remained at the level of general ideas about tolerance: 

I think that I am generally tolerant and this is why it is stupid to think something wrong about 
someone else, when you have an experience that it can be all right. My husband has different 
experiences with Roma when he saw them stealing in the metro and he is not tolerant. So it 
means that it is based on personal experience. 

When you go to Africa, you are afraid of unknown situations, of course. I was in Tunisia and 
Egypt and I had only nice experiences. And I think that students see that I am democratic in 
everything I do.   (42 years old female teacher of Literature, Labe) 

Teachers in this group talk about tolerance as a general attitude which belongs to normal people. 
Children learn it as a natural thing in their families: 

The way my parents brought me up was important, it is clear. And the fact that I was brought up 
in a large family was another important factor. We experienced a lot of opinions, ideas and it 
was also very much linked to the period before 1989. We were not allowed to say many things, 
but swearing at Roma was allowed in public, but my mother stopped us, saying that they are 
also people just like us. It was not allowed to say that they are worth less than we are. And later 
on we swore at Russians, of course.15  (54 years old female teacher of Civics, Labe) 

One teacher talks about her perception of multicultural issues in the context of her experience from the 
old regime. She is motivated by antipathy to what she saw in the old regime.  

The Bolshevik was like this. And if you could not stand it that time you do not have troubles to 
cope with Vietnamese, or bandy-legged people today. Communism was based on classification 
of people. Because the Bolshevik was deeply, essentially and systematically unfair. And 
behaving badly towards foreign people is also unfair.   

(54 years old female teacher of Civics and Czech Language, Labe) 

This particular teacher experienced the communist regime as one which segregated people who are 
different. That is for her a motivation to accept otherness today.  

It seems that teachers in this category see being open to other people as a kind of normal behaviour. 
The pedagogical consequence of this perception is that multicultural education does not necessarily 
need any special place in the education system, because in any case it is natural part of any 
education. 

Multicultural officers were the first group of teachers talking in this context about the Roma minority in 
the Czech Republic. I understand it as a consequence of the fact that most of teachers’ expressions 
concerning their multicultural experience stay on a very general level. And so we can see for the first 
time also the appearance of the Roma issue in what they are saying. Three of the four teachers 
belonging to this category mentioned that they had some short personal contact with Roma which they 
could cope with. But at the same time the fact that they do not have anything obvious against them 
makes them multicultural, according to their opinion. 

One teacher gave his opinion that the Roma abuse the Czech social system and he even believed 
that the Roma genotype is of a different quality then the white one: 
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  This teacher referred to the occupation in 1968. 



 

 

I think that ordinary people do not think whether someone is black or has curly hair. But they 
mind Roma behaviour and the fact that they are parasites. The problem is that you have a 
feeling that they will steal from you and another problem is that you know about 90 % of Roma 
do not work. So, is it racism when I say that 90 % of Roma do not work? Is it racism or not? 
When I say “Roma go away”, then it is racism, but this information is problematic, what to do 
about it? There is a problem with Roma and their skin colour is not a problem. I think that it is 
their temper, the question of genetic difference…..It is the same as if I say that 90 % of men are 
dominant or 90 % of women are submissive. Not all of them, but the majority. Is that given by 
culture or not?   (42-year-old male teacher of Civics, Vltava) 

Teachers in this group do not have deep personal multicultural experiences. They think about 
multiculturalism on a very general level but they are satisfied with the feeling that they are tolerant. 
They did not experience anything like cultural differences and that is why they cannot imagine it in 
practical life.  

Teachers belonging to this category do not have any goals for multicultural education . They usually 
tried Czechkid once or twice (although they considered working with it more often) and it was done in 
a kind of anarchistic way (as they call it). They usually took their students in the computer class, 
showed them Czechkid and asked for reactions. 

Others tried the same without computers – they tried to take one topic and kept the whole discussion 
on a general level: 

I started by asking what they imagine under multiculturalism and if they have any ideas about 
problems linked to it and they did not know. So we went on to analyse the word multi-cultural, 
what it could mean and I let them formulate problems.  

And there is one Ukrainian boy in the class and we went out of his real situation, how he is 
perceived by his surrounding and we compared it with Olga from Czechkid. And we asked him if 
it suits to his situation and he answered that he could identify with it because his parents also 
have to work in construction work although they studied at university.   (42 years old female 
teacher of Literature and Civics, Labe) 

Other teachers in this category do not see any link between multicultural education and what they 
teach. In other words we could say that they do not see the multicultural dimension in their subjects. 

I did not have any aim in economics, which I teach because I am motivated more by a pragmatic 
perspective that I have to show them how the market functions and multicultural education is at 
the margin, because I do not have time for it.   (55-year-old female teacher of English language, 
Labe) 

I am an English Language teacher, I do not teach Civics. So I give them a tool to express 
themselves in a foreign language. I give them tools to express their opinions, I agree or disagree 
and why. These are language instruments.   (54-year-old female teacher of Civics, Sazava) 

Comparing this fact with other teachers’ categories, we can see that the teacher’s personality and 
motivation for multicultural education is more important than the subject they teach. In the same 
school where this teacher works, other English language teachers are the motors of multicultural 
education implementation. The teacher just quoted sits with them in one staff room, they get on very 
well and still the reflection of multicultural education as a part of English language teaching differs 
significantly. 

What is valid for goals is also valid for methods in this teachers' category. Teachers do not associate 
multicultural education with any special method; one teacher even associates special methods with a 



 

 

special subject, which shows a deep misunderstanding of the whole multicultural education conception 
as it was planned in the reform and in Czechkid.  

I do not know, I do not think that there should be some special methods for multicultural 
education. I would say that it should be implemented as a subject in the primary school and not 
here. Children should learn to understand these issues. And you have troubles among children 
in the primary school – they are rude, uncivilised, sometimes it is only lack of good upbringing, 
lack of education. I would start there.   (54-year-old female teacher of Civics, Labe) 

The rest of teachers simply use their standard methods, which are usually frontal teaching, combined 
with some individual student work: 

I gave Czechkid to children to prepare presentations; they could choose whatever they wanted. 
One boy chose Neo-nazism; he prepared it in a nice way. I told you he is a sort of anarchist, so 
he identified himself with it and got a good mark. Another boy prepared globalisation, he referred 
to it briefly but he gave the essence of it. And one girl made a choice for globalisation and she 
used the table of pros and cons, created four groups of students and they should divide these 
pros and cons. It was in brief but I had a feeling that students could understand it. (55-year-old 
female teacher of English language, Sazava) 

Teacher-officers do not talk very much about their interactions  with students. Compared with the 
others they do not even seem to reflect on it very much. And surprisingly they say that they do not 
have any experience with students expressing intolerance in relation to minority groups or foreigners: 

I explained something about the Roma problem in sociology and I have never heard anything 
like “Roma steal”. And in fact I taught them that they have their history, traditions, and their 
inclinations. But how can we solve the problem that these people do not work and they do not 
want to work, they live to the detriment of others and it is an insoluble problem or there is no will 
to solve it. We can see how the government reacts to it and we can be happy that children react 
in a different way. They say that Čunek should resign.   (54-year-old female teacher of Civics, 
Labe) 

Some officers say that they do not have experience with the topic and so they cannot express it to 
students. Others have relatively strong opinions but both types agree that it is better not to express 
their opinion in class. The reason is not to influence students too much.  

I prefer not to give it. I do not impose my opinion on them. I think I am stronger in  arguing and I 
could even beat them down with my arguments,it would not be such a big problem……the 
teacher has an enormous authority and it depends especially on how I say things.   (42-year-old 
female teacher of Civics, Vltava) 

There was one interesting moment in what teachers in this category said about their interactions with 
students by using Czechkid. One teacher was surprised because it was an important moment for her 
when she adopted the perspective of a foreign student in her class: 

 

I experienced moments of surprise, for example, when Kosta – the Ukrainian boy - identified 
himself with the Olga figure, whose father could not find a good job and had to start working in 
construction. And I asked him if it is authentic to him and he agreed. And other students asked 
him – but it cannot be true that the Ukrainians would be perceived like this, could it? So I 
experienced these surprises. 

(42-year-old female teacher of Literature and Civics, Labe) 



 

 

In short we can say that teachers in this category seem not to have that much contact with their 
students about multicultural education. Their main aim is to fulfil the requirements of their subjects and 
multicultural education is not a part of it. They perceive multicultural education as something coming 
from outside that does not have any link with their own teaching style. Moreover, they directly 
associate multicultural education with a problem; they use the combination of these two words very 
often. 

Only with difficulty can they identify themselves with multicultural education goals and they do not use 
a variety of pedagogical methods. Their teaching is a sort of combination of frontal teaching with some 
discussions, but they are not very open to experimentation. 

Multicultural officers do not have any experience with students’ prejudices, which is relatively 
interesting because they work in the same schools as the other teachers’ categories, where this 
experience was mentioned very often. The reason might be that if they do not discuss that much with 
their students, they also do not give so much space for expressing negative attitudes. 

They implement aspects of multicultural education only when they are made to do so from outside – 
by participation in a project or as a part of the school reform. In connection with making higher outside 
pressure on them, I see the danger of the ideologising of multicultural education. I think that these 
teachers' attitudes must be taken very seriously, because, owing to the experience under communism, 
a new ideologising of any topic is the last thing that Czech schools would wish. 

 

Teachers from the secondary vocational schools and their coping with multicultural education 
in the classroom practice 

So far in this part I have presented results from grammar schools because the classroom level 
experience of teachers from the secondary vocational schools differs significantly from the experience 
of teachers from the grammar schools. If I were to use criteria for sorting these teachers into the 
typology, they would all belong to the group of officers. The reason would be that they simply do not 
systematically use anything from multicultural education in their teaching and at the same time they 
have doubts about its goals. Still, there are some aspects which are worth mentioning and these 
aspects cannot be compared with the grammar school experience.  

Teachers in the secondary vocational schools were the only ones where I met with the fact that they 
simply used Czechkid because the school management had asked them to do so. They expressed 
also a certain bad feeling that they had had to invest their time into such a thing. My impression was 
that they simply used a particular project, because they were asked, although they do not have 
anything to do with multicultural education at all. In these cases I always tried to ask if they used 
something different that could be covered by multicultural education as a kind of umbrella approach. 
None of them was able to give any example; they simply do not see multicultural education as a part 
of their teaching. 

This might also be due to the fact that there are as yet no reform documents prepared for this type of 
schooland so there is no outside pressure for them. Some further research at the time when the 
documents are ready may be very interesting.  

Although this generally negative approach prevailed, there were still differences in their class level 
practice and personal motivations and that is what I would like to present here.  

As for their personal aims, they did not want to talk about them very much – their answers were even 
shorter than those of their colleagues from the grammar schools. They usually mentioned very general 
things like – “I would like students to learn something” or “I would like students to like my lessons”. 



 

 

There was only one exception, a teacher who mentioned that “she would like to help students to grow 
into responsible citizens” (53-year-old female teacher of Civics). 

With one exception they did not have any multicultural experience and so the answers were usually 
two sentences – “I do not know”, and then something very short like – “my family was tolerant” (27-
year-old female teacher of Czech language and psychology). 

or “my only multicultural experience was the occupation in 1968” (49-year-old female teacher of Czech 
language). 

 

The only exception was again the 53 year-old female teacher of Civics, whose close friend comes 
from a Jewish background and emigrated to Great Britain. This teacher also experienced a kind of 
change in her perspectives, as she put it.  

As for their classroom practice, the goals of the three teachers from Bouřňák school were always 
linked directly to explaining the topic of the lesson – as they called it. In two out of three cases they 
made a choice for the dialogue about coping with the Slovak language – which is one of the least 
problematic topics which exist in Czechkid (see http://www.czechkid.cz/l12e.html). Their goal was then 
to explain the differences between Czech and Slovak  from a linguistic point of view.  

The only exception was again a teacher from Vřesník school, who started a very similar debate to the 
multicultural missionaries in the grammar schools. She was also aware that she should be able to 
define pedagogical goals for each lesson and she is not unfamiliar with this approach either. 

As for methods, they all combined traditional frontal teaching with some kind of guided discussion. 
They tried to read some of the dialogues and tried to discuss some questions with their students. The 
most interesting point is the fact that they were very weak when it came to knowledge. One teacher 
mixed the words “Islamic” and “Muslim”, while another teacher mixed nationality and citizenship and 
tried to persuade students that she was right: 

 

How one gets a nationality – I was surprised. One girl said in class that you can gain it and not 
be born with it – she simply mixed it up with citizenship, so I immediately explained it, because it 
was clear that they did not understand it. (42- year-old female teacher of Civics, Vřešník) 

 

This teacher worked with the dialogue from Czechkid (see on http://www.czechkid.cz/si1420.html). 
The ‘For teachers’ text linked to the dialogue explains how the term “nationality” changes its meaning, 
including the fact of the right of proclaiming one's nationality. Still, this teacher interpreted nationality 
as an innate fact. 

Teachers from the secondary vocational schools do not reflect on their interaction with students very 
much – their answers were again very short and general. According to them students learned 
something about the topic and they are tolerant – they did not encounter any expressions which would 
lead them to react – except for one teacher, again the one from the Bouřňák school. These teachers 
do not usually express their opinion.  

Teachers’ preparedness to use Czechkid or some other multicultural education method differed a lot. 
In Vřesník school they simply fulfilled their task – they tried Czechkid – and the issue of multicultural 
education was at an end for them. The topic was not interesting and they had no great motivation to 
use it in the future. Only the youngest of the interviewed teachers seemed to be more open. This year 



 

 

is the first one in school for her and in the future she would like to try some more new approaches. 
She merely did not know if she would have enough time for it.  

The situation in Bouřňák school was a bit different. The only teacher I spoke to was relatively open, 
she wanted to carry on co-operating, but for practical reasons it was not possible. Once her students 
were out of school, then she was ill, then… We tried several times to make a further appointment (for 
about 3 months) but it simply did not happen. She also promised to contact her colleagues and they 
did not react. In her case it is much more difficult to talk about the overall situation in her school or 
guess how she copes with multicultural education in general.  

Overall I can conclude that particular teachers in the secondary vocational schools were much less 
motivated in terms of co-operation and that multicultural education seems a significantly marginal topic 
there. An interesting question is whether the reform documents will cause any change and how such a 
change might look. Will there be any missionaries, who would have a feeling that there are reasons to 
invest into this field? This would be a question for another research.  

 

 

PART 3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter I have presented the results of research on how teachers cope with multicultural 
education. The aim of this research was to analyse how teachers are coping with multicultural 
education on several levels – the level of their opinion about the society, how they think about push 
factors which cause them to implement multicultural education, how they experience the context of 
their school environment, as well as teachers’ personal context and ideas. Last but not least, there is 
the question of how teachers describe concrete classroom practices. 

We can divide these aims into the following five research questions: 

- What are the opinions of the teachers in this research study about the role of education in 
contemporary Czech society? 

- What do the Czech teachers in this research study understand by multicultural education? 
- What characteristics of the school culture are important for the implementation and 

presentation of multicultural education in present Czech schools? 
- What are teachers’ subjective educational ideas associated with multicultural education? 
- What are the characteristics of classroom practice of multicultural education? 

 

There were several reasons to concentrate on these five research questions. As we saw in chapters 1, 
2 and 3, societal context always plays a very important role in educational change, in particular in 
societies in transformation. This has its specific features in the Czech Republic. The generational 
aspect of teachers’ lives combined with historical developments in society and the way multicultural 
issues are articulated in the current debate creates a specific environment. This wider societal context 
is represented in prolonged educational change and, in particular, the way multicultural education is 
understood. This positioning of teachers in the social context of introducing multicultural education 
became the theoretical background for formulating the first and the second research questions. 

In chapter 3 I reviewed the international literature about the importance of the school environment and 
I concluded that implementing any new approach including multicultural education is almost 
impossible without teachers’ active cooperation.  We could see that schools differ significantly not only 
due to outside factors but especially due to school culture, which also influences teachers’ willingness 
to implement a new approach. These aspects were researched in the third research question. 



 

 

Teachers’ life experiences as well as their personal theories about education and their professional 
background play an important role in coping with a new pedagogical approach as we could conclude 
in chapters 2 and 4. That is why teachers’ personal experiences in combination with their ideas about 
teaching were researched by means of the fourth question. 

These contextual and personal factors influence the specific interaction between teachers and 
students in their classes. The largest part of the research presented in this chapter was aimed at the 
way teachers cope with multicultural education aims and instructions and what happens on the 
concrete educational level in their interactions with students. We researched what teachers do in 
practice and which of the pedagogical views and social and personal influences described in previous 
chapters play a role. Comparing this part with research I, here I concentrated especially on teachers' 
practices while in research I especially teachers’ previous pedagogical experiences and ideas were 
researched.   

 In this part we will discuss the results of this study in the light of the questions stated above. 

Before doing that, there are several items of background information, which should be explained first. 
Then I will concentrate on responding to the concrete research questions: 

The research was done in 5 pilot schools with 20 participating teachers. 4 teachers came from 
secondary vocational schools and 16 from grammar schools. The research design was carefully 
prepared and consulted with all the participating teachers during the first meeting introducing the 
research. The finally agreed design was an interview 1, observation in one lesson and an interview 2. 

The way teachers reacted during the research has greatly influenced the structuring of the 
presentation of the research results and I would like to mention the most important details. 

First, although all participating teachers agreed with the research design at the beginning of our co-
operation, thirteen of them refused the stage of observation after the first interview. The arguments 
they gave differed. Most of them argued that they do not have so much of their teaching time for 
implementing new methods, they tried to use Czechkid once or twice and then they argued that they 
have to follow their plans in particular subjects. Some of them said that they do not want to work with 
Czechkid, they only want to discuss it with their students and this is what they had already done. My 
perception was that one of the de-motivating factors, among others, was also the fact that they wanted 
to avoid the situation of an outsider in their classes.  

Second, teachers during the research significantly differed in their readiness to use something from 
Czechkid/multicultural education and in their identification with what they understand under 
multicultural education. The collected data showed differences between teachers. To analyse the data 
in greater detail we divided the respondent group into three types of teachers, whom I called 
missionaries, servicemen and officers.  

Third, although creating teacher-types was not influenced by the aspect of age, the data indicate a 
generational effect. Most younger teachers belong to the categories of missionaries and servicemen, 
the older ones belong to the category of officers.  

 

1. What are the opinions of the teachers in this re search study about the role of education in 
contemporary Czech society? 

The Czech teachers in our research see 1989, the year of political changes leading from communism 
to democracy, as a turning point not only in the whole society but also in their teaching. Teachers differ 
in their evaluation of these changes. Almost all of them agree that the political process of 
democratisation also brought more freedom to their teaching. They do not feel that they have been 



 

 

controlled as regards their political opinions after 1989 and they experienced the school environment 
as well as educational contents to be more open. At the same time teachers differ in their perception 
of the consequences of this basic freedom, which they see.  Some teachers miss something from the 
good old days, when people had enough time and did not have to be in a hurry so much. On the 
contrary, others mention especially enhanced opportunities in their personal and professional 
development. The generational aspect plays a significant role in evaluating the influence of political 
changes on their teaching. While the older teachers mention more negative impacts, the younger ones 
appreciate more open possibilities.  

What teachers in our research do agree about is especially the fact that the ‘new period’ coming after 
1989 has also brought new requirements on what the role of education is. What they see as different 
is especially what students should learn: students must be trained to be good professionals and 
students must be educated to be good citizens. Being professional means to gain knowledge-rich 
information. When teachers talk about it they formulate this requirement as the opposite to what they 
experienced during communism, when repeating information without really getting knowledge was 
very often the daily practice.  

At the same time the teachers in our research express that they personally feel after the 
transformation of 1989 the necessity to also influence students’ personal and moral development. The 
teachers state, however, that this aim is very time-consuming, which frequently leads them to give up 
working on this aspect in daily practice.  

From this research we can conclude that our teacher-respondents want to pay attention to both 
professional qualification and general personality development, but in practice they concentrate rather 
on qualification preparation and they prefer working in particular on the cognitive level. They mention 
different practical reasons for this such as university entrance exam requirements, the expectations of 
parents and the curriculum. But another important particular reason can be derived from our research. 
The teachers under investigation state that they do not want to manipulate students or that they do not 
want to present only one opinion, a practice which they experienced very often during communism. So 
influencing the personal developments of students seems to be a difficult aspect of teachers’ 
perception of the role of education nowadays. The question, which remains open for them, is not if 
they should do it but how to do it so as not to repeat the communist way of thinking and educating. 

When teachers talk about changes in the role of education, they very often defend their practices, 
which is valid for all generations and types of teachers, although their reasons differ. To explain it 
better I will give an example. Especially older teachers very often say that although the educational 
system before 1989 was totalitarian, they personally had freedom to act according to what they 
believed was good. My impression was that today they feel to be judged for the fact that they became 
teachers before 1989. Younger teachers talk in this context about school reform. And they say very 
often they had enough freedom to do what they want even without reform. My impression was that 
they feel to be judged that they are not good teachers. And so we can conclude that teachers feel their 
role in the society is very difficult and they do not feel that they are appreciated for what they do.  

 

2. What do the Czech teachers in this research stud y understand by multicultural education? 

Multicultural education is in the Czech context an issue of teachers’ personal convictions and 
experiences. Without these two they do not even make a decision to start with multicultural education. 
And so based on the research we can state that the majority of teachers do not perceive multicultural 
education as so important that they actively work on it in their teaching time. 

The rest of the teachers who were open to co-operating in the study perceive multicultural education 
as a new pedagogical approach which requires new professionalism compared with what they were 



 

 

used to up to now. It is, in their eyes, new in its aims and contents as well as teaching methods. That 
is why we find teachers reacting to it in many different ways.  

Teachers in the study differed especially in the frequency with which they worked on multicultural 
education and the way they coped with its implementation. That is why I divided teachers into 
categories of missionaries, servicemen and officers. Only missionaries (who are a real minority among 
teachers) actively look for opportunities to implement multicultural education into their teaching.  

Officers and servicemen sometimes experiment with multicultural education but they do not work on it 
systematically. The research shows that the majority of the investigated teachers (all of them except 
the missionaries) do not see multicultural education as an important issue. The reasons for this differ. 
Some teachers simply do not like the approach and they do not have any motivation to look for ways 
to link it with their subjects. Others do not see any need to invest special time and energy into 
multicultural education because they do not agree with the aims or contents of this approach. Learning 
to be tolerant, for instance, is for them the same as being a good person which should be normal and 
not an educational aim for the school.  

 

The study showed that particular teacher-types differ in ideas about pedagogical aims for multicultural 
education as well as in their practices. At the same time both ideas as well as practices are very 
strongly influenced by teachers’ personal experience.   

- For missionaries, multicultural education is something that is strongly related to their own world-view 
and a general critical approach to education. As for multicultural education contents, they are more on 
the side of multicultural global education. For them individuals settled in the globalised world is the 
most important perspective, they do not think only in ethnically given group categories. The fact that 
there are foreigners and foreign students coming into the country and their classrooms is for these 
teachers not the main reason for implementing multicultural education. On the other hand they feel a 
personal need to teach students to cope with diversity, even when they teach in an ethnically 
homogeneous class.   

Missionaries experience relatively often deep prejudices and stereotypes from their students and they 
try to handle this in an open way. They try to discuss, give examples, and motivate students to look 
around and reflect on what they see.  

-Servicemen see multicultural education also as an important approach. For them it is also linked more 
to the general ability for critical and pluralist thinking than to the presence of specific foreign students 
in their classes. However, they understand the subject as less urgent then missionaries which is also 
due to the fact that they do not have such strong experiences as missionaries, which would motivate 
them to invest more time and energy. They implement multicultural education if they can, but they will 
not look for extra possibilities for doing so. This is because their interpretation of pedagogical goals 
and the general role of education goes more in the direction of qualification preparation than 
influencing their students. When they apply multicultural education, they tend to avoid thinking in 
group categories and they generally implement the multiple-identities approach.  

-Multicultural officers do not know exactly what they should understand under multicultural education. 
Some of them link it to the presence of foreigners in the country; others see more an aspect of critical 
thinking. They do not have many personal experiences which would influence their understanding of 
multicultural education. Their motivation to implement multicultural education is diverse but always 
comes from outside – we can mention, for example, obligatory school reform or participation in a 
project as in the case of Czechkid. They associate multicultural education with new teaching methods 
and that is for some of them a reason to avoid using it. They are afraid that they would not be natural if 
they suddenly started using new teaching methods, like working in small groups, role play etc. When 



 

 

they try to implement an activity, which can be labeled as multicultural education, they usually tend to 
talk in ethnic categories like Roma or Germans. 

The aspect of generations and its relation to the teachers’ typology also plays a role in how teachers 
understand multicultural education. After creating the teachers' typology I recognized that the teacher-
type was influenced by generation. Younger teachers belonged more often to the categories of 
missionaries and servicemen while the older generations belonged more among the officers. There 
are several factors which significantly influence how teachers understand and practice multicultural 
education, linked to what generation they belong to: 

- teachers' personal experience is, in the Czech context, a crucial motivating factor. Teachers without 
a strong personal experience are less open for multicultural education implementation. Logically many 
older teachers had limited possibilities to have such an experience (“how should I get an experience 
with Vietnamese on the way between my flat and the school on the housing estate”). 

- teachers without personal experience of intercultural encounter and significant change in their world-
view have a feeling that the fact of cultural diversity or the situation of intercultural encounter does not 
need any special skills. That is why they do not see any reason to implement multicultural education 
as a special discipline and question its aims.  

- multicultural education is understood as a concept which requires using new teaching methods. That 
is why teachers who do not know these methods and have had limited opportunities to learn them are 
less open to multicultural education implementation. 

 

Czech teachers understand multicultural education in strictly ethnic categories. When they talk about 
its contents, they usually use a battery of words describing ethnic diversity such as nationality, other 
cultures and ethnic groups, foreigners and minorities etc. They almost never mention other categories 
such as religion, sexual orientation or gender. This holds for all types of teachers except the 
missionaries. 

This fact is also linked to the extent to which multicultural education is understood in the context of the 
presence of foreigners in the country. The study showed that the presence of foreigners played a role 
in two aspects: 

- the presence of foreigners is the basic reason to implement multicultural education. Without political 
changes the country would have stayed homogeneous and multicultural education would not be 
necessary. 

- the presence of foreign students plays a role as a motivating factor for those teachers who still do not 
have a duty to implement multicultural education as a part of a school reform, like, for example, those 
in secondary vocational schools. Teachers who already have to use it usually start seeing multicultural 
education in its broader context and do not concentrate on the presence of foreigners in their classes. 

 

For a better overview of particular teachers' types, the following concluding scheme will be helpful: 

MISSIONARIES: 

IDEAS: 

- Method: new learning methods 

- Aims: diversity, anti-stereotyping, multiple-identities 



 

 

- Contents: global perspective 

PRACTICES: 

- want to implement multicultural education 

- invest a lot of time and energy 

EXPERIENCES: 

- very relevant for multicultural education 

GENERATIONS: 

-younger generation 

 

OFFICERS: 

IDEAS: 

- disagree with aims, methods, and contents 

PRACTICES: 

- try to avoid multicultural education 

- frontal education 

EXPERIENCES: 

- no experiences 

GENERATIONS: 

-older generation 

 

SERVICEMEN: 

IDEAS: 

- Method: frontal teaching, guided discussion 

- Aims: critical thinking, qualification preparation, multiple identities 

- Contents: local perspective 

PRACTICES: 

- invest less time and energy in multicultural education 

EXPERIENCES: 

- less experience with intercultural encounter, less experience with new methods 

 



 

 

GENERATIONS: 

-younger generation 

 

3. What characteristics of the school culture are i mportant for the implementation and 
presentation of multicultural education in Czech sc hools today?  

 

In this study I have not concentrated on the school culture in its complexity but only on variables 
influencing multicultural education implementation. That was why I researched especially the aspect of 
teachers’ co-operation within the school. 

Teachers in the study always mention first their freedom to do what they want. They are proud of the 
fact that they are not forced to ask anyone for permission to participate in a new project, test a new 
method or incorporate a new approach, sometimes even a new discipline. For them the existing 
curriculum is the only limit to their freedom. They put this again in contrast to what they experienced 
during communism.  

Besides this general enthusiasm for freedom, teachers co-operate within schools to some extent. 
Some of this co-operation is given by formal institutional factors; some of it is given by teachers’ 
personal affinities: 

- Teachers formally co-operate in commissions in schools where they have to discuss school reform, 
including multicultural education. These commissions are perceived by most teachers as something 
belonging to their duties. They do not mention these commissions in the context of any innovation. On 
the other hand, they do mention them when they want to show their participation in school reform 
preparations. Participation in the commission means that they work on the reform and so they fulfill its 
formal requirements. However, this co-operation does not bring anything to their professional 
developments. 

- In comparison to these formal commissions the informal level of co-operation is much more important 
for teachers in the research. At the informal level some teachers have their colleagues whom they 
trust and in these cases we can see a lively co-operation, a lot of support and a lot of real exchange. 
But it is always a case of two or three teachers in one school who are usually more connected through 
personal convictions than through the subjects they teach. 

- teachers with similar life experiences, similar convictions about teaching and its role in the society 
and similar convictions about teaching methods naturally meet each other in these informal co-
operation groups. In this way they create coalitions within a school which are in silent conflict with 
other teachers' coalitions. These coalitions are not formed by the subject teachers teach but by 
personal convictions about what aims, contents and methods are important. 

 

4. What are teachers’ subjective educational ideas associated with multicultural education?  

Talking about personal ideas and experiences was not easy for the teachers in the research. In terms 
of ideas, they always remained at a very general level, used only short answers and it was visible that 
they did not like the question.  

The question of experiences which they perceive as influential for their coping with multicultural 
education was even more complicated. Usually at first they really wanted to refuse to answer it. It was 
the only question in the whole research where I had to use my own example to encourage them to 



 

 

answer. Based on experiences with teachers' silence coming almost always after my asking this 
question and compared with what teachers answered, I conclude the following: 

Teachers hide their personal convictions behind general educational ideas about what students should 
learn at a very general level (like critical thinking). When teachers start talking about themselves, they 
do it in a discourse in which they function in a positive way: being a partner for students, raise the 
interest of students or to have contact with graduated students and hear that they as teachers were 
doing a good job.  

 

The study showed a direct link between teachers’ personal multicultural experience and the way they 
cope with multicultural education implementation. Several aspects were important: how easily 
teachers remember such an important experience, what kind of experience it was and how it has 
influenced their teaching.  

- missionaries and partially also servicemen remember their multicultural experiences relatively easily. 
The reason is that their multicultural experiences are very concrete and they are linked to what has 
happened recently – in the past few years. Officers on the other hand usually cannot remember any 
concrete experience: they very often use very general expressions concerning a tolerant upbringing in 
their families or the fact that among their school-mates there were children from other ethnic groups. 
Their experiences are usually linked to their childhood. 

- while missionaries and partially also servicemen remember concrete interactions which changed 
their world-view, officers mention very general issues and hardly remember any concrete interaction. 
Moreover, they replace their personal and direct experience with what they have read in newspapers 
and so it happened that they talked very often about the Roma community without having any 
personal experience with its members. My research showed that the less personal experience, the 
more important become the stereotypes based on information presented in media. 

- experiences influence what and how teachers teach. Missionaries and servicemen see critical 
thinking as the main skill necessary for multicultural education and they see multicultural education in 
its broader international and global perspective. Culture is for them a broad concept, which does not 
necessarily need to be linked to a group of people. They are very sensitive to the individual 
perspective and avoid talking in collective categories (like Roma, Germans of Jews). Officers are the 
opposite – they see multicultural education as a tool for integration and link it very often with informing 
students about ethnic groups.    

The research presented in this chapter shows that teachers do not see their experiences from before 
1989 as relevant for multicultural education. All three types of teachers always tried to first to 
remember multicultural experience which happened after 1989. Only if they could not do so did they 
remember situations before 1989 and those were always linked to family background.  

 

5. What are the characteristics of the classroom pr actice of multicultural education?  

I researched three aspects of classroom practice – working with goals, instructions and interactions 
between teachers and students.  

Teachers in the study do not see goals as helpful in their work. They usually do not know how they 
should respond to the question about goals: they struggle for the right words and it is obvious that, 
although they know the concept of goals, they do not use it in a way which would make their work 
easier. However, there are differences in teacher-types in reactions to this question.   



 

 

- Missionaries do their best to bring the aspect of goals into their teaching, but they are not sure how to 
do so. They know that modern pedagogy requires articulating goals but at the same time they have a 
feeling that thinking in terms of goals could mean presenting only one opinion, which they are afraid 
of. This is precisely what they want to avoid because they experienced it as wrong during communism. 
They look for ways to cope with the requirements of pedagogical literature, which recommends 
working with goals but they are uncertain about how to do it in practice. To the extent that they do talk 
about goals, then they see enhancement of the ability of critical thinking by students as the main goal. 
To achieve this aim they use work with topics. We can say that they use particular topics for attaining 
some wider pedagogical goals, such as, for example, critical thinking.  

- Servicemen and officers do not talk about goals. They responded to the question concerning goals 
by talking about the topic of the lesson. The goal of the lesson means for them working on a concrete 
topic with their students. It is possible to work on it using various methods but still the topic is the 
unifying theme of all the activities. Topics, and not goals, give teachers certainty in their teaching.   

 

Teachers see multicultural education as a concept which cannot be fully implemented by using frontal 
teaching, which was the most frequent teaching method before 1989, according to them. Teachers 
look for ways to teach differently and in these attempts they stay somewhere between a constructivist 
and a behaviourist approach. Each type of teacher works in a slightly different way:  

- Missionaries try to use a variety of methods and they try to enable students to participate actively. 
They use, for example, role plays, small group work, competitions, working with texts etc. Guided 
discussion is the most commonly mentioned method. Teachers stand in front of the blackboard, 
students sit in rows and the teacher always asks a question, a volunteer from the class answers it and 
the teacher transforms the answer into a new question. In this way the teacher keeps power in the 
class in his or her hands, stays in the middle of the debate but still tries to involve students. 

- Servicemen do not usually include any special experiential activities but they try to work actively with 
the topic of their concrete lesson. Critical thinking is the main method. By this they mean any activity 
which makes it possible to see the topic of the lesson from different perspectives. They usually try to 
motivate students to look for these different perspectives. 

- Officers usually stick to frontal teaching combined with guided discussion. They do not include other 
activities because they are afraid that they would not be authentic. When, for example, they wanted to 
work on Czechkid with the class, they simply took students into the computer room, showed Czechkid 
and asked them what they thought about the project.  

 

Working with goals and instructions also influences teachers’ interactions with students in several 
ways: 

- When teachers actively involve students through a variety of teaching methods (classes of 
missionaries), students express their own opinions, including racist ones. Officers do not experience 
students’ racist attitudes because students do not have a space to express them. 

- Teachers face many situations in which students bring topics from the public space into school. Most 
of the research was done in the months when the Čunek affair was a live topic in public debate (the 
activities of local political representatives against the Roma community presented in chapter 1). 
Teachers had to face students talking about it in their lessons many times during the research period 
and it seems that political statements about the Roma community change the borders of what is 
perceived as normal by students as well as teachers. Teachers had a more difficult position when they 
wanted to avoid racist statements from their students at a time when the Roma community was 



 

 

publicly accused of wrong behaviour, according to what the teachers reported. For some teachers 
precisely this experience was a reason not to include many methods of active learning, because they 
did not know how to react in these situations.   

 

The link between teacher–student interaction and teacher-types in the field of multicultural education 
should be a topic for some further research. Especially interesting would be the variable of teacher-
types and students’ reactions in the classroom practice.  

  

Final remarks 

 

If I were to stress the most important points from the conclusions outlined above, I would list the 
following. 

First, the research showed a strong relation between teachers’ personal experience and their 
willingness to implement multicultural education. At the same time there is a correlation between the 
nature of their personal experience and the way they cope with multicultural education on the level of 
goals, instructions and interactions with their students. 

Second, teachers see only experiences after 1989 as relevant for multicultural education; they do not 
mention any experiences from before 1989. It seems that the gap between the world before and after 
1989 is too big and the experiences from before do not serve as a source of inspiration for their 
present educational tasks. 

Third, teachers’ experiences with the educational system, multiculturalism as well as the more general 
social context, are very diverse. That is why teachers’ generations follow the division of teachers into 
the three types of coping with multicultural education. 

Fourth, although teachers’ generations co-incide with teacher-types, we could also see  another 
relation between type and generation in the research. Teacher-types can change in time and under 
different circumstances. This is what we saw with teachers from secondary vocational schools 
compared to their colleagues from grammar schools. The fact that teachers have to start using 
multicultural education which is imposed by top-down decisions can support teachers who are 
personally prepared for multicultural education implementation. That is to say that the types are also 
time- and place-bound and can change. 

  

We can look at teachers implementing multicultural education as forming a kind of ‘transformation 
laboratory of the Czech school system’ in natural circumstances. Multicultural education serves then 
as a vehicle to show what transformation means for Czech teachers. It seems that when we take the 
dimensions being discussed in western pedagogy (like for example those by Banks, 2004; Flechsig, 
2000; Parker, 2007; Van Veen et al., 2001 and others), which I used for this research, we will find a 
kind of shift through the teachers' types and generations. In some aspects the shift will probably be 
slower (as in the case of goals) whilst in others it has a faster pace (as in the field of instructions). In 
every case it seems that the younger generation of teachers is inspired by the western models much 
more than their older colleagues. But their interpretation is also grounded in the Czech context and the 
words which they use do not necessarily have the same meaning as in the international literature. We 
could even say that the younger generation also looks for the proper meaning of these new words and 
ways and how to translate them into practice. 


